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Preface 

The ideas expounded .in this book originated during the winter of 1979 and the 
summer of 1980 in the context of a seminar in which Massimo De Carolis, 
Giuseppe Russo, Antonella Moscati, ~md Noemi Plastino participated. The ideas 
are, in every sense, the fruit of a communal effort. It is nearly impossible, in 
fact, to translate into writing \Vhat was said during the course of a long sunousia 
with ''the thing itself.'' \Vhat follo\vs docs not constitute a t'ecord of the seminar, 
but simply presents the ideas and rm1terial" we discussed in the plausible form 
that I have organized. 

G.A. 
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Introduction 

ln a passage from the third conference on the lVmure of Language, Heidegger 
writes: 

Die Stcrblichen sind jene, die den Tod als Tod erfnhren konnen. Das 
Tier vermag dies nicht. Das Tier kann aber auch nicht sprechen. Das 
\Vescnsverhiiltnis zwischen lbd und Sprache blitzt auf, ist abcr noch 
ungedaeht. Es kann uns jedoch einen ¥/ink geben in die Weise, wie das 
Wesen dcr Sprache uns zu sich belangt und so bei sich verhHlt, fUr den 
1-'all, dass der Tbd mit dem zusammengehort, was uns be··langt. 

[Mortals arc they who can experience death as death. Animals cannot 
do so. But animals cannot ~peak either. The essential relation between 
death and hmguage flashes up before us, but remains still unthought. It 
can, however, beckon us toward the way in which the nature of 
language draws us into its concern, <.md so relates us to itself, in case 
death belongs together with what reaches out for us, touches us.] 
(Heidegger 3, p. 215; English ed., pp. 107-8) 

''The essential relation beflreen death and langwrgcflashes up before us, but 
remains still unthought." In the.following pages we will thematically investigate 
this relation. In so doing we are guided by the conviction that we may approach 
a crucial outer limit in Heidegger's thought·····perhaps the very limit about which 

he told. his students, in a seminHr conducted in Le Thor during th~ summer of 
1968: ''You can see it. I cannot.'' And yet our investigation is not directly an 

xi 



xii U INTRODUCTION 

investigation of Heidegger's thought. Rather, it turns around Heidegger, interro
gating this essential relation as .it surfaces at certain decisive moments in Weste.rn 
philosophy, particularly in HegeL At the same time, we will look beyond Hei
deggcr, leaving ourselves open to the possibility that neither death nor language 
originally belongs to that which draws man into its concern. 

In fact, in the tradition of Western philosophy, hmmms appear as both mortal 
and jpeaking. They possess the "faculty'' for language (zoon logon eclwn) and 
the "L1culty" for death (Fiihigkeit des 1iJdes, in the words of Hegel). This con
nection is equaUy essential within Christianity: humans, living beings, are "in
cessantly consigned to death through Christ'' (aei gar erne is oi zontes eis thana
ton parad.fdometha dia Iesmm; 2 Cor. 4: ll), that is, through the Word. Moreover, 
it is this faith that moves them to language (kai emeis PistPrwmen, dio kai lcllou
men; 2 Cor. 4: 13) and constitutes them as "the trustees of the mysteries of God" 
(oi/(()11(111101/S mr'iterhm theou; l Cor. 4:1). The "faculty" for language and the 
"faculty" for death: Can the connection between these two "faculties," always 
taken for granted in humans and yet never radicaHy questioned, really remain 
unresolved? And what if humankind were neither speaking nor mortal, yet con
tinued to die and to speak? What is tlte connection between these essential deter
minations? Do they merely express the same thing under two different guises? 
And what if this connection could never, in effect, take place? 

We chose to investigate these problems under the rubric of a seminar on the 
place of negativity. In the course of our research, it became apparent, in fact, that 
the connection between language and death could not be illuminated without a 
clarification of the problem of the negative. Both the ''faculty'' for language and 
the "faculty" for death, inasmuch as they open for humanity the most proper 
dwelling place, reveal and disclose this same dwelling place as always already 
permeated by and founded in negativity. Inasmuch as he is speaking and mortal, 
man is, in Hegel's words, the negative being who "is that which he is not and not 
that which he is" or, according to Heidegger, the "placeholder (platzhalter) of 
nothingness.'' 

The question that gives rise to this research must necessarily assume the form 
of a question interrogating the place and structure of negativity. Our attempt to 
respond to this question has Jed us- through a definition of the field of meanings 
for the word being and of the indicators of the utterance that constitute an integral 
part of it- to an examination of the problem of Voice and of its ''grammar'' as a 
jimdamental metaphysical problem, and, at the same time, as an originary struc
ture of negativity. 

There, with the expositioq of the problem of Voice, the seminar reached its 
end. And yet it might be said, paraphrasing Wittgenstein, that our work demon~ 
strated how little one has accomplished when one has resolved a problem. The 
path to be followed--ifwe may properly speak of a path in this case--can only 
be indicated here. It is not without importance that this path leads toward an· 
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ethics-understood as a proper dwelling place that is also liberated frort1 the in
formulilhility (or sigetics) to which Western metaphysics has condemned it. The 
critique of the ontological tradition in Western philosophy cannot be concluded if 
it is not, at the same time, a critique of the cth1cal tradition. Logic and ethics rest 
on a single negative ground, and they are inseparable on the horizon of meta
physics. And so if truly, as we read in the opening pages of the Oldest Systenwtic 
Program (~!'German IdeaUsm, in the future all metaphysics must collapse into 
ethics, the very meaning of this "coHapse" remains, for us, the most difficult 
thing to construe. Perhaps it is precisely such a "collapse" that we have before 
our eyes; and yet, this collapse has never signified the end of metaphysics, but 
simply the um'ciling nnd the dev<t~1oting arrival of its final negative ground at the 
very heart of ethos, humanity's proper dwelling place. This arrival is nihilism, 
beyond which contemporary thought and praxis (or "politics") have not yet ven
tured. On the contrary, that \vhich thought attempts to categorize as the mystical, 
or the Groundless, or the gramma, is simply a repetition of the fundamental no
tion of ontothcology. If our demarcAtion of the place and structure of negativity 
has hit the mark, then "Groundless" simply means "on negative ground" and 
this expression names precisely the experience of thought that has always char
acterized metaphysics. 1 As a reading of the section of Hegel's Science (~f Logic 
titled "Ground" will amply demonstrate, for metaphysics the foundation is a 
ground (Grwul) in the sense that it goes to the ground (zu Grund geht) so that 
being can take place. And as much as being takes place in the nonplace of the 
foundation (that is, in nothingness), being is the ungrounded (das Gnmdlose). 

It will only be evident after following our entire traject<)ry whether we have 
succeeded in redefining nihilism and its ungroundedness (or negative ground). 
Above all, it was important that the structure of this negative foundation-the 
subject of our seminar-should not simply be replicated in our reflections, but 
that finally, an attempt might be made to understand it. 

Note 

l. Tn the context of thi~ seminar, the term me!;Jphy5ics indicates the tradition of thought that con·· 
ccivcs of the self-grounding of being as a neg:1tive foundation. Thus !he problem of the pos~ibility of 
a wholly and immediately positive metaphysics (snch as th~lt ""hich Antonio Negri atfribulcs to Spi
noza in a rtx.·cnt book) rcm:litlS uncomprru11iscd. [See Antonio Negri, 71w Savage 1\nf'mnZv: The 
Power ofSpinoza's .~1<-taphysir'.~ and Politir:s, trans. J> • .:Jichnel Hardt (Minneapolis: University of Min
nesota Press, 1991), -Series eds .1 





The First Day 

At a crucial point in Sein und Zeit (sections 50~53), in an attempt to open a pas
sage to the comprehension of Dasein as a totality, Heidegger situate.s the reJa-· 
tionship between Daseiri and its death. Traditionally, death is effaced from Da
sein and dying is reduced to "an occurrence which reaches Dasein, to be sure, 
but belongs to nobody in particular" (Heidcggcr 1, p. 253; English cd., p. 297. 
The standard English translations of cited texts h(lve been modified by the author 
and the lranslntors in order to highlight the i:lt!thor's focus in the passages). But 
here, death, as the end of Dasein, reveals itself as "Dasein's ownmost 
possibility- non-relntional, certain, and as such indefinite, insurmountable" (p. 
258; English ed., p. 303). 1 In its very structure Dasein is being-for-the-end, that 
is, for death. As such, it always exists in some relation to death. "In being to
wards its death, Dasein is dying factically and indeed constnntly, as long as it has 
not yet come to its demise" (p. _259; English ed., p. 303). Heidegger obviously 
does not refer here to the death of animals or to a merely biological fact, since the 
animal, the merely-living (Nur-lebcnden, p: 240; English eel., p. 284) does not 
die but simply ceases to live. 

R~1ther, the experience of death in question here takes the foi·m of an ''antic
ipation'' of its O\Vn possibility, although this possibility boasts no positive factual 
content. It "gives Dasein nothing to be 'actualized,' nothing which Dascin, as 
actual, could itself be" (p. 262; English ed., p. 307). Instead, it represents the 
possibility of the impossibility of existence in general, of the disappearance of 
"every reference to ... and of all existing." Only in the purely negative register 
of this being-for-death, when it experiences the most radical impossibility, can 
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Dasein reach its ownmost proper dwelling place and comprehend itself as a to
_tality. 

In the following paragraphs, the anticipation of death, until now merely pro
jected as an ontological possibility, is witnessed even in its most concrete exis
tential possibility in the experiences of the call of conscience and of guilt. How-

. ever, the opening of this possibility proceeds at a pace with the revelation of a 
negativity that thoroughly intersects and dominates Dasein. In fact, together with 
the purely negative structure of the anticipation of death, Dasein's experience of 
its ownmost authentic possibility coincides with its experience of the most ex
treme negativity. There is already a negative aspect implicit in the experience of 
the call (Ruj) of conscience, since the conscience, in its calling, rigorously says 
nothing and "discourses solely and constantly in the mode of keeping silent" (p. 
273; English ed., p. 318). It follows that the unveiting of "guilt" in Dascin, 
which takes place within this silent call, is at the same time a revelation of neg
ativity (Nich.tigkeit) that originally belongs to the being of Dase.in: 

Nevertheless, in the idea of "Guilty!" there lies the character of the 
"not." If the "Guilty!" is something that can definitely apply to 
existence, then this raises the ontological problem of clarifying 
existentially the character of t·his «not" as a "not" [den Nicht
Charakter 1lieses Niclu] . ... lienee we define the formally existential 
idea of the "Guilty!" as "Being-the-basis for a Being which has been 
defined by a 'not'" ·-··that is to say, as "Being-the-basis of a 
negativity" [Grwulseinfl~r ein durch ein Nicht best;mmtcs Sein, das 
heisst Gnmd.vein einer Nichtigkcit]. ... As being, Dasein is something 
that has been thrown; it has been brought into its ''there,'' but not of its 
own accord .... Although it has not laid that basis itself, it reposes in 
the weight of it, which is made manifest to it as a burden by Dasein's 
mood [Stimmrrng] . ... 

In being a basis-.- that is, in existing as thrown- Dasein constantly 
Jags behind its possibilities. It is never existent before its basis, hut only 
from it and as this basis. Thus "Being.:.a-basis'' means never to have 
power over one's ownmosL Being fl·om the ground up. This "not"_ 
belongs to the existential meaning of ''thro\vnness." It itself, being a 
basis, is a negativity of itself. "Negativity" (Nichtigkeit) does not 
signify cmything like not-Being-present-at-hand or not-subsisting; what 
one has in view here is rather a "not" which is constitutive of this 
Being of Dasein--its thrmvnness .... 

In the structure of thrownness, as in that of projection, there lies an 
essential negativity. This negativity is the basis for the possibility of the 
negativity of inauthentic Dasein in its falling (Verfallen); and as falling, 
every inauthentic Dasein factically is. Care itselj; in its very essence, is 
permeated with negativity through and through [durch und liurch von 
Nichtigkeit durchsetzt]. Thus "care" ·-Dasein's Being-means, as 
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thrown projection. the (negative) Being-the-basis of a negativity. 
This negativity, moreover, is thus not something that emerges in Dasein 
occas1onally, attaching itself to it as an obscure quality that Dasei11 
might eliminate if it made sufficient progress. (pp. 283-85; English ed., 
pp. 329-31) 

Heidegger begins with this experience of a negativity that is revealed as con
stitutive of Dascin at the very moment it reaches, in the experience of death, its 
ownmost possibility. From here he questions the efficacy of the categories within 
vvhich, throughout the history of Western philosophy, logic and ontology have 
attempted to think the problem of the ontological origin (ontologische Ursprung) 
of negativity: 

In spite of this, the ontological meaning of the notness [Nichtheit] of 
this existential negativity is still obscure. But this holds also for the 
ontological essence of the "not" in general. Ontology and logic,' to be 
sure, have exacted a great deal from the "nol," and have thus made its 
possibilities visible in a piecemeal fashion; but the "not" itself has not 
been unveiled ontologically. Ontology carne across the "not" and made 
use of it. But is it so obvious that every "not" signifies something 
negative in the sense of a lack? ls its positivity exhausted by the fact 
that. it constitutes "passing over" something? Why does every dia]ectic 
take refuge in negation, without founding it dinlectically and without 
even being able to establish it as a problem? Has anyone ever posed the 
problem of the ontological source of negativity [Nichthcit], or, prior to 
that, even sought the mere conditions on the basis of which the problem 
of the "not" and its notness and the possibility of that notness can be 
raised? And how else are these conditions to be found except by the 
thematic clarification of the meaning (~f' Being in general? (pp. 285-86; 
English ed., pp. 331-32) 

Within Sein und Zeit these problems seem to remain unanswered. In the con~ 
ferencc "Hils ist Metaf'hysik? (\vhich postdates Sein und Zeit by two years) the 
problem is taken up again, as the investigation of a nothingness (Nichts) more 
originary than the Not or Jogicalnegation. In this context the question of noth
ingness is revealed as the metaphysical question par excellence. The Hegelian 
thesis of an identity between pure being and pure nothingness is reaffirmed in an 
even more fundamental sense. 

At the moment we do not intend to ask whether or not Heidegger provided an 
adequate answer to the question of the origin of negativity. Rather, within the 
limits of our research, \Ve return to the problem of negativity, which, in Sein und 
Zeit, is revealed to Dasein in the authentic experience of death. We have already 
seen that this negativity never ontstrips Dascin, nlthough it originally permeates 
its essence. On the contrary, Dasein encounters negativity most radically at the 
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very moment when, being for death, it accedes to its most certain and unalterable 
possibility. Hence the question: What is the source of this originary negativity, 
which seems to be always already hwested in Dasein? In paragraph 53, as he 
delineates the qualities of the authentic experiences of death, Heidegger writes: 
"In anticipating the indefinite certainty of death, Dasein opens itself to a con
stant threat arising out of its own 'there' '' (p. 265; English ed., p. 31 0). Earlier, 
Heideggcr had written that the isolation that death reveals to Dasein is merely a 
means of disclosing the Da to existence. 

If we wish to provide an answer to our question, we must more closely inter
rogate the very determination of man as Dascin (which constitutes the original 
foundation of Heidcgger's thought in Sein und Zeit). In particular, we must con
centrate on the precise meaning of the term Dasein. 

In p8ragraph 28, as Heidegger undertakes the thematic an(! lysis of Dasein as 
Being-in-the-world, the term Dasein is clarified as a Being-the-Da: 

The entity which is essentially constituted by Being-in-the--world is itself 
in every case its "there" (Da). According to the familiar signification 
of the word, the ''there'' points to a ''here'' and a ''yonder.'' ... 
"Here" and "yon dee' are possible only in a "there"--· that is to say, 
only if there is an entity. which has made a disclosure of spatiality as the 
Being of the "there.'' This entity carries in its ownmost Being the 
character of not being closed off. In the expression "there" we have in 
view this essential disclosedness .... When we talk in an ontically 
figurative way of the lumen naturale in man, we have in mind nothing 
other than the existential-ontological structure of this entity, that it is in 
such a way as to be its "there." To say that it is "illuminated" means 
that as Being-in-the-world it is cleared in itself, not through any other 
entity, but in such a way that it is itself the clearing (J_,ichtung) . ... By 
its very nature [von Hause aus], Dase.in brings its ''there'' along with it. 
If it were to lack its "there," it would not only not exist, but it \Voulcl 
not be able to be, in general, the entity of this e.ssenc.e. Dasein is its 
disclosedness. (p. 132; English ed., p. 171) 

Again, in a letter to Jean Bcaufret dated November 23, 1945, Heidegger re
affirms this essential characteristic of the Da. The ; 'key word'' Dasein is ex
pounded in this way: 

Da-sein is a key word in my thought [ein Schffissel Wort meines 
Denkens] and because of this, it has also given rise to many grave 
misunderstandings. For me Da-sein does not so much signify here I am, 
so much e:i.s, if I may express myself in what is perhaps impossible 
French, erre-le-lrl. And le-la is precisely Aletheia: unveiling-disclosure. 
(Heidegger 4, p. 182) 

Thus Dasein signifies Being-the-Da. If we accept the nmv classic translation 
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of Dascin as Being-there, we should nevertheless understand this expression as 
"Being-the-there." If this is true, if being its own Da (its own there) is what 
characterizes Dasein (Being-there), thi•• signifies that precisely at the point where 
the possibility of being Da, of being at home in one's own place is actualized, 
through the expression of death, in the most authentic mode, the Da is finally 
revealed as the source from which a radical and threatening negativity emerges. 
There is something in the little word Da that nullifies and introduces negation 
into that entity- the human·-- which has to be its Da. Negativity reaches Dasein 
ji'om its very Da. But where does Da derive its nullifying power? Can we truly 
understand the expression Dasein, Being-the-Da, before we have answered this 
question? Where is Da, if one who remains in its clearing (Lichtung) is, for that 
reason, the "placeholder of nothing" (Platzhalter des Nidus; Heidegger 5, p. 
15)? And how does this negativity, which permeates Dasein from top to bottom, 
differ from the negativity we find throughout the history of modern philosophy? 

In fact, from the beginning of the Phenomt)nology of5jJirit, negativity springs 
forth precisely from the analysis of a particle that is morphologict~l1y and seman
tically connected with Da: the demonstr~tive pronoun diese (this). Just as Ilei
degger's reflection in Sein und Zeit begins with Being-the-Da (Dasein), so the 
Hegelian Plu:nnmcnology of Spirit begins with sense certainty's attempt at 
"Diese-taking" (das Diese nehmen). Perhaps there is an analogy between the 
experience of death in Sein und Zeit that discloses for Being-there the authentic 
possibility to be its there, its hei·e, and the Hegelian experience of "This·· 
taking." At the beginning of the Phenomenology this construction guarantees 
that Hegelian discourse will begin from nothingness. Does the fact of having 
privileged Dasein (this new beginning that Heidegger gave to philosophy-over 
the mcdievalllaecceitas, not to mention the I of modern subjectivity) also situate 
itself beyond the Hegelian subject, beyond Geist as das Negative? 

Note 

J. [For the term "nonrelationaL" tmhr::iigfichc, see Being and Time, p. 294, fn. 4. ·-·lfans.] 



Tl1e Second Day 

Eleusis 

Ha! sprHngen jetzt die Pfortcn deincs Heiligtums von selbst 
0 Ceres, die du in Elcusis throhtest t 
Begcistrung trunken fiihlt'ich jetzt 
Die Schauer deiner Nahe, 
VersHinde deine Offenbarungen, 
lch deutetc dcr Bilder hohen Sinn, vernahmc 
Die Hymnen bei der Gotter Mahlcn, 
Die hohen Sprtiche ihrcs Rats.---

Doch dcinc Hallen sind verstummt, o Gottin! 
Geflohen ist der Gotter Kreis zuriick in den Olymp 
Von den geheiligten Altaren, 
Geflohn von dcr entweihten 1v1enschheit Grab 
Dcr Unschuld Genius, der her sie zauberte!-
Die Weisheit Deiner Priester schweigt; kein Ton der heil'gen·Weihn 
Hat sich zu uns gerettet-und vergebens sucht 
Des Forschers Ncugier mehr als Liebe 
Zur Weisheit (sie bcsitzen die Sucher und 
Verachtcn dich)· .... -um sie zu mcistern, graben sic nach Wortcn, 
In die Dein hoher Sinn gepdiget war! 
Vergebens! Etwa Staub und Asche nur erhsschten sie, 
Worein dein Leben ihnen ewig nimmer wiederkehrt. 

6 
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Doch unter Moder und Entseeltem auch gefielen sich 
Die ewig To ten! -die Gcniigsamen -- Umsonst- es blieb 
Kein Zeichen deiner Feste, keines Bildes Spur. 
Dem Sohn der Weihe warder hoehn Lehren Hille 
Des unanssprccblichcn Gefiihlcs Tiefe viel zu heilig, 
Als class er trockne Zeichen ihrer wi.irdigte. 
Schon der Gedanke fasst die Seele nicht, 
Die ausser Zeit und Raum in Ahndung der Unendlichkeit 
Versunkcn, skh vergisst, und wieder zum BC\vusstsein nun 
Erwacht. Wer gar davon zu andern sprechen wollte; 
Sprach er mit Engelzungen, fiihlt' der Worte Arrnut. 
Ibm graut, das Heilige so klein gedncht, 
Durch sie so klein gcmacht zu hsben, dass die Red'ihm Siinde deucht 
Und dass er lebend sich den Mund vcrschliesst. 
Was der Gcwciht:e sich so selbst verhot, verbot ein wcises 
Gesetz dci1 annern Geistcrn, das nicht kund zu tun, 
Was er in heil'gcr Nacht geschn, gehort, geftihlt: 
Dass nicht den Bessern sclbst auch ihres Unfugs Uinn 
In seiner Andacht stort', ihr hohler Worterkram 
Um auf das Hcil'ge sclbst erzUrnen machte, dieses nicht 
So in den Kot getreten wiirde, dass man dcm 
Ged1khtnis gar es anvertrautc, ········· dass cs nicht 
Zum Spielzeug und zur \Vare des Sophisten, 
Die er obolcnweise vcrkaufte, 
Zu des bercdtcn Hcuchlers Mantel oder gar 
Zur Rute schon des frohen K1mben, und so leer 
Am Endc wiirde, classes nur im Widerhall 
Von fremclen Zungen seines I.,ebens Wurzel hatte. 
Es trugen gcizig dcine smmc, Gottin, 
Nicbt deine Ehr'auf Gass' und Mnrkt, venvahrtcn sic 
Im innern Hciligtum der Brust. 
Drum lebtcst du ~mf ihrem l\-1und nicht. 
Ihr Leben ehrte dich. In ihreu Taten lebst du noch. 
Auch diese Nacht vernahm ich, heil'ge Gottheit, Dich, 
Dich offenbart oft mir auch deiner Kinder Leben, 
Dich aim 'ich oft als Seele ihrer Taten f 
Du bist der hohe Sinn, der 1J"eue Glmrben, 
Der, cine Gottheit, wenn auch Alles untergeht, nich wankt. 

[Oh! If the doors of your snnctmtry sh.ould crumble by themselves 
0 Ceres, you who reigned in Eleusis! 
Drunk with enthusiasm, I would 
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shiver with your nearness, 
I would understand your revelations, 
T would interpret the lofty meaning of the images, I would hear 
the hymns at the 'gods' banquets, 
the lofty maxims of their counsel. 

Even your hall\vays have ceased to echo, Goddess! 
The circle of the gods has fled back to Olympus 
from the consecrated altars; 
fled from the tomb of profaned humanity, 
the innocent genius who cndwnted them here!··--
The wisdom of your priests is silent, not one note of the sacred 
initiations preserved for us-and in vain strive 
the scholars, their curiosity greater than their love 
of wisdom (the seekers possess this love and 
they disdain you)- to master it they dig for words, 
in which your lofty meaning might be engraved! 
In vain! Only dust and ashes do they seize. 
where your life returns no more for them. 
And yet, even rotting and lifeless they congratulate themselves, 
the eternally dead!·-·-easily satisfied---in vain---no sign 
remains of your celebration, no trace of an image. 
f"c)r the son of the initiation the lofty doctrine was too full, 
the profundity of the ineffable sentiment was too sacred, 
for him to value the desiccated signs. 
Now thought does not raise up the spirit, 
sunken beyond time and space to purify infinity, 
it forgets itself, and now once again its consciousness 
is aroused. He who should want to speak about it with others, 
would have to speak the langu<tge of angels, would have to 
experience the poverty of words. 
He is horrified of having thought so little of the sacred, 
of having made so littJe of it, that speech seems to him a 
sin, and though still alive, he closes his mouth. 
That which the initiate prohib~ts himself, a sage 
law also prohibits the poorest souls: to make known 
wha:t he had seen, heard, felt during the sacred night: 
so that even the best part of his prayers 
was not disturbed by the clamor of their disorder, 
and the empty chattering did not dispose him toward the sacred, 
and this was not dragged in the mud, but was 
entrusted to memory-so that it did not become 
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aplaything or the ware of some sophist, 
who would have sold it like an obolus, 
or the mantle of an eloqm.:nt hypocrite or even 
the rod of a joyful youth, or become so empty 
at the end, that only in the echo 
of foreign tongues would it find its roots. 
Your sons, Oh Goddess, miserly with your honot~ did not 
carry it through the streets and markets, but they cultivated it 
in the breast's inner chambers. 
And so you did not live on their lips. 
Their life honored you. And you live still in their acts. 
Even tonight, sacred divinity, l heard you. 
Often the life of your children reveals you, 
and I introduce you as the soul of their acts! 
You arc the lofty meaning, the true faith, 
which, divine when all else crumbles, does not falter.] 
(Hegel l, pp. 231-33) 

This poem, dedicated by the young Hegel to his friend I-Wlderlin in August, 
1796, recounts the Eleui'inian mystery, centered, like any mystery, on some in
effable object (des mwr,ssprcchlidu:n Gefiihles Tiefe). The profundi1y of this 
"ineffable sentiment" is sought in vain in words and in "desiccated signs." He 
who would reveal this object to others must "speak the language of angels," or, 
rather, experience .. the poverty of words." If the initiate attempts this experi
ence, then "speech seems like sin" and "alive, he closes his mm1th." A "sage 
law" prohibits him from carrying "through streets and markets" that which he 
had "seen, heard, felt during the sacred night" of Eleusis, and finally, this 
knowledge does not merely live "in the echo of foreign tongues," but rather is 
"cultivated in the breast's inner chambers." 

The fact that the philosopher of the dialectic and logos portrays himself here 
as the guardian ofEleusinian silence and of the ineffable is a circumstance that is 
ofren quickly dismissed. This early poetic exercise was evidently composed un
der the influence of HOlderlin, the poet of the very Bcgeistcrung that Hegel had 
to so emphatically renounce ten years latet: For the then twcnty-six..,yem:.old phi
losopher (who, though young, had alre.ady read the texts that would most deci .. 
sively come to influence him, and who was engaged in a frequent philosophical 
correspondence with ScheHing). this poem represents an isolated episode. It is 
generally ~upposed that no positive, traces of the poem remained in the successive 
development of his thought. 

Obviously, however, such consider<ltiom< di:srcg~u·d the n1ost elementary her
n1eneu1ic correctness, bec~use they fail to examine the fundamental problem
that is, the internal relationship between the Eleusinian mystery and Hegel's 
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thought. Precisely as the ineffable was a vital problem for the young Hegel at a 
certain point, the way in which he resolved the mystery in the development of his 
later thought becomes significant and should be the object of a careful study. 

Here it is interesting to ohse-rve- that the Eleusininn mystery appears unexpect
edly at another point in Hegel's writing, specifically at the beginning of the first 
chapter of the Phenomenology of Spirit which is titled "Die sinnliche Gewiss
heit, oder das Diese und das ~Meinen" ("Sense--certainty: or the 'This' and 
'Meaning' "). However, the significance of this mystery in the Phrnomenology 
appears to be the opposite of that expressed in the poem Eleusis, at least at first 
glance. 

In fact, in the first chapter of the Phenomenology, Hegel addresses the liqui
dation of sense-certainty. He carries this out through an analysis of the This (das 
Diese) and of indication: 

Because of its concrete content, sense-certainty immediately appears as 
the richest kind of knowledge, indeed a knO\\'ledge of infinite wealth 
... Moreover, sense-certainty appears to be the truest knowledge; for it 
has not as yet omitted anything from the object, but has the object 
before it in its perfect entirety. But, in the event, this very certainty 
proves itself to be the most abstract and poorest truth. All that it says 
about what it knows is just that it is; and its truth contains nothing but 
the sheer being of the thing. Consciousness, for its part, is in this 
certainty only as a pure "I"; or I am in it [/ch bin darin] only as a pure 
"This;'' and the object similarly only as a pure "This" [Dieses]. 
(Hegel 2, p. 82; English ed., p. 58) 

In sensc~certainty's attempt to define its own object, it asks, "What is the 
This?" It is then compelled to admit that what seemed like the most concrete 

truth is a simple universal: 

It is, then, sense-certainty itself that must be asked: "What is the 
This?" If we take the "This" in the twofold shape of its being, as 
"Now" and as "Here," the dialectic it has in it will receive a form as 
intelligible as the "This'' itself is. To the question: "What is Now?" let 
us answer, e.g. "Now is Night." In order to test the truth of this sense
certainty a simple experiment will suffice. We write down this truth; a 
truth cannot lose anything by being written down, any more than it can 
lose anything through our preserving it. If now, this noon, we look 
again at the written truth we shall have to say that it has become empty. 

The Now that is Night is preserved, i.e. it is treated as -what it 
professes to be, as an entity [Seiendes]; but it proves itself to be, on the 
contrary, a nonentity [Nichtseiendes_l. The Now does indeed preserve 
itself, but as something that is not Night; equally, it preserves itself in 
the face of the Day that it now is, as something that also is not Day, in 
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other words, as a negative in general. This self-preserving Now is, 
therefore, not immediate but mediated; for it is determined as a 
permanent and self-preserving Now through the fact that something 
else, viz. Day and Night, is not. As so determined, it is still just as 
simply Now as before, and in this simplicity is indifferent to what 
happens in it [bei ihm herspielt]; just as little as Night and Day are its 
being, just as much also is it Day and Night; it is not in the least 
affected by this its other-being. A simple thing of this kind which is 
through negation, which is neither This nor That, a not-This, and is with 
equal indifference This as well as That- such a thing we call a 
universal [Ailgcmr:>hu's]. So it is in fact the universal that is the true 
[content] of sense-certainty. 

It is as a universal too that we utter [.sprechen ... aus] what the 
sensuous [content] i.s. What we say is: "This," i.e. the unh·crsal This; 
or, "it is," [es ist]; i.e. Being in general. Of course, ·we do not· 
envtmge [.Hellen ... vor] the universal 'l'his or Being in gen·cral, but 
we utter the universal; in other words, we do not strictly say what in 
this sense-certainty we mean [mrim'n] to say. But language, as we sec, 
is the more truthful; in it, we ourselves immediately contradict what we 
mean to say [unsere Mcinung], and since the universal is the true 
[content] of sense-certainty and l<1nguage expresses this true [content] 
al.n.ne, it is just not possible for us ever to say [sagenJ, or express in 
words, a sensuous being that we mean [meinen]. (pp. 84-85; English 
ed., pp. 59-60) 

(Let us keep this last paragraph well in mind because in it is already prefigured 
that resolution of the unspeakable of sense-certainty in language that Hegel pro
poses in the first chapter of the PhcnonU'nology. Any attempt to express sense
certainty signifies, for Hegel, to experience tlw impossibility of saying what one 
means. But this is not because of the incapacity of language to pronounce the 
unspeakable as in Eleusis [that is, because of the ''poverty of words'' and ''des
iccated signs"], but rather, this is due to the fact that the universal itself is the 
truth of sense-certainty, and thus it is precisely this truth that language says per
fectly.) 

In fact, at the very moment sense-certainty attempts to come out of itself and 
to indicate (zeigen) what it means, it must necessarily realiz_e that what it believed 
it could immediatcJy embrace in the gesture of demonstrating, is, in reality, a 
process of mediation, or more property, a true and proper dialectic that, as such, 
always contnins within itself a negation: 

The Now is indicated, this Now. "Now"; it has already ceased to be in 
the act of indicating il. The Now that is, is another Now than the one 
indicated~ and we see that the Now is just this: to be no more just when 
it is. The Now. as it is indicated to us, is Now that has been 
[gewesenes], and this is its truth; it has not the truth of being. Yet this 
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much .is true, that it has been. But what has been is. in fact, not a being 
[was gcwcscn ist, ist in der 1l7t kein ll'esen.l; it is not, and it was with 
being that we were concerned. 

In this act of indicating, then, we see merely a movement which 
takes the followjng course: (l) I indicate the .. Now" and it is asserted 
to be the truth. I indicate it, however, as something that has been, or as 
something that has been superseded [lh{f!Jehobenes]; I set aside the first 
truth. (2) I now assert as the second truth that it has been, that it is 
superseded. (3) But what has been, is not; I set aside the second truth, 
its having been, its' supersession, and thereby negate the negations of 
the "Now," and thus return to the first assertion, that the "Now" is. 
(pp. 88-89; English ed., p. 63) 

To demonstrate something, to desire to grasp the This in the act of indication 
(das Diese nchmen, Hegel will later say), signifies a realization that sense
certainty is, in actuality, a dialectical process of negation and mediation; the 
"natura) consciousness" (das natiirlichc Bewussrsein) one might wish to place at 
the beginning as absolute, is, in faet, 8lways already a "history" (p. 90). 

[tis at this point in the Phenomenology that Hegel once again invokes the f:ig
ure of the Eleusinian mystery, which he had sung ten years earlier in the poem to 
HolderJin: 

In this respect we can tell those who assert the truth and certainty of the 
reality of scnse~objccts that they should go back to the most elementary 
school of wisdom, viz. the ancient EJeusinian mysteries of Ceres and 
Bacchus, and that they have still to learn the mystery of eating bread 
and drinking wine. For he who is initiated into these mysteries not only 
comes to doubt l_zum Zwe{fel] the being of sensuous things, but to 
despair [zur Verzweiflung] of it: in part he himself accompllshes their 
negativity, and in part he sees them accomplish it themselves. Even the 
animals are not shut out from this \visdom but, on the contrary, show 
themselves to be most profoundJy initiated into it; for they do not just 
stand idly in front of sensuous things as if these possessed intrinsic 
being, but, despairing of their reality, and completely assured of their 
negativity, they grasp them without hesitntion and consume them. And 
al.l Nature, like the animals, celebrates these open mysteries which teach 
the truth about sensuous things. (p. 91; English ed., p. 65) 

What has changed in this experience of the mystery with respect to the poem 
Eleusis'! Why does Hegel come back to call into question Eleusinian wisdom? 
Can we say that here Hegel has simply disavmved the Eleusinian unspeakable, 
that he has reduced to nothing the very ineffability he had so fervidly upheld in 
his youthful hymn? Absolutely not. We can even say that the unspeakable here is 
guarded by language, much more jealously than it was guarded by the silence of 
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the initiate, who disdained the "desiccated signs" and, though still alive, closed 
his mouth. Those who maintain the primacy of sense-certainty, Hegel writes, 

... mean "this" bit of paper on which I am writing-or rather have 
written--"this"; but what they mean is not what they say [was sie 
rneinen, sagen sie nicht]. If they actually wanted to say "this" bit of 
paper which they mean, if they wanted to say it [Wenn sie wirklich 
dieses Stack Papier, das sie meinen, sagen wollten, und die Wollten 
sag en], Lhen this is impossible, because the sensuous This that is meant 
mnnot be reached by language, which belongs to consciousness, i.e. to 
that which is inherently universal. In the Hctu(ll attempt to say it, it 
would therefore crumble away; those who started to describe it would 
not be able to complete the description, but would be compelled to 
leave it to others, who would themselves finally have to admit to 
speaking about something which is not. (pp. 91-92; English ed., p. 66) 

That which is thus unspe«kable, for language, is none other than the very 
meaning, the Meinung, which,as such, remains necessarily unsaid in every say
ing: but this un-said, in itself, is s1mply a negative and a universal, and it is pre
cisc]y in recognizing it in its truth that language speaks it for what it is and "takes 
it up in truth": 

But if I want to help out language-- which has the divine nature of 
directly reversing the meaning of what is said, of nutking it into 
something else, and thus not letting what is meant get into words at 
aU-- by indicating this bit of paper, experience tcnches me what the 
truth of sense-certainty in fact is: I point it out as a "Here," which is a 
Here of other Heres, or is in its own self a "simple togetherness of 
many Heres"; i.e. it is a universal. I take it up then as it is in truth, and 
instead of kno·wing something immediate I take the truth of it, or 
percxdve it [nehme ich wahr]. (p. 92; English ed., p. 66) 

The content of the Eleusinian mystery is nothing more than this: experiencing 
the negativity that is always already inherent in any meaning, in any Meinung of 
sense-certainty. The initiate learns here to not say what he means; but in these 
terms he has no need to remain silent as in the poem Eleusis, or to experience the 
"poverty of words." Just as the animal preserves the truth of sensuous things 
simply by devouring them, that is, by recognizing them as nothing, so language 
guards the unspeakable by speaking it, that is, by grasping it in its negativity. The 
"sacred law" of the Goddess of Eleusis, who, in the youthful h;rmn, prohibited 
the initiate from revealing in words what he had "seen, heard, felt" during the 
night, is now subsumed by language itself, which has the "divine nature" that 
prevents Meinung from being putinto words. The Eleusini;m mystery of the Phe
nomenology is thus the same mystery of the poem Eleusis; but now language has 
captured in itself the power of silence, and that which appeared earlier as un-
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speakable "profundity" can be guarded (in its negative capacity) in the very 
heart of the word. Omnis locutio--we might say, borrowing an axiom from 
Nicholas of Cusa -- ineffabile fatur, all speech speaks the ineffable. It speaks it; 
that is, it demonstrates it for what it is: a Nichtigkeit, a nothingness. The true 
pietas toward the unspeakable thus belongs to language and its divine nature, not 
merely to silence or to the chattering of a natural consciousness that "docs not 
know what it says." Through the referenee to the Eleusinian mystery, the Phe
nomenology of Spirit begins with a "truth-taking" (a H'ahrnehmung) of mystic 
silence: as Hegel wrote in an important pnssage from the Preface, that should be 
carefully considered, mystical ecstasy, in its tmbidity, "was nothing other than 
the pure Notion" (der reine Begriff, p. 66). 

(Kojcve could thus correctly suggest that ''the point of departure for the He
gelian system is analogous to that point in pre-Hegelian systems that leads nec
essarily to silence [or to contradictory discourse]"; [Kojevc 1, p. 18]. The mig
inality of the Hegelian system is that, through the power of the negative, this 
unspeakable point no longer produces any solution of continuity or any leap into 
the ineffable. At every point the Notion is at work, at every point in speech blows 
the negative breath of Geist, in every word is spoken the unspeakability of Mei
nung, manifested in its negativity. For this reason, Kojcvc notes, the point of de
parture for the Hegelian system is a double point in the sense that it is both a 
point of departure and a point of arrival, and moreover, it can be shifted, accord
ing to the circumstances, to any place in the discourse.) 

Thus, the power of the negative that language guards within itself was learned 
in the "primary schools" ofEJeusis. It is possible to "take the 1"11is" only if one 
comes to realize that the significance of the This is, in reality, a Not-this that it 
contains; that is, an essential negativity. And the "richness of sensuous knowl
edge," Hegel writes, belongs only to the Wahmehmung that accomplishes this 
experience fully, since only this truth-taking "has negation [hat die Negation], 
difference, and multiplicity in its being" (p. 94). In fact, it is in relation to this 
Wahrnehmung of the This that Hegel articulates completely for the first time in 
the Phenomenology the explanation of the dialectical significance of the term 
Aujhebung: 

The This is, therefore, established as not This, or as something 
superseded (aufgehoben); and hence not as Nothing, but as a 
deterrninate Nothing, the Nothing of a content, viz. of the This. 
Consequently, the sense-element is still present, but not in the way it 
was supposed to be in [the position of] immediate certainty: not as the 
singular item that is "meant," but as a universal, or as that which will 
be defined as a property. Supersession [das At{{heben] exhibits its true 
twofold meaning which we have seen in the ncgatjve: it is at once a 
negating and a preserving. Our Nothing, as the Nothing of the This, 
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preserves its immediacy and is itselfsensuous, but it is a universal 
immediacy. (p. 94; English ed., p. 68) 

lf we nmv return to the problem that spurred our investigation of the Hegelian 
text, we might say th<~t the Elcusinian mystery thM opens the Pht>nomenology has 
for its content the experience of a Nichtigkeit, a negativity that is revealed as al~ 
ways already inherent in sense-certAinty at the moment when il attempts to "take 
the This" (das Diese nehmen, p. 93). Simibrly, in Sein und Zeit, negativity-
which always already permeHtes Dasein ·--is unveiled for Dasein at the point 
where, in the experience of that ''mystery'' that is Being-for-death, it is autheil
tically its Da (its there). Being-the-Da, ta.k:ing-the-Diese: ls the similarity be
tween these two expressions and their common nodal point in negativity merely 
casual, or does this coincidence hide a common essence that remains to be in
vestigated? What is it in Da and in Diese that has the power to introduce-to 
initiate-· humanity into negativity? And, above all, what do these two phrases 
signify? What do Being-the-there and taking-the-This mean? Our next task is to 
clarify these terms. 



Excursus 1 (between the second and 
third days) 

'Ihe problem of indication and the This is not particular to Hegelian philosophy, 
nor does it constitute a merely chance beginning to the Phenomenology, selected 
Jl·om many indistinct possibilities. Rather it becomes evident Ji"om the appear
ance of this problem at a crucial point in the histor.y of metaphysics...:.. the Aris
totelian determination of the protc ousia-that in some manner it constitutes the 
original theme of philosophy. After listing the ten categories, Aristotle distin
guishes, as the first and reigning category (e kuriotata te kai protos kai malista 
legomene; Categories 2a, 11), the .fl"rst l'Ssence (prate ousia) from the second (~s
sences (deuterai ousiai). While these latter are exemplified by a common noun 
(anthropos, ippos), the prote ousia is exemplf:fied by otis anthropos, o tis ippos, 
this certain man, this certain horse. (The Greek article originally had the value 
of a demonstrative pronoun, and this persisted even until Homer's time. In order 
to restore this function to the article, Aristotle accompanies it with the pronoun 
tis; in fact, the Latin translators of the Categories rmder anth.ropos as homo, and 
otis anthropos as hie homo.) A short while later, in order to characterize more 
precisely the ·significance l!{ the first essence, Aristotle writes that ''every·[first] 
essence signifies a this that" (pasa de ousia dokei tode ti semainein; Cat. 3b, 
TO), since what it indicates is "atomon , .. kai en arithmo," indivisible and one 
in 111m1her. 

While the second essences corre,\]JOnd, then, w the field (~f meaning of the 
common noun, the first essence corresponds to the field of meaning of the de
monstrative pronoun (at other times, Aristotle even elucidates the first essence 
with a proper noun, for example, 5'ocrates). 71w problem of being-·the supreme 
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metaphysical problem-emergesfrom the very beginning as inseparable from the 
problem of the significance of the denumstrative pronoun, and for this rt!ason it 
is al-ways already connected with the field of indication. Even the earliest com
mentators noted that the Aristotelian tode ti refers expfidtly to an act of indica
tion. Thus Ammonius (Cat. 48, 13-49. 3) writes: " ... kai esti men oun to tode 
tcs deixcos semnntikon, to de ti tes kata to upoke-imenon ousias" ("The 'this' 
signifies indication, the 'that' essence according to the .5ubject"). · 

The prote ousia, inasmuch as it signifies a tode t:i (that is, both the "this" and 
the "that"), is the point (~f enactment for the movcmen.tfl'om indication. to sig
n{(ication, from showing to saying. The dimension of meaning of being is thus a 
dimensi_on-limit of significHtion, the point at which it passes into indication. If 
every category is said necessar[.ly starting from a prote ousia (Cat. 2a, 34-35 ), 
then at the limit of the first essrnce nothing more is said, only indicated. (From 
thL(j point £?{view Hegel simply affirms, in the first chapter of the Phenomenol
ogy, that the limit of language always falls within language; it is always already 
contained within as a negative.) Thus we should not be surprised ({we constantly 
find this original connection of the problem of being with indication throughout 
the history of philosophy--not only in Hegel, but also in Heidegger and in Witt
genstein.. 

Moreover, we notice several significant analogies bctll'ccn the Aristotelian 
treatment (~f the first essence and the Hegelian treatfn.ent of the Diese that opens 
the Phenomenology. Even here )Ve encounter the apparent contradiction (which 
Hegel addresses) that the most concrete and immediate thing is also the TlJ.OSt 

generic and universal: the prote ousia is, in fact, a tode ti, indivisible and one in 
Hwnbcr, but it is also the supreme genus beyond lvhich definition is no longer 
possible. But there is an even more singular correspondence between the two 
treatments. Hegel had shown how his attempt to "take-the-This" remains nec
essarily hnprisonefl in negativity, because the This emerges punctually as a not
This, as a having-been (Gewesen), and "what has been [Gcwesen] is not a be
ing [Wesen]. '' In a passage from the Metaphysics ( 1 036a, 2-8), Aristotle 
characterizes the first e.\·.wmce in terms that closely recall those cited by Hegel: 

But when we come to the concrete thing, e.g. this circle, one of the 
individual circles, whether perceptible or intelligible (I mean by 
intelligible circles the mathematical, and by perreptfh!e circles those of 
bronze and wood), -of these there is no definition, but they are known 
by the aid of intu;th'e th;nkh1g or of perception; and when they pass out 
of this complete acttwlization (entelecheia) it is not clear whether they 
exist or not,· but they are ah1 .. ays stated and recognized by means of the 
universal formula (logos). (English ed., The Works of Aristotle, vol. 8, 
trans. W D. Ross., 2nd ed., 04ord, 1928) 

Both the ''negative'' characteristic (''it is not clear whether they exist or 
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not-") and tht! indlf'innhleness that is here in the first es.wmce as it passes out of 
complete actualization, and th.u.s ncC('SSrtrily implicates the first essence in tem
porality and in a past, also bccmnc manifest in the exJ•res.\·ion Aristotle uses in 
defhtfrrg the protc ousia: it is to ti en einai. Howew:r one tran'>lates this singular 
c.q:wcssion (which the sdwfastics rendered qu(>d quid erat esse), in any case it 
impUe.<> a reference to a past (en), a harh1g-!-~ePn. 

Medieval commentmors hod already noted a negativity necessarily inherent in. 
the dim(•nsioll of the first essenc1>.. This was Pxplkat(>.d in the context of the Ar
istotr!iarr ((/firma tion rhm tfn: first essence cmmot be said to he either of a •mbject 
or in a suhject (Cat. 2a, 12-13). 1n a passagPfrom the Liber de praedicamentis, 
Albertu.\· Magnus defines the status of the first essence through a dnuhle negation 
(per duas negtltionc~): 

Quod autem per 11egationem dijJ'inirw: cum dicilur quae neque de 
su.biecto dicitur neque in suhii!CW est, causa est, quia sicut prima est in 
suhstanrfo, ita ultima est in esscndo. Et ideo in substando per 
aj(frmnrfrmcm oj]rrmantcm afiquid quod sibi causa cssrt substandi, 
d~f!'iniri fl(Jn potuit. Nee etiam potuit d([finiri per aliqu.id quod sibi esset 
amsa de aliqr((J pmcdicondi: u!timum enim in ordine essendi, non 
porrst habrrc aliquid sub se cui css('ntiafitcr insit . ... His ergo de 
causis sic per duos negationes oportet iJJ.wm diffiniri: quae tamen 
negationes infin.itae non sun!, quia jlnitae sunt ab his quae in eadem 
d(ffin.itione ponuntur; (Tractatus 11, ii) 

[Moreover, it is defined through negation since the raww is neither 
said to be of the subject nor in the subject because just as the first 
cause is in suhsisting the final cause is in being. And therefom in 
.1'/rb.rl.rHng that which is a cause c~f itself of suhsisring cannot be d(pncd 
through an affirming affirmation. It cannot be defined through 
something that is NJuse (Jf itse?f, that is through pn'dicarion. Because 
the final thing in the order of being cannot have under itself any thing 
thar. is in itself . ... Jhrrcfore the rkfinition must inrolve two 
negations, which nevertheless are not infin.ile negations since they are 
bounded by these limJt.s· that are posed in the definition itself.] 

?l1e Aristotelian scission (?{the ousia (which, as a first esscnrc, coindd~s with the 
pronoun arrrllFith the plane ofd('mmrstration, and as a second essence with the com

mon noun and with signiji'corfon) constitutes the m'iginolnucleus of a.fraclUre in the 
plane of langtragc betH·ccn showing and saying, indication and sign{firation. This 
fracwre ttm'('rscs the who{e history ofmctaphysics, and "vithrnlf it, the rmto!og
ical pmblem itse~fcamrot bejf.Jrmu!at('d. Every ontology (every metaphysics, but 
also every science that rwH·r~s. whethrr consciously or not, in. the fiehl (~f meta
phyir·s) prcsuppo.w·.~· the difference betl!'een indicating and sign~fying. and is de
fined, precist~l)~ as situated at the w~ry limit between these two acts. 
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Da and diese (like ci and tpresro in Italian, like hie the adverb of place and hie the 
dcrnonstmtivc pronoun in Latin, and also like. there and this in English) are mor
phologically and etymologically connected.. Both stem from the Greek root to, 
\vhich has the form pain Gothic. From a grmnrnatical point of view, these par
ticles belong to the sphere of the pronoun (more precisely the demonstrative 
pronoun)--that is, to a gr<1mmatical category whose definition is always a point 
of controversy for theorists of language. In its reflection on the parts of discourse 
(mere tes lexeos, Aristotle, Poetics 1456b, 20), Greek grammnticalthought only 
came to isolate the pronoun r~s all autonomous category at a relatively late stage. 
Aristot·le, ccm~ddercd the inventor of grammar by the Greek~, distingl.1ished only 
noun~:i (onnmata) and v~rbs (rc111ata) <md cbs~ifierl all the other remaining words 
as sundesmoi, connecti\-c,s (Rhetoric l407a, 20). The Stoics were the first to rec
ognize, among the sundcsmof, the nutorl0!11Y of the pronoun (even though they 
treated it together with the article, ·,vhich should not surprise us given the origi
nally pronotnitwl character of the Greek article). They defined pronouns as ar
thra deiktilw (indicative articulations). In this way, the character of deixis, of in
dication (rf('mm1stratio, in the Latin) was est(lblished for the first time. 
Expounded in the 1ccfmc grommntike of Dionysus ofThracc, the firs,t true gram
m<:~tical!reatmcnt of the ancient world, thh characteriTation stood for centuries as 
the specific, definitive trait of the pronominal category. (We do not know if the 
definition by the grammarian Tyrnnnio the Elder, who called pronouns semeio
seis, refers to this deictic character. The denomination antnnumfo, from which 
the Latin pronomen derives, appears in the gnunm:.u of Dionysu" of Thrace.) 

19 
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During the course of its development, the grammatical rd1ection of the an
cient world formed a connection between grammatical concepts in the strict sense 
and logical concepts. The definitions of certain parts of discourse thus came to be 
joined with the Aristotelian cl::tssificntion of the legomena kara medemhrn sum
ploken, that is, with the ten categories. Although the definition of the noun and 
its division into proper noun (idios legomenon) and common noun (koinos lego
nzenon) made by Dionysus of Thrace can be traced back to the Aristotelian def
inition in the Peri ernumeias, the examples suggest that it reproduces the Aris
totelian definition of ousia (" koinos men oion anthropos, idios de oion 
Sokrates' '). 

(The nexus of grammatical categories and logical categories, which appears 
here in a well-established form, is not, however, merely accidental, nor can it be 
easily dissolved. Rather, as the ancient grnmmarians had already intuited in at
tributing the origin of grammar to Plato and Aristotle, grammatical and logical 
categories and grammatical and logical reflections are originally implicated one 
in the other, and thus they are inseparable. The Heideggerian program of a "lib
eration of grammar from logic'' [Heideggcr 1, p. 34J is not. truly realizable in this 
sense: it would have to be a "liberation of language from grammar," at the same 
time that it presupposes a c.ritique of the interpretation of langutlge that is already 
contained in the most elemental grammatical categories-·-· the concepts of "artic
ulntion" rarthron], "letler" [grmnma], and "part of speech" [meros tou logou]. 
These categories are not properly either logical or grammatical, but they make 
possible every grammar and every logic, and, perhaps, every episteme in 
general.) 

A decisive event in this context came with the connection of the pronoun to 
the sphere of the first substance (prate nusia), made by Apollonius Disculus, an 
Alexandrian grammarian from the second century A.D. This link was furthered 
by Priscian, the greatest of the Latin grammarians and a professor at Constanti
nople during the second half of the fifth century. Writing that the pronoun "sub
stontiam significat sine aliqua certa qualitate," he exercised a determinate im
portance for medieval logic and theology that should not be neglected if we wish 
to understand the privileged status the pronoun has occupied in the history of 
medieval and modern thought. The noun was seen to correspond with the Aris
totelian categories of (second) substance and quality (poion)- that is, in terms of 
Latin grammar, the part of speech that designated substanlimn. cum qualitate, a 
substance determined in a certain w<iy. The prQnoun was situated even farther 
away than the noun, located, in a certain sense, at the limits of the possibility of 
language. In fact, it was thought to signify substa11tiam sine qualitate, pure being 
in itself, before and beyond any qualitative determination. 

In this way, the field of meaning of the pronoun came to coincide with that 
sphere of pure being thnt medieval logic and theology identified in the so-called 
transcendentia: ens, unum, aliquid, bnnum, verum. This list (which coincides 
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very nearly \vith tbe Aristotelian pollachos legomena) includes two pronouns, 
aliquid and unum, even if the nncient grammarians disputed their pronominal na
ture. These \Vords were called "transcendentals" because they cannot be con
tained in or defined by any higher category. As such they constitute the maxime 
sdbiUa, that which is ahvays already knmvn and said in any received or ~amed 
object and beyond which nothing can he predicated or kno\vn. Thus, the first of 
the transcendentia, ens, does not signify any determinate object, but rather that 
which is alwnys already received in every received object and predicated in every 
predication-in the words of Saint Thomas, "illud quod primum cadit sub ap
prchensione, cui us intr.llectus includitur in omnibus, qr/(/ecumque quis apprehen
dit." As for the other transccndc11tia, they are synonymous (convertuntur) with 
ens, inasmuch as lhey accompany (concomitahtur) every entity without adding 
anything real to it. Thus, umrm signifies each of the ten categories indistinctly, 
inasmuch as, on an equal basis with ens, it signifies that which is always already 
said in every utterance by the very fact of saying it. 

The proximity of the pronoun to the sphere of the transcendentia---
fundament<1l for the articulation of the greatest theological problems
nevertheless receives, in medieval thought, an essential determination precisely 
through the development of the concept of demonstratio. Returning to the Greek 
g!ammnri::ms' notion of deixls, the speculnti:ve medieval grammars attempted to 
specify the status of the pronoun \'Vith respect to the trcmscendentia. While these 
terms denote the object as an object in its u n i vc rsa 1 i ty, the pronoun -they 
claim·-- indicates, instead, an indeterminate essence, a pure being, but one that is 
determinable through the particular enactments known as the demonstratio and 
the relatio. In a grammatical text of the thirteenth century we read: 

Pronomcn est pars orntionis .significans per modum substantiae 
specificabilis per aherum unumquodque .... Quicumqne hoc pronomen 
ego, vel tu, vel ille, vel quodcmnque aliud audit, aliquid permanens 
apprchendit, non tamcn ut distinctum est vel dctcrminatnrn nee sub 
determinata tlpprchensione, sed ut determinnbilis e~t sive distinguibile 
sive specificnbile per alterurn unumquodque, mediante tamen 
demonstratione vel relatione. (Thurot, p. 172) 

[The pronoun is a part of speech that signifies through its mode of being 
and is specified through some other thing .... Whoever hears these 
pronouns-1, you, he, or something eb;e--underst<lnds something 
permanent, but what is understood is neither distinct nor determinate 
nor under determinate understnnding; however, it can be determined and 
distinguished and specified through some other thing, by means of 
demonstration or relation.] 

Demonslration (or, in the case of the relative pronoun, relation) completes and 
replenishes the meaning of the pronoun, and so it is considered ••consubstantial'' 
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(p. 173) with the pi·onoun. Inasmuch as it contains both a particular mode of sig
nification and an indicative act, the pronoun is that part of speech in which the 
passage from signifying to demonstrating is enacted: pure being, the substantia 
indet<mn.inata that il signifies and that, as such, is not in itself signifiah!e or de
finable, becomes signifiahle and detenninnble through an act of "indication." 
For this reason, without indicative acts, pronouns-as the medieval gr;;rmmarians 
affirm, follO\ving Priscian-·-remain "null and void": 

Pronomin<1 ergo, si carent demonstratione vel relatione, eassa sunt cl 

v<ma, non quia in sua specie non rermmerent, sed quia sine 
demonstratione et relatione, nihil certum et dctenninatum snpponercnt. 
(Thurot, p. 175) 

[Therefore, if pronouns lack demonstration or relation they arc null 
and void, not because they change in appearance but because without 
demonstration or relation they posit nothing certain and determinate.] 

It is within this historical perspective that we can begin to examine the indis
soluble link between pronoun (the This) an indication that permits l-Iege] to trans
form sense-certainty into a dialectical process. 

In what does the demonstratio that replenishes the signiHcance of the pronoun 
consist? How is it possible that something like pure being (the ousia) can be "in
<licated' '?(Already Aristotle, positing the problem ·of the deixis of the ousia, had 
written: "We will not indicate [the ousia, the ti estin] with our senses or with a 
finger." Posterior Analytics 92b.) 

Medieval ]ogico-gram.rnr~lical thonght (including, for exmnple, the (i'rammath:a 

~pP.r't,tlariva of Thomas of Erfurt, which was the basis for Heidegger's Hohilitation
scllrijt on Duns Scotus) distinguishes two types of df'mrmstmtin. The first may refer 
lo the senses (demanstmtio arl scr1.vum), in which case it signines that which it indi
cates (thus there will be a connection between 8ignifying ~nd demonstrating: "hoc 
quod d('monstrat, sign{ficat, ut il/e currit"). The second type may refer to the intel
lect (dcmonstmtio ad intel/e("fum), in which case it does not signify that which it 
indicates, but rather something else (' 'hnc quod demons frat non sign~ficat, sed aliud, 

ut haec herba crescit in horto meo, hie 111111111 dcmonsrmtur et aliud signifrcmur"). 

According to Thomas of Erfurt, this is also the modus significandi of the proper 
noun: '' ut si dh·am dcmonsfmto .Joanne, iste fuit .!oanncs, hie 1!!111111 demonstratur et 
alh1d in rwmcros significatur' '). What is the source of this ahud, this alterity that is 
at Sk'lke in the demonstmtio ad intel!ectwn? 

The medieval grammarians realized that they were facing two different types 
of presence, one certain and immediate, and another into which a temporal dij:. 
ference had already insinuated itself, and that was~ thus, less certain. The pas
sage from demonstration to signification remained problematic, at least in this 
case. A grammarian from the thirteenth century (Thurot, p. 175), explicitly re-
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ferring to the union of soul and body, represented the significance of the pronoun 
as a union of the modus sign~ficandi of indication (in the pronoun) with the 
modus significandi of the indica1·ed (in the indicated noun, qui est in nomine de
nwnstrat(J). The indication at stake in the pronoun consists in the union of these 
1·wo modes of signifying; that is, it is a linguistic, not a tangible, fact. The precise 
nature of this union (if we exclude a few significant references to the actus lo·· 
quendi and to the prolatio vocis) remains, nevertheless, just as obscure and in
definite as the nature of the union bct\veen body and soul. 

In its intuition of the complex nature of indicatiOJi. and its necessary refe.rence 
to a "linguistic dimension, medieval thought bccnme aware of the problematic na·· 
ture of the passage from signifying to showing, but does not manage to work it 
out. It was the task of modern linguistics to take the decis~ve step in this direc
tion, but this was possible only because modern philosophy, from Descartes to 
Kant to Husserl, has been primarily a reflection on the status of the pronoun J. 

Modern linguistics classifies pronouns as indicators of the utterance (Ben
veniste) or shij(ers (Jakobson). In his studies on the nature of pronouns and the 
formal apparatus of the utterance, Benveniste identifies the essential character of 
pronouns (along with the other indicators of the utterance, such as "here," 
"now," "today," and "tomorrow") in their relation to the instance of discourse. 
In fact, it is impossible to find an objective referent for this class of terms, which 
means that they can be defined only by means of a reference to the instance of 
discourse that contains them. Benveniste asks: 

What is the "reality" to which I or you refers? Only a "reality" of 
discourse." that is something quite singular. I can only be defined in 
terms of "locutions" not in objective terms, as is possible for a 
nominal sign. l signifies "the person who utters the present insl"~nce of 
discourse containing l." By definition an instflnce is unique and valid 
only in its uniqueness .... This constant and ncc:essm'y reference to the 
instance of discourse constitutes the move that unites I/you with a series 
of ''indicators'' that, because of their form a~d their combinatorial 
possibilities, belong to different classes. Some are pronouns, some 
adverbs, still others, adverbial locutions .... This will be the object 
designated through deinonstration that is simuhaneous wilh the presen.l 
instance of discourse ... here and now delimit the spatial and temporal 
instance that is coextensive and contemporaneous with the present 
instance of discourse containing !. (Benveniste 1, pp. 252-53) 

Only through this reference does it make sense to speak of deixis and 
''indication'': 

There is no point in defining these terms and demonstratives in general 
through deixis, as is the usual practice, if we do not add that deixis is 
contemporaneous with the instnnce of discourse that bears the indication 
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of the person; from this reference the demonstrative derives its unique 
and particular character, which is the unity of the instnnce of discourse 
to which it refers. Thus the essential thing is the relation between the 
indicator (of a person, a place, a time, a demonstrated object, etc.) and 
the present instance of discourse. In fact, as soon as, through the same 
expression,· this relation of the indicator to the single inst:::mce that 
reveals it is no longer in sight, language looks to a series of distinct: 
terms that correspond symmetrically to the first. These no longer refer 
to the instance. of discourse, but to real objects, times, and "historical" 
places. Hence the correlatives: I; he; here; there; now~ then; today; that 
same day. (p. 253) 

In this perspective, pronouns -·like the other indicators but unlike the other 
linguistic signs referring to a lexical reality- are presented as "empty signs," 
whicJ] become "full" as soon as the speaker assumes them in an instance of dis
course. Their scope is to enact "the conversion oflanguage into discourse" and 
to permit the passage from langue to parole. 

In an essay published a year after Benveniste's study, Jakobson, taking up the 
French linguist's definition in part, classified pronouns among the "shifters"; 
that is, among those special grmnmatical units that are eontnined in every code 
and that cannot be defined outside of a relation to the message. Developing 
Peirce's distinction between the symbol (linked to the object represented by a 
conventional rule) and the index (which is located in an existential relation with 
the object it represents), he defines shifters as a special class of signs reuniting 
the two functions: the symbol-indices: 

As a striking example Burke cites the personal pronoun. 1 mean~ the 
person uttering /. Thus on one hand, the sign I cannot represent its 
object without being associated with the latter "by a conventional 
rule,'' and in different codes the same meaning is assigned to different 
sequences such as /, ego, ich, ja, etc. Consequently I is a symbol. On 
the other hand, the sign I cannot represent its object without: "being in 
existential relation'' with this object: the word l designating the utterer 
is existentially related to his utterance, and hence functions as an index. 
(Jakobson, p. 132) 

Here, as in Benveniste, the function of articulating the passage between sig
nific<ttion and indication, between langue (code) and parole (message), is attrib
uted to the shifters. As symbol-indices, they arc capable of replenishing their sig
nificance in the code only through the deictic reference to a concrete instance of 
d1scotJrse. 

If this is true, what the logico-grammatical reflection of the Middle Ages had 
only intuited (in the idea of the centrality of the actus loquentis and of the pro
latio vocis for the significance of the pronoun) is here clearly formulated. lbe 
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proper meaning of pronouns-as shifters and indicators of the utterance-is in
separable from a reference to the instance of discourse. The articulation- the 
shifting--that they effect is not from the nonlinguistic (tangible indication) to the 
linguistic, but from langue to parole. Deixis, or indication·- with which their pe
culiar character has been identified, from antiquity on-does not simply demon
strate an unnamed object, but above all the very ins1ance of discourse, its taking 
place. The place indicated by the denumstralio, and from which only every other 
indicntion is possible, is a place of language. Indication is the category within 
which language refers to its own taking place. 

Let us attempt to define more precisely the field of meaning that is opened in 
this return to the instance of discourse. Benveniste defines it through the concept 
of "utterance" (enonce). "The utterance," he writes, "is the putting into action 
of the langue through an individual act of utilization.'' It should not, however, be 
confused with the simple act of the parole: 

We should pay attention to the specific condition of the utterance: it is 
the very act of producing an uttered, not the text of the utlered .... 
This act is the work of the speaker who sets langue into molion. The 
relation between the speaker and the langue determines the linguistic 
character of the utterance. (Benveni~te. 2, p. 80) 

The sphere of the utterance thus includes that which, in every speech act, re
fers exclusively to its taking place, to its instance, independently and prior to 
what is said and meant in it. Pronouns and the other indicators of the utterance, 
before they dcsignnte real objects, indicate precisely that language takes place. 
In this way, still prior to the world of mennings, they permil the reference to the 
very event of language, the only context in which something can only be 
signified. 

Linguistics defines this dimension as the putting into action of language and 
the conversion of langue into parole. But for more than two thousand years, 
throughout the history of Western philosophy, this dimension has been called be
ing, ousia. That which is always already demonstrated in every act of speaking 
(anagke gar en to ekastou logo ton tes ousias enuparchcin, Metaphysics toi8a, 
36-37~ "illud ... cui us intellectus in.cluditur in omnibus, quaecumque quis ap
preh.endit," Thomas Aquinas, Summa l'lwologiae, II, qu. 94, a. 2), that which is 
always already indicated in speech without being named, is, for philosophy, be
ing. The dimension of meaning of the word "being," whose eternal quest and 
eternal loss (aei zetoumenon kai aei apomrrmcnon, Metaphysics 1028b, 3) con
stitute the history of metaphysics, coincides with the laking place of language; 
metaphysics is that experience of langt"mge that, in every speech act, grasps the 
disclosure of that dimension, and in all speech, experiences above all the "mar
vel" that language exists. Only because language permits a reference to its own 
instance through sh{fters, something like being and the world are open to spec-
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ulation. The transcendence of being and of the world-which medieval logic 
grasped under the rubric of the trrmscendentfa and which Heidegger identifies as 
the fundamental structure of being-in-the-world-is the transcendence of the 
event of language with respect to that which, in this event, is said and signified; 
and the shifters, ·which indicate the pure instance of discourse, constitute (as 
Kant understood perfectly, attril-mting transcendental status to the I) the originary 
linguistic structure of tnmscendence. 

This allows us to understand with greater rigor the sense of that ontological 
difference that Heideggcr rightly· claimed as the ahvays forgotten ground of meta
physics. The opening of the ontological dimension (being, the world) corre
sponds to the pure taking place of language as an originary event, while the antic 
dimension (entities, things) corresponds to that which, in this opening, is said 
and signified. The transcendence of being with respect to the entity, of the world 
with respect to the thing, is nho'\'C all, <l transcendence of the event of langue with 
respect to ·parole. And shifters--the little particles thL~. here, I, now through 
which, in the Phenomenology of S]Jirit, sense-certainty believes it can immedi
ately seize upon its own Meinung--arc always already included in this transcen
dence; they always already indicate the place of language.' 

Note 

1. In a different sense from our definition of the 1 ingui~tic strnc1ure of 1r~n·;ccnck.nce, .T. Loh·· 
mann (1948) distinguished the verba! structure of ontological diffen•.nce in the scission between 
thC'rne n,nd tcrminntion that ch~racterizC"s pm·o!r in the Indo-European bngungcs. The difference be
tween the taking place of bngongc (being) and that which is said in the in<;tanrc of di.~cO\Irse (an 
entity) is located in a nearby dimension, but it is more jimrfmnmtal with respect to the difference 
between theme and termin~lion, irwsmuch ~s il Ol'ercomes the pbne of simple nouns ;~nd reaches the 
very ew~nt of lnngungc (thM \ang,unge exi~t~, takes place). 

Moreover it is worth noting that the proximity hei\\-CC11 the pronoun and the spl1ere of meaning of 
the verb "to be" prohaOJ:y h:1~ an etymological foundation. The Greek pronoun, i.e., *so, *sa, de
rives from the roots .. , and the verb "to be" (essere; es-) could repre:;ent a verhillintion of this root. 



Excursus 2 (betweer1 the third and 
.fourtl1. days) 

'the link between grammar and theology is so strong in. medieval thought that the 

trMtmcnt r~f the problem r~f the Suprcmc Being cannot be rmdastood without reF 
erence to grammmh·al categories. !11 this sense, despite th(1 ocwsimwl polemics 

of thcolnghms opposed to the application of grammatical methods to sacred 

scripture (Donalmn non sequimur), theological thought is also grammatical 
thought, and the God of the theologians is also the God of the grammarians. 

I11is has its greatest effect on the problem regarding the name of God, or, 

mnre generally, on what the theologians define as the "translation of the parts of 

speech to God" (translatio partiurn dcclinabilium in divinam prnedicationem). 
As we have seen, the grammarians suppose that the noun signifies 

subst::mtiam,_eum qnalitate, that is, the essmcc determined according to a certain 

quality. Whlll happens- the th"eo/(Jgians ask themselves- when a noun. must be 

transferred to designate the divine essence, pure being? And what is the name of 

God, that is, of he who is his very being (Deus est stmm esse)? 
In the Regulae theologicac of Alain de Lille, whenever a noun is used to pred

icate the divine substance it is tran~frmned into a pronoun (pronominatur), and it 
becomes formless (fit infonne): 

Reg. XVII: Omne nomen, da!rtm ex forma, dictum de fonna; cadit a 
fi)rma. 

Cum omnem nomen.secundwn primnm institutionem datu.m sit a 
proprietate, sive a forma ... ad significrmdum dil'inmn formam 
tmn.slatum, cadit a forma, ex qua datum est, et ita quodrrmmodo fit 

27 
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informe; pronominatur enim nomen., cum signij!cat divinam ushnn; 
meram enim signijZcat substantiam; et cum videatur significare suarn 
formam, sive qiialitatem, non sign-(ficat q11idern, sed divinam formam, et 
cum dicitur: Deus iustus, vel bonus. 

[Rule XVII: Every noun, given by the form, said by the form, falls 
away from the form. 

Since every noun fo11owing first institution has been given by 
property or form . . . when it is translated to signify the divine form, it 
falls away from the form from which it was given. And thus in some 
way it becomes formless. A noun is transformed into a pronoun when it 
signifies the divine. It signifies pure substance and when it seems to 
signify its own i'orm or quality it does not signify that, but rather 
signifies divine form, i.e., the just and good God.] 

The noun---referring to the divine substance that is pure substance and "most 
formal form'' ··-.falls away.fi'Oin meaning and ceases to signify (nihil significat, in 
the words of Albertus Magnus), or rather, it is transformed into a pronoun (that 
is, it passes from sigmfication to indication). Similarly, 1j the pronoun i.~· used to 
predicate God, it 'falls away from indication'': 

Reg. XXXVI: Quotiescumque per pronomen demonstrativum de Deo fit 
sermo, cadit a demonstratione. 

Omnis enim demon.stratio est aut ad sensurn, aut ad intellectwn; 
Deus autem nee sensu, quia incorporeus, nee intellectu, quia .forma 
caret, comprehendi potest; potius enim quid non sit, quam quid sit 
intellegimus. 

[Rule XXXVI: Whenever a demonstrative pronoun refers to God, it 
falls away .fl'om demonstration. 

Every demonstration refers either to the senses or the intellect, but 
God cannot he comprehended by the senses because he is incorporeal, 
nor can he be comprehended by the intellect because he lacks form. We 
have understood more of what is not than of l1!hat is.] 

Nevertheless; the ostensive function of the pronoun is maintained here through 
recourse to that particular experience C?(lhe word that is.faith, conceived as the place 
of an indication that is neither sensible nor intdlectual: ''apud Donatum enim de
monstratio fit ad intellectum, apud Deum vero demonstratio fit ad fidem.'' 

It is important to observe that faith is defined here as a particular dimension of 
meaning, a particular "gmmmar" of the demonstrative pr01wun, whose ostensive 
realization no longer refers to the senses or the intellect, but to an experience that 
takes pla'ce solely in the instance of di,w.·ourse as such (fides ex auditu). 

Referring to the biblical passage (Exod. 3:13) in which God, urged by Moses 
to reveal his name, answers, "sic dices eis: qui est misit me ad vos," the theo-
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logians define the noun qui cst,jhrmedjl·om a pronoun and the verb "to be," as 
the most congruous and "absolute" name of God. In a decisive passage, Saint 
Thomas defines the field of meaning of this name as tha.t in which no determinate 
being is named, but, paraphrasing an expression of Saint John (~f Damascus, is 
simply known as "the il!finite and indeterminate sea (4'substance": 

Ad quartum (Hcendwn quod alia nomina dicunt esse secundum aliam 
ra.t{onern determ;natam; sicut sapiens dicit aliquid esse; sed hoc nomen 
''qui est'' dicit esse absolutum et non dl'terminotum per aliquid 
additum: et ideo dicit Damascenus, quod non signU"icat quid est Deus, 
sed significat quoddam pelagus substantiae infinitum, quasi non 
determinatum. Unde, quando in Deum procedimus per viam remotionis, 
primo negamus ab eo cmporalia; et secunda etiam intellectuaha, 
secundum quod inveniuntur in creaturis, ut bonitas et sapientia; et tunc 
remanet tantwn in intellectu nostro, quia est, et nihil amplius: unde est 
sicut in quadam confusione. Ad ulthnrm1 autem ctfam hoc ;psum esse, 
secundum quod est in creaturis, ad ipso renwvcmus; et tunc renzanet in 
quadam. tenebra ignorontiae, secundrmr quam ignorantiam, quantum ad 
statmn viae pertinet, optime Deo coniunginmr, ut dicit Dionysius. Et 
haec est quaedam caligo, in qua Deus habitare dicitur. (Super I Sent. 
d.8, q.I, a.!) 

[In the fourth place, one must say that the other names say being 
according to some other determination; thus, the word ''wise'' 1wmes 
some certain being; but this name "who is" says absolute and 
nondeterminate being by means of some other added specification; 
hence, Saint John of Damascus says that this does not sign(fy what is 
God (the "what is" of God), but rather, in some way, the infinite and 
almost indeterminate sea of substance. Therefore, 1-vhen H'e proceed in 
God by means of the path(~{' negation, we first negate from him the 
names and the other corporeal attributes; second, we also negate the 
intellecrual attributes, with respect to the mode in which they are found 
in creatures, such as goodness and wisdom; and so _what remains in our 
intellect is only the fact that God is, and nothing else: and this remains 
in some conjitsion. Finally, however, we take away ji·om God also this 
being itself, insofar as it pertains to creatures and thus remains in the 
shadows of ignorance; by means r.?f this ignorance, as far as earthly 
existence is concerned, we unitP. with God very well, as Dionysus says. 
And this is that certain shadowy realm said to he inhabited by God.] 

In the final lines of this pas.'lage, even the most universal field of meaning for 
the name qui est is cast aside. Even the indetenninate being is removed to make 
room for the pure negativity of' 'a shado!Vy realm said to be inhabited by God.'' 
The dimension of meaning at stake here goes beyond tlu~ vagueness normally at
tributed to mystical theology (which is on the contrary, a particular but perfectly 
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coherent grammar). In order to understand this, we must take into account the 
fact that, at this extreme fringe of ontological thought where the taking-place of 
being is grasped ·as shadow, Christian theological reflection incorporates He
brew mystical notions of the nomen tet.ragrammaton, the secret and unpronounc
able name l~{God. "Adhuc magis proprium., ''writes Saint Thornas ofthis name, 
''est Tetragrnmmaton, quod est impositum ad significandam ipsam Dei substan
tiam incommunicabi lem. '' 

In Hebre..,v as in the other Semitic languages, only the consonants 
were written down, and so the name of God was transcribed in the 
tetragram IHVH (yod, he, vav, he). We do not know the vowels that 
were used in the pronunciation of this name, because, at least during 
the last centuries of their existence as a nation, the Israelites were 
rigorously forbidden to pronounce the name of God. For rituals the 
name Adonai, or Lord, was used, even before the translation. of the 
Seventy, which always refers w Kyrios, tlu~ Lord. When the Masoretes 
introduced vowels into writing during the si.xth century, the vowels of the 
name Adonai were added to the tetragrarn in place of the original 
vowels, which were already obscure (and so for Renaissance 
Hebraicists, the retragram assumed the form Jehovah, with a softening 
of the first a). 

According to an ancient mystical interpretation···-already recorded in 
Meister Eckhart -the four-letter name was Mentified with the name qui 
est (or qui sum): 

Rursus ... notandum quod Rabbi Moyses l.l, c.65, hoc verbum 
tracrans: sum qui sum, videtur velle quod ipsum est nomen 
tetragmmmaton, aut proximwn illi, qund est sanctum et separaatm, 
quod scribitur et non legitur, et illu.m solum significat substantiam 
creatoris nudam et puram. 

[Once again ... lw; should note what Rabbi Moses said regarding 
this H!(Jrd: I am who I am seems to be what the four-letter name means, 
or sometMng like that, which is sacred and separate, which is written 
and not spoken and that thing alone signifies the pure and naked 
substance of the creator.] 

That which is construed as the supreme mystical experience of being and as 
the pe!:f'ect name of God (the ''grammar'' of the verb to be that is clt stake in 
myst.kal theology) is the experience of the mean}ng of the gramma itself of the 
letter as the negation and Pxclusion of voice (nomen innominabile, "which is 
written but not read''). As the Jf/71Wrneahle nanze of God, the gramma is the final 
and negative dimen.~ion of meaning, no longer an experience of language but 
language itself, that is, its taking place in the removal of the voice. There i~·, thus, 
even a "grmnmar" of the ineffable; or rather, the ineffable is simply the dimen
sion of meaning of the gramma, of the letter as the ultimate negative .fbundation 
q{ human discourse. 
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Dasein, Being-the-there, das Diese nehmen, taking-the-This. If what we have 
just said about the meaning of shifters is true, then we ought to reexamine these 
expressions. In fact, their meaning cannot be understood except through a refer
ence to the instance of discourse. Dasein, das Diese nchmcn signify: to be the 
taking place of language, to seize the instance of discourse. For Heidegger, as for 
Hegel, negativity enters into man because man has to be this taking place, he 
wants to seize the event of language. The question of the horizon of negativity 
that we posed must thus be reformulated: What, in the experience of the event of 
language, throws us into negativity? Where is language located, such that the 
attempt to grasp its place results in this nullifying power? 

But, above all, what does it mean to indicate the insl<u1ce of discourse? How 
is it possible that discourse takes place or is configured, that is, as something that 
can be indicated? Modern linguistics, which goes so far as to confirm the indexi
cal nature of the shifter, leaves this problem unresolved. Follmving an ancient 
grammatical tradition, even _linguistics seems to presuppose that, at the lirnit of 
the possibility of signification, language can show itself, or can indicate the 
present instance of discourse as its own taking place, through shifters. But how 
does this "indication" come about? In his Problemes de Linguistique, Benve
niste bases the indexical nature of the shifter on a "contemporaneity with the 
instance of discourse that carries the indicator of the person." In this context, 
Jakobson, following Peirce, speaks about "an existential relation;' between 
shifter and utterance. He writes, ''1 designates the person who utters I." But how 
is something like hu.:tication possible in this case? How can we speak of an ''ex-
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istential relation" and of a "contemporaneity" between the shifter and the in
stance of discourse? What, in the instance of discourse, permits that it be indi:. 
cated, permits that before and beyond what is signified in it, it shows its own 
taking place? 

A moment's reflection on this question leads us to the conclusion that con
temporaneity and existential relations can only be grounded in voice. The utter
ance and the instance of discourse are only identifiable as such through the voice 
that ,1peaks them, and only by attributing a voice to them can something like a 
taking place of discourse be demonstrated. As a poet had understood earlier, and 
perhaps more clearly than the linguists (''I or me are the words associated with 
voice. They are like the meaning of voice itself; voice considered as a sign~" P. 
Valery, Cahiers, 1:466), he who utters, the speaker, is above all a voice. The 
problem of deixis is the problem of the voice and its relation to language. An 
ancient trndition of thought presents this as a fundamental, logical problem 
-for the Stoics, voice, the phone, was the arche of the dialectic, and ''de vocis 
nemo magis quam philosophi tractant,'' Servius informs us. Now we must con
fi·ont this problem. 

In truth, at the moment of defining the formal apparatus of the utterance, Ben
veniste first mentions the "vocal realizntion of the tongue. p But he poses this 
question only from the point of vkw of the individual pHrticularities of spoken 
sounds according to the diversity of intentions and situations in which the utter
ance is produced. This aspect ofthe problem, even if it has been ignored by lin
guists for a long time, has given rise to recent studies (including F6nagy's La Vive 
Voix, on the function of vocal style) that consider the voice as an expression of 
preverbal (conscious or unconscious) content that otherwise would not find ex
pression in discourse. 

It is evident that this way of addressing the problem of voice-- though 
useful-· does not interest our present investigation, inasmuch as it merely widens 
the field of linguistic meaning to include the vocal pronunciation of phonemes, 
and it does not con~ider the voice as a pure indif'ation- within the structure of 
shifters-of the instance of discourse. (And yet, the importance of the voice as 
an expression of affect was already Bmply recognized by ancient rhctoric[ans; 
here it is sufficient to recall the treatment of the voice as a part. of the actio in 
Quintilian' s Jnstitutio ora tori a or in the p:lsS<Ige from Cicero's De oratore, where 
the voice appears as a cantil.\ obscurior present in all discourse.) 

The voice at stake in the indication of the shifters is situated, with respect to 
vocal style, in a different and more original dimension. In fact, as we will see, 
this constitutes the fundamental ontological dimension. ln this sense, the neces
sary presupposition of the voice in every instance of discourse was already es
tabli.~hecl by late antiquity. Priscian's definition of the pronoun already contains a 
reference-even if undeveloped--to voice (which at the same time establishes an 
unexpected relation between voice and the dimension of being, the sola subs tan-
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tia): "solam enim substantiam. sign{ficant pronomina1 quantum est in ipsius pro
latione vocis." Morever, we know that the medieval logicians and grammarians 
argued over whether the voice should be included in the Aristotelian list of the 
categories. Ever)' one of the legomr11a, each of the possibj!jties for speaking 
listed by Aristotle, could in fact be considered in itself as pure voice; not simply, 
however, as a mere sound (vox inarticulata) or 'IVithin a determined field of mean
ing (vox as signifying term), but as the bearer of some unknown meaning. The 
voice, taken in this way, will then ~>how itself as a pure intention to signify, as 
pure meaning, in which something is given to be understood before a determinate 
event of meaning is produced. 

An exemplary passngc from De Trinitate allows us to grasp this dimension of 
the meaning of voice. Here (X 1. 2) Augustine presents, perhaps for the first time 
in Western culture, the now~familiar idea of a "dead language." Meditating on a 
dead word (vocabulum emortuum), he ponders what would happen if one heard 
an unfamiliar sign, the sound of a word whose meaning he does not know, for 
example, the word temetum (an archaic word for vinum). Certainly, the subject 
will desire to know the meaning. But for this to happen he has to realize that the 
sound he heard is not an empty voice (inan('m vocem), the mere sound of fe-me
tum, but meaningful. Otherwise this trisyllabic sound would already be fully un
derstood at the moment it was heard: 

·what more can be required for his greater knowledge, if all the letters 
and all the spaces of sound are already known, unless it shall have 
become known to him at the same time that it is a· sign, and shall have 
moved him with the desire to know the thing of which it is a sign? 
Hence, the more the word is known, but not fully known, the more the 
mind desires to know the rest. For if he knew that it was only a sound, 
and did not know that it was a sign of something, he would not seek 
any further, since he had perceived the sensible thing in his 
consciousness us far as he could. But because he already knew that it 
was not only a word, but also a sign, he wishes to know it perfectly. 
But no sign is known perfectly if it is not known of what thing it is a 
sign. If anyone, therefore, applies himselJ with ardent diligence to 
know, and inflamed with this zeal continues this search, can he be said 
to be without love? What, then, does he love? For certainly something 
cannot be loved unless it is kno\:vn. Nor does he love those three 
syllables that he already knows. But suppose he were to love them for 
this reason, because he knows that they signify something? (Augustine, 
English ed., pp. 292-·93) 

This passage isolates an experience of the word in which it is no longer mere 
sound (istas tres syllobas) and it is not yet meaning, but the pure intention to 
signify. This experience of an unknown word (verburn incognitum) in the no
man's-land between sound and signification, is, for Augustine, the amorous ex-
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perience as a will to knowledge: the intention to signify without a signified cor-· 
responds, in fact, not to logical undcr~tnnding, but to the desire for knowledge 
("qui scire amot incognita, non ipsa incognita, sed ipswn scire amat"). (Here it 
is important to note that the place of this experience that reveals the vox in its 
originary purity as meaning [ voler-dire] is a dead word: te11u>tum.) 

In the eleventh century, medieval logic returned to the Augustinian experience 
of the unknown voice and conceived it as the basis for the most universal and 
originary dimension of meaning. In his objection to the ontological argument of 
Anselm, Gaunilo affirms the possibHity of an experience of thought that does not 
yet signify or refer to a res, but dwells in the "voice alone": thought of the voice 
alone (cogitatio secundum vocem solam). Reformulating the Augustinian exper
iment, Gaunilo proposes a thought that thinks: 

Siquidem cum ita cogitatur, non tam vox ipsa, quae res est utique vera, 
hoc est litlcrarum sonus vel syllabarum, quam vocis auditae significatio 
cogital:ur; sed non ita ut ab illo qui novit quid ea soleal significari, a 
quo scilicet cogitatur secundum rem vel in sola cogitatione veram, 
verum ut ab eo qui illud non novit et solummodo cogitat secundum 
animi motum illius audit.ae vocis effectum signifkationemque perceptae 
vocis conantem effing ere sibi. 

[Not so much the voice itself, which is something somehow true, that 
is, the sound of the syllables and the letters, so much as the significance. 
of the heard voice; not, however, as it is conceived by he who knows 
what one usua1ly signifies with that voice (from which it is conceived 
according to the thing, even if this is true only in thought), but, rather, 
as it is conceived by he who does not know the meaning and thinks 
only according to the movement of the soul, which seeks to represent 
for itself the effect of the heard voice and the signiticance of the 
perceived voice.] 

No longer the experience of a mere sound, and not yet the experience of mean
ing, this "thought of the voice alone" opens a new field in thought, which, in
dicating the pure taking place of nn instance of discourse without any determinate. 
accession of meaning, is presented as a sort of' 'category of categories,'' always 
already subject to every verbal uttering. For this reason, it is, therefore, singu
larly close to the field of meaning of pure being. 

In this context we should turn to the thinkers of the eleventh century such as 
Roscelin. Their thought is noL known to us directly, but it was said that they had 
discovered the "meaning of voice" ("primus in logica sententiam vocum insti
tuit," according to Otto of Freising), and they affirmed that universal essences 
were only flatus vocis. Flatus vocis is not meant, here, as mere sound, but in the 
sense of the voice as an intention to signify and as a pure indication that language 
is taking place. This pure indication is the sententia vocum, the meaning of the 
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voice in itself, prior to any categorical s.ignificance; in this Roscelin identifies the 
most universal field of meaning, that of being. The fact that beings, and the sub
stanthw universales, are flatus vocis does not imply that they are nothing. On the 
contrary, the field of meaning of being coincides with the experience of the voice 
as pure indieation ami pure meaning (voler-dire). Restoring Roscelin to his right
ful place in this history of modern ontology, we ought now to understand the 
testimony of John of Salisbury, ''ji.1.erunt et qui voces ipsas gellera dicerent,'' and 
that of Anselm, who speaks of "nostri tcnrporis dialecth:i ... qui non nisi flo
tum vocis putant esse universales sNbstantlas." The "thought of the voice 
alone," the notion of the "breath of the voice" (in which, perhaps, we ought to 
note the first appearance of Hegelian Geist), is a thinking of what is most uni
versal: being. Being is in the voice (esse in voce) as an unveiling and demonstra
tion of the taking place of language, as Spirit. 1 

If we turn now to the problem of indication, perhaps we can understand how 
the voice articulates the reference of shifters to the instance of discourse. The 
voice--· which is assumed by the shifte.rs as a taking place of lnnguage-is not 
simply the phone, the mere sonorous flux emitted by the phonic app~ratus, just 
as the/, the speaker, is not simply the psychosomatic individual from whom the 
sound projects. A voice as mere sound (an animal voice) could certainly be the 
index ofthe individual who emits it, but in no way can it refer to the instance of 
discourse as such, nor open the sphere of utterance. The voice, the animal phone, 
is indeed presupposed by the shifters, but as that which must neccssm·ily be re
moved in order for meaningful discourse to take place. 11te taking place of lan
guage between the removal of the voice and the event of meaning is the other 
vbice whose ontological (/;mension we saw emerging in medieval thought and 
that, in the metaphysical traditirm, constitutes the original)' articulation (the ar
tllron) ofhwnan language. But inasmuch as this Voice (which we now capitalize 
to distinguish it from the voice as mere sound) enjoys the status of a no-longer 
(voice) and of a not-yet (meaning), it necessarily constitutes a negative dimen-
sion. lt is ground, but in, the sense that it goes to the ground and disappears in 
order for being and language to take place. According to a tradition that domi
nates all Western reflection on language from the ancient grammarians' notion of 
gramma to the phoneme in modern phonology, that which articulate.~ the human 
voice jn language is a pure negativity. 

In fact, the Voice discloses the place of language, but in such a way that this place 
is always already captured in negativity, and above all, always already consigned to 
temporality. Inasmuch as it takes place in the Voice (that is, in the lUmp/ace of the 
voice, in its having-been), language takes place in time. In demonstrating the in
stance ofdi.>course, the \lbice discloses both being and time. It is chronotlwtic. 

Benveniste had already noted the fact that temporality is produced in the ut
terance and through the utterance. He classifies verbal tenses among the indica
tors of the utterance: 
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One might assume that temporality is a structure iimate in thought. In 
reality it is produced in and through the utterance. From the utterance 
stems the establishment of the c<Itegory of the present, and from the 
category of the present is born the category of time. The present is 
precisely the source of tjme. It is that presence in the world that only 
the speech act makes possible, since (if we reflect on this) man has no 
other way of living "now" at his disposition besides the possibility to 
realize it through the insertion of discourse in the world. We could 
demonstrate the central position of the present through an analysis of the 
tense systems in V<lrious languages. The formal present does. nothing 
else but explicate the present inherent in the utterance, which is renewed 
with each production of discourse, and which, beginning with this 
present that is continuous and coexistent with our own presence, 
engraves in consciousness the feeling of a continuity that we call 
"time"; continuity and temporality that are generated in this incessant 
present of the utterance, that is the present of being itself, and they are 
delimited through an internal reference between what will become 
present and what is no longe.r present. (Benveniste 2, p. 83) 

An excellent analysis, to which we. might only add, in order to libei·ate it from 
the traces of a psychological vocabulary, that precisely inasmuch as it is gener
ated in the act of utterance (that is, in a Voice and not simply in a voice), the 
present-as the analysis of the instant throughout the history of philosophy from 
Aristotle to Hegel demonstrates-is necessarily also marked ~y negativity. The 
centrality of the relation between being and presence in the history of Western 
philosophy is grounded in the fact that temporality and being have a common 
source in the "incessant present" of the instance of discourse. But-precisely 
for this reason-presence is not something simp!e (as B.enveniste might lead us 
to believe), but instead, it guards within itself the secret power of the negative. 

The Voice, as the supreme shifter that allows us to grasp the taking place of 
language, appears thus as the negative ground on which all ontology rests, the 
originary negativity sustaining every negation. For this reason, the disclosure of 
the dimension of being is always already threatened by nullity: lf, in the words of 
Aristotle, being is aei zetoumenon kai aei aporoumenon, if man necessarily ex
ists "without a way" when he seeks to know the meaning of the word "being" 
(P.lato, Sophist 244a), that is because the field of meaning of being is originally 
disclosed only in the purely negative articulation of a Voice. Moreover, it is this 
negativity that articulates the split in the field of language between signification 
and demonstration, which we saw was c(mstirutivc of the originary structure of 
transc-endence. 

Now perhaps it becomes clearer why Hegel, at the beginning of the Phenom
enology, thinks of indication as a dialectical process of negation: that which is 
removed each time in speaking, this, is the voice. And that which is disclosed 
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each time in this removal (through its preservation, as Voice, in writing) is pure 
being, the This as a universal; but this be.ing, inasmuchas it always takes place in 
a having-been, in a Gewesen, is also a. pure nothing, .and only the (llle who rec
ognizes it as such without involving himself in the ineffable ''takes it in all its 
truth"_ in discourse. And now we underst<md why a nullifying power is inherent 
in da Hnd in diese, these little words whose meaning we proposed to examine. 
"Taking-the-This" and "Being-the-there" are possible only through the e>..peri
ence of the \-vice, that is, the experience of the taking' place of language in the 
removal of the voice. 

f.f our analysis is correct so far, we ought to be able to find in both Hegel and 
1-Ieidegger a notion of the Voice as the originary negative articulation. In the fol
Lowing days we will initiate this task. 

Note 

I. Even Abelard, who wm: Roscelin's disciple, di~lingui<.hcs the voice n~ physic;~! suhicrrtrm (the 
air being hit) from the tenor ai~ris, its pure signi(ying artiCI.ilation that (following Priscian) he also 
terms spiritus. 



Excu.rsus 3 (between the fourth a11d 
fifth days) 

With the isolation of the field that we indicated by the term \fJice, philosophy 
responds to a question that, referring to its implicit formulation in the Aristote
lian Peri ermeneias, might be posed asf(l/lows: What is in the voice? What are ta 
en te phone? Aristotle outlines the process of sign{f'ication in human discourse: 

That which is in the voice (ta en te phone) contains the symbols of 
nwntal experience, and written words are the symbols qj"that which is in 
the voice. Just as all rnen do not have the same writing (grammata), so 
all rnen do not have the same voices (phonai), but the mental 
experiences, which these directly symbnlize, are the same for all, as 
also are those things of which our e.tpcricnces (pragmata) an~ the 
images. (De interpretatione 16a, 3-7; E'nglish ed., The Works of 
Aristotle, trans. E. M. Edghill [Oxford, 1971]) 

If the meaningful nature of language is explained as a process of interpreta
tion (ermeneia), which takes place in this passage between three interconnected 
terms (lhat which is in the voice intetprels and signifies the mental experience 
that, in turn, corresponds to the pragmnta), then what remains problematic is 
precisely the status of the grammata. Why does Aristotle introduce this ''fourth 
inteq>reter, '' which seenis to exhaust the order of signifrcaJion? 1/u ancient com
mentators had already realized that once significance was construed as a refer
ence between voices and mental experiences, and between mental e>..periences 
and things, it was then necessary to introduce a fourth element to assure the in
terpretation of the voices themselves. The gramma is thisj(mrth. inte1preter. 

38 
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However, since, as a final interpreter, the grammais the ground that sustains 
the entirt' circle of signification, it must necessarily enjoy a privileged status 
within this circle. Greek grammatical thou.gh.t carne to locate this particular sta
tus of the gramma, in that it is not simply (like the other three elements) a sign, 
but also an element of voice (stoichcion tes phones). Following what was in a 
certain sense already implicit in the Aristotelian formula (ta en te phone, that 
which is in the voice, and not simply the voice itself), the ancient grammarians 
defined the gramma as phone enarthros ameres, pars minima vocis articulatae; 
that is, as the quantum of the signifying voice. As a sign, and, at the same time, 
a constitutive element of the voice, the gramma comes thus to assume the para
doxical status of an index of itself (index sui). 

1his means that, from the beginning, Western reflections on language locate 
the gramma and not the voice in the originary place. In fact, as a sign the 
gram rna presupposes both the voice and its remom/, but as an. element, it has the 
structure of a purely negative se(f-affection, of a trace of itse(t: Philosophy re
sponds to the question, "What is in the voice?" as follows: Nothing is in the 
voice, the voice is the place <if the negative, it is Voice-that is, pure temporality. 
But this negativity is gr~mma, that is, the arthron that articulates voice and lan
guage and thus discloses being and meaning. 

From this point ofview it is possible to measure the acuteness (4 Derrida 's 
critique of the mNaphysical tradition and also the distance that remains to be 
covered. Although we must certainly honor Den-ida as the thinker wlzo has iden
t~fied with the greatest rigor··- developing Levina.\· 's concept of the trace and Hei
degger' s concept of difference- the original status (~f the gramma and of mean
ing in our culture, it is also true that he believed he had opened a way to 
surpassing metaphysics, while in truth he merely brought the fundamental prob
lem of metaphysics to light. For metaphy~·ics is not simply the primacy of the 
voice over the gramma. fl metaphysics is that reflection that places the voice as 
origin, it is also true that this voice is, from the beginning, conceived as removed, 
as Voice. 'Ia identify the horizon <~{metaphysics simply in that supremacy (~fthe 
phone and then to believe in one's power to overcome this horizon through the 
gramma, is to conceive of mr>raphysics H'ithout its coexistent negativity. Meta
physics is always already gmmmatology and this is fundamentology in the sense 
that the gramma (or the Voice) junctions as the negative ontologicalfou.ndation. 

A decisive critique of metaphysics would necessarily involve a confrontation 
with Hegel's notion of the Absolute and with lfeidegger's Ereignis. Given that, 
isn't it precisely the self-withdrawal of the origin (its structure as trace--that is, 
a.~ negative mul temporal) that should be thought (absoll·cd) in the Absolute (that 
is only at the end, as a result, that which truly is-the turning in on itse(f (~/'the 
trace) and in the Ereignis (in which d(fference as such comes into thought; no 
longer simply the forgetting of being, but the forgetting and the self~ withdrawal 
of being in itself)? Perhaps the identification of the structure of the trace (lthe 
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origin as a fundamental problem is, however, even older, and is already formed 
in the to ichnos tou amorphon morphe oj'Enneads V/7.33 (form, the principle (~f 
presence as a trace--ichnos-ofa.formlcssness). Perhaps it is already in the Pla
tonic epekeina tes ousias, that is, in the situating of the idea of good beyond be
ing (Republic 509b, 9), and also in the Aristotelian to ti en einai (being that has 
always already existed). . 

Even Levinas's critique of ontology, whichfowzd its most complete expression 
in a revision of the Platonic anti Neoplatonic epekeina tcs ousias (Levinas 1978), 
really only brings to light the fundamental negative structure of metaphysics, at
tempting to think the immemorial hm·ing-been beyond all being and presence, 
the ille that is before every 1 and every this, the saying that is beyond every said. 
(flowevet~ the accent Levina,\· placed on ethics was not treated in the context of 
this seminar.) 



The Fifth Day 

There is a Hegelian text in which the problem of voice surfaces thematically in 
such a way as to throw a singular light onto the very articulation of the concept of 
negativity in his thought-the manuscript of the lessons the young Hegel held at 
Jena during the years 1803-4 and 1805--6, published respectively for the first 
time by Hoffmeister in 1932 as Jenenser Rcalphi/t)sophie I and in 1931 as Je
nenser Realphilosophie l!. 1 

Where the previous lessons had followed the "going to pieces" of the spirit 
and its "concealedness" in nature, Hegel now describes its reemergence into 
light in the figure of consciousness and its realization though the "powers" of 
memory and language. In the senses and in imagination, consciousness has not 
yet come out into the light, it is still immersed in its "night.'' Hegel writes that 
the imagination is a "dream, a working-dream or a sleeping-drearn, empty and 
lacking in truth"; and, in a passage from the 1805-6 lessons, this ni_ght is de
scribed in terrifying terms: 

Der Mensch ist diese Nacht. dies leere Nichts, das alles in ihrer 
Einfachheit enthalt, ein Reichtum unendlich vieler VorsteUungen, BiJder . 
. . . In phantasmagorischen Vorstellungen ist es ringsum Nacht; hier 
schiesst dann ei.n blutig[er] Kopf, dort ein[e] andere weisse Gestalt 
plotzlich hervor und ven;;chwinden ebenso. Diese Nacht erblickt man, 
wenn man dem Menschen ins Auge blickt-·in eine Nacht hinein, die 
furchtbar wird; es hangt die Nacht der Welthier einem entgegen. 

[Man is this night, this pure nothing that contains everything in its 
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simplicity, a realm ~ndlessly rich in representations and images .... In 
ph:mt<~snHlgoric representations he is surrounded by night; suddenly a 
bloody head juts forth here, there ~mother white figure,_ and just as 
suddenly they disappear. One glimpses this night when one looks into 
the eyes of another human----·into a night, which becomes frightening; 
here each of us is suspended confronting the night of 111e world.] (Hegel 
4, pp. 180-81) 

With the sign and its "mute indication," consciousness strips away that which 
it had intuited in. its indistinct cohesion and places it in relation to something else; 
but the sign is still a natural thing that contains no absolute significance in itself. 
It is merely placed arbitrarily by the subject in relation to some object. Thus the 
sign must be abolished as something real so that the dimension of meaning and of 
consciousness may emerge in its truth: ''the idea of this existence of conscious~ 
ness is 1nemory, and its proper existence is language" (Hegel 5, p. 211). 

Das Gedachtnis, die T\.1nemosyne dcr Altcn, ist seiner wahren Bedeutung 
nach nicht dicses, class Anschauung odcr was es sei, die Produkte des 
Gedachtnisse.s sclbst in dem allgemcinen Elemente seicn und aus ihm 
hcrvorgerufen, es auf cine formale Weise, die den Jnhalt nichts angeht, 
bcsondcrt werde; sondern classes das, was wir sinnliche Anschauung 
genannt haben, zur Gedachtnis~Sache, zu einem Gedachten macht. ... 
Hierin erhalt das Bc,vusstsein erst eine Hcnlitat, dass an dern nur in 
Raum und Zeit Tdealen, d.h. das Andersscin ausser sich Habenden diesc 
Beziehung nach aussen vernichtet und es fiir sich sclbst idcell gesetzt 
werde, dass es zu einem Namen werde. lm Namen ist sein empiri~ches 
Scin, dass es ein Konkretes in sich Mannigfaltigcs und Lcbendcs und 
Seiendes ist,· aufgehoben, cs zu einem schlecthin in sich einfachen 
Ideellcn gemacht. Der erste Akt, wodurch Adam Seine herrschaft tiber 
die Tiere konstituicrt hat, ist, dass cr Ihnen Namcn gab, d.h. sic als 
Seieridc vernichtete und sie zu fUr sich Ideellen machte. Das Zeichen 
war in der worhergehcndcn Potcnz als Zeichen ein Name, der fUr sich 
noch etwas Anderes als ein Name ist, selbst ein Ding; und das 
Bezeichncte hatte sein Zeichen ausser ihm; est war nicht gesetzt als ein 
Aufgehobenes. Ebenso hat das Zeichen nicht an ihm selbst seine 
Bedeutung, sondern nur in dem Subjekte; man musste noch besondcrs 
wissen, was es damit meinc. Der Name abcr ist an sich, bleibei1d, ohne 
das Ding und das Subjekt. Im Namen ist die fiirslch seie.nde Realitat das 
Zeichcns vernichtet. 

Der Name existicrt als Sprache, -sic· ist der existierende Begriff des 
Bcv,'lJSstscins, --die sich also nicht fixiert, ebenso unrnittclbar aufh{irt, 
als sic ist; sie existiert im Elemente der Luft. 

[Memory, the Mnemosyne of the ancients, according to its true 
significance docs not consist in this: thar intuition or whatever it might 
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be, the products of memory itself are in the universal element and are 
called outside of it; that is, that memory is particularized in a formal 
mode that does not reach the level of content. Rather, even though 
memory sets iuto. motion a fact-ofmcmnry, something recaJ led, that is, 
what we have defined as sensory intuition ("I remember- ich er-innere 
mich:' -·Hegel will say in the lessons of 1805·-6- signifies "I pe.netrate 
inside myself, l remember myself-- gelze innerhalb meiner") . ... Thus 
consciowmcss acquires a reality for the first time, that is, with the 
condition that it exists in the ideal object only in space and time. That 
is, in having its being~other outside of itself, this relation toward the 
exterior is negated and this being-other is placed ideally for itself, such 
that it becomes a name. In the name its empirical being is removed 
from it, that is, it is no longer concrete, no longer a multiplicity in 
itself, no longer a living entity. Instead it is trai1sformed into a pure and 
simple ideal. Adam's first mediating action in establishing his dominion 
over the animals consisted in hjs granting them names; thus he denied 
them as .independent beings and he transformed then1 into ideals. The 
sign, in its preceding power, was as the sign of a name. I-Imvever, this 
name in itself was still something other than a name, that is, a thing. 
And the object indicated with the name had its sign outside of itself; it 
was not posited as something removed. Thus even the sign does not 
have meaning in itself, but only in the subject; one still needed to know 
in particular what was meant by it. On the other hand, the 'name in 
itself is durable, independent of the thing and of the subject. In the 
name, the reality for itself existing in the sign is cancelled. 

The name exists as a language-this is the existing concept of 
consciousness- that is not fixed, and so it ceases just as quickly as it 
comes to be; it exists in the element ofair.] (Hegel 5, pp. 211-12) 

The name-inasmuch as it "exists in the air" as a negation and a memory of 
the named object-··· thus ahol1shesthat which was still natural in the sign, a reality 
that is other than its own meaning. Shaking the spirit from its sleep, and restoring 
it to its airy element, the name transforms the realm of images into a "realm of 
names" ("The waking of the spirit is the realm o,j'names," Hegel4, p. 184). But 
how was memory able to become language, and thus grant existence to con
sciousness? lt is at this point that the theme of the voice appears in its centrality: 

Die leere Stimme des Tiers erhlilt cine unendlich in sich bestimmte 
Bedeutung. Das rein TUnende der Stimme, das Vokale, unterscheidet 
selbst sich, indcm das Organ der Stimme seine Gliederung_ als seine 
solche in ihren Unterschicden zeigt. Diescs rein Tonencle wird durch 
dies sturnmen [Mitlautc] unterbrochen, has eigentlich Hemmende des 
blossen Tonens, wodurch vorzi.iglich jeder lbn ftir sich cine Bedeutung 
hat, da die Unterschiede des blossen 1Unens im Gesange nicht fiir sich 
bestirnmte Unterschiede sind, sondcrn sich erst durch den 
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vorhergehenden und folgendcn Ton bestimmcn. Die als Wnend 
gegliederte Sprache ist Stimme des Bcwusst~;eins darin, dass jeder 1bn 
Bcdculung hat, d.h. dass in ihm ein Name existiert, die IdealiUit cines 
existicrenden Dings, das unmittelbarc Nicht-Existiercn desselben. 

[TI1c empty voice of the anim"l acquires a meaning that is infinitely 
determinate in itself. The pure sound of the voice, the vowel, is 
differentiated since the organ of the voice presents its articulation as a 
p<nticular articulation with its differences. This pure sound is interrupted by 
mute [consonants], the true and proper arrestation of mere resonation. It is 
primarily through this that every sound has a meaning for itself, since the 
differences of mere sound in song are not detenninate for themselves, but 
only in reference to the preceding and following sounds. Language, 
inasmuch as it is so.norous and articulated, is the voice of consciousness 
because of the fact that every sound has a meaning; that is, that in 
language there exists a name, the ideality of something existing, the 
immediate nonexistence of this.] (Hegel 5, p. 212) 

Human language is the "voice of consciousness." Consciousness exists in 

language, and it is granted reality because language is articulated voice. In this 
articulation of the "empty" animal voice, each sound acquires a meaning, and 

exists as a name, as an immediate nonexistence of itself and of the thing named. 
But in what does this "articulation" consist? What is articulated here? Hegel re
sponds: the "pure sound" of the animal voice, the vowel that is interrupted and 
arrested through the mute consonants. The articulation appears, that is, as a pro

cess of differentiation, of interruption and preservation of the animal voice. 13ut 

why does this articulation of the animal voice transform it into the voice of con

sciousness, into memory and language? What was contained in the "pure sound" 

of the "empty" animal voice such that the simple articulation and preservation 
of this voice would give rise to human language as the voi.ce of consciousness? 
Only if we examine the animal voice can we respond to this question. 

In a passage from the lessons· of 1805--6 Hegel returns to the problem of the 

animal voice: 

Stimme [ist] tatiges Gchor, reines Selbst, das sich als allgemeines setzt; 
Schmerz, Begicrde, Freudc, Zufriedcnheit [ausdriickend, ist sie] 
Aufheben des einzelnen Selbst, dort: Bc'ivusstscin des Widcrspruchs, hier 
Zurt.ickgekehrtsein in sich, Gleichheit. Jedes Tier hat im gewaltsamen 
Todc e[ine] Stimmc, spricht sich als aufgehobncs Sclbst aus. (V6gel 
[haben] den Gesang, den die andern entbehren, weil sie dem Elementc 
der Luft angeht)ren. -- artikuliercnde Stimme, ein aufgelOsteres Selbst.) 

In der Stimme kehrt der Sinne. in sein Innres zuri.ick; er ist negatives 
Selbst, Begierde. Es ist Mangel, Substanz:losigkeit an ihm selbst. 
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[The voice is active hearing, purely in itself, which is posited as 
universal; (expressing) pain, desire, joy, salisfaction, (it is) Aujheben of 
the single itself, the consciousness of contradiction. Here it returns into 
itself, indifference. Every animal tlnds a voice in its violent death; it 
expresses itself as a removed-self (als auf.._r;eho!mcs Selbst). (Birds have 
song, which other animals lack, because they belong to the element of 
air--·articulating voice, a more diffused self.) 

In the voice, meaning turns back into itself; it is negative self, desire 
(Begierde). It is lack, absence of substance in itself.] (Hcgel4, p. 161) 

Thus, in the voice, the animal expresses itself as removed: "every animal· 
ftnds a voice in its violent death, it expresses itself as m.~f...f{ehobnes Selbst. " 2 If 
this is true, we may now understand why the nrticulation of the animal voice 
gives life to human language and becomes the voice of consciousness. The voice, 
as expression and memory of the animal's death, is no longer a mere, natural 
sign lhat finds its other outside of itself. And although it is not yet meaningful 
speech, it already contains within itself the power of the negative and.of memory. 
Thus voice is not simply the sound of the word, which Hegel will later consider 
among the individual determinations of language. Rather, as a pure and originary 
(even if-Hegel will say-it vanishes immediately) negative articulation, the 
voice corresponds to the negative structure of that dimension of pure meaning 
thatmedieval logic had expressed in the notion of a "thought of the voice 
alone." In dying, the animal finds its voice, it exalts the soul in one voice, and, 
in this act, it expresses and preserves itself as dead. Thus, the animal voice is the 
voice of death. 3 Here the genitive should be understood in both an objective and 
a subjective sense. "Voice (and memory) of death" means: the voice is death, 
which preserves and recalls the living as dead, and it is, at the same time, an 
immediate trace and memory of death, pure negativity. 

Only because the animal voice is not truly "empty" (in the passage from He
gel "empty" simply means lacking in any determinate significance), but con
tains the death of the animal, can human language, articulating and arresting the 
pure sound ofthis voice (the vowel)-that is to say, articulating and retaining the 
voice of death- become the voice of consciousness, meaningful language. A 
short while before, Hegel had written: 

Die Natur zu keinem dauernden Produkte [kommen] konnte, zu keiner 
W<~hrhaften Existenz .... nur im Tiere [gelangt sie] zum Sinne der 
Stimme und des Gehors als zur unmittclbar verschwindenden Andeutung 
des einfach gewordenen Prozesses. 

[Nature could not achieve any durable product, it could never 
achieve any true existence .... Only in the animal does it achieve the 
meaning of the voice and the eat, an immediately vanishing trace of the 
process itself.] (Hegel 5, pp. 206-7) 
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Human language as articulation (that is,_ as arrestation and preservation) of 
this "vanishing trace" is the tomb of the <mimal voice 'that guards it and holds 
firm (fest-halr) its ownmost essence: ''that which is most terrible (das Furcht
barste)," Le., "the Dead (das Thte)" (Hegel 2, p. 36). 

For this reason, meaningful l<~ngur~gc is truly the "life of the spirit" that 
"brings on" death and "is maintained" in death; and so-inasmuch as it dwells 
(venveilt) in negativity--it has the "magical power" that "converts the negative 
into being." But language has this power and it truly dweHs in the realm of death 
only because it is th(;~ articulation of that «vanishing trace" that is the animal 
voice; lhat is, only because already in its very voice, the animal, in violent death, 
had expressed itself as removed. Because it is inscribed in voice, language is 
both the voice and memory of death-- death that recalls and preserves death, ar
ticulation and grammar of the trace of death. 

If we consider the· 'anthropogenetic'' character that Hegel ascribes to the con
tact with death (Kojevc 2, pp. 549---50), the importance of this situation of human 
language as the articulation of an animal voice that is, in truth, the voice ofdeath, 
cannot be avoided. Why, then, does this intimate contact between language and 
death in human voice seem to disappear (or remain obscure) in Hegel's later writ
ings? An indication is furnished precisely at the end of the passage cited from the 
1803 lessons, where voice is explicitly placed in relation to des_ire (it is "negative 
self, desire"). In the Phenomenology of Spirit, as is well known, the anthropo
gene-tic contact with death in fact takes place in the dialectic of desire and in its 
resolution-through the life and death battle between the master and slave-in 
recognition (Ancrkenncn). Here, the anthropogenetic experience of death (die 
Bewahrung durch den 1bd) does not take place in a Stimme, in a voice, but in a 
Stimmung, the anguish and fear in the face of death. Inasmuch as it experiences 
fear in the face of "that absolute master" that is death, the consciousness of the 
slave is released from its "natural existence" (naturliche Dasein) and is affirmed 
as human consciousness, that is, as absolute negativity: 

If [consciousness] has not experienced absolute fear [die absolute 
/<urcht], but only a particular fear, then the negative essence remains 
external to it, and its substance is not thoroughly contaminated [durch 
and durch angesteckt]. (Hegel 2, p. 155) 

The slave's consciousness, now "contaminated" by the negative, develops 
the capacity to rein in its own desire, and by working, to form the- thing, thus 
reaching true recognition, which, on the other hand, remains elusive for the mas
ter. The master can only satisfy his own desire in the "pure negation" of the 
thing, and in his enjoyment he can reach the pure feeling of himself; but his en
joyment is necessarily "only a vanishing;, (nur ein Verschwinden), \vhich lacks 
objectivity and consistency (p. 15 3). 
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A close reading of this text reveals a tight connection between the dialectics of 
voice and language that we reconstructed from the Jena lessons, and the dialectic of 
desire and work, slave and master (\vhich the 1805-··6 lessons address one directly 
after the other). This connection is sometimes made within Hegel's terminology: just 
as the voice is an "immediately vanishing trace," so the enjoyment of the master is 
"only a vanishing"~ and as language arrests and interrupts the pure sound of the 
voice, so v.mrk is desire that is curbed and preserved. But the correspondence is more 
profound and essential and pertains both to the unique status that belongs to voice 
and to the master's enjoyment as figures of pure negativity and Death. Like the sta
tus of the voice (and of its signifying death), the status of the master (and of his en
joyment) remains obscure through the development of the Hegelian dialectic that 
continues, so to speak, on the part of the slave. And yet, it is precisely in the figure 
of the master that human consciousness emerges for the first time from natural ex
istence and articulates its own freedom. In fact, in 1.isking his death, the master is 
recognized by the slave. But as what is he recognized? Certainly not as an animal or 
as a natural being, because in this ''trial of death'' the master de111onstrate.d the abil
ity to renounce his natural existence; and yet, Hegel says that the slave's 
recognition--inasmuch as it does not derive from a being who has himself been rec
ogni:t..ed as human- is ''unilateral'' and insufficient to constitute the master as a true 
and durable human, that is, as absolute negativity. For this reason, his enjoyment, 
which even manages to complete that annihilation of the thing thai' desire alone could 
not complete, and to grant to the master ''the unmitigated feeling of self,'' is, how
ever, "only a vanishing." No longer animal but not yet hwnrm, no longer desire but 
not yet work, the ''pure negativity'' of the master's enjoyment appears as the point at 
which the "faculty for death" (Fahigkeit des 1ixles) that characterizes human con
sciousness shO'Ns for a moment its originary articulation. In the same way, Voice, 
which is no longer a natural sign and not yet menningful discourse, is presented as 
the originary articulation of that "faculty for language" through which only human 
consciousness can grant itself lasting existence; but inasmuch as its taking place co
incides with death, and Voice is the voice of death (of the "<.ll..,solute master"), it is 
also the point, vanishing nnd unattainable, at which the originary articulation of the 
two "faculties" is completed. And as Hegel affirms in a passage from the 1805·-6 
lessons that will be taken up in I he Scicnre of Logic, "the death of the animal is the 
becoming of consciousness" (Hegcl4, p. 164). 

Inasmuch as the Voice demonstrates this articulation of the two faculties in its 
initial transparency, it appe!lrS as the originary and not yet "absol.ved" figure of 

that absolute Idea that, as the "sole objectand content of philosophy," is ex·· 
pressed at the end of the Science of Logic as the '~originary word'' (das ur
.\priingliche Wort). This word dwells in pure thought and it has always already 
''vanished" every time it is spoken: 

Logic expounds the movement of the absolute Idea only as the originary 
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·word. This word is spoken, hut in such a way that it immediately 
vanishes again, while it exists. The idea is, thus, only in this self
determination, in sclf-peraption [sich zu vcrnehmcn]; it is in pure 
thought, where difference is not yet an other-being, but it exists as 
transparent to itself and remains such. (Hegel 3, p. 550)4 

Notes 

I. Since Hoffmrimr.r pnhli:;hccl the m;-tnuscripls in que~Jion, philological studies of Hegel con
ducted by Haering and Kimmerle have demon•;fr::lted that the lesson~ cannot be conc;idt·n·d as a single 
draft, nor do they reprcsr.nt an organically planned f?(·afphi!osophic. Nevertheless, the 1803-4 texts 
with which .we are concerned (in particular the section titled Ill Phi!OJ;>phic des Geistcs) rnnintnin a 
certain validity in terms of our focus. fn fact, Kimmerle's :maly<:i« has shown th~lt this seclion may be 
considered a long, unified fragment. As forth~ I R05-6 lessons, one c11n Rpeak of a Ncalphilosophic, 

and tl1e graphnlogical analyses confirm that they were cmnposr.d in the fall of 1805. 
2. The connection bctwe.e.n anima! voice andJJegntivity was already posited by Hegel in the Sys-

tem dcr Si11firh!.:cit, which Rosenzweig dates from the early summer of 1802. Hegel writes, 

''The ;:onnd of metal, the murmur of water, rmcl the howling of the wind are not things 
that ·are transformed from inside by nbsnlute whjectivity into their very opposit(~~, but 
rather, there is a devclnpmenl thank~ to nn el(ternnl :TI(wemenl. The aninutl voice derives 
from its ptmctilionsness, from its con<:"q~tunl nature, and as the totality of this it belongs to 
the senses; if most. ~nimal<: scream at t.he danger o[ death, that is clearly only an 
e-.xprcssion of snhjectivity." 

If we recall that. for Hegel. the point is a figure of negativity---·in the lessons of 1805--<i it is de
fined as das Dnsdn drs !'Hd!tda.~dr!, the Being-there of Non-being-there····· this mellns th<1t the voice 
<'Irises imrnerliatcly from the animal's negativity. 

3. The idea of a "voice of death" :-~s the originary l:mgnagc of nnturt~ was alre:-~dy sugg(•<;ted in 
Herder's A!Jhrmdlrmg on the origin of language (1792), which Hegel may have had in mind when he 
wrok the pa-,:-,:nge on voice for the lessons of 1805--6. Herder writes, 

"Who would nol feel this 'Ah' penetrate thr(•ugh his heart, on hearing a victim of torture 
writhe and howl, standing bef(lre a dying being who cries out, or even befnre a mmming 
animal, when the whole living machine suffers .... Horror and pain cut through his 
bones; his whole nervous system shares the pain :mel destruction; the sound of death 
rcsnnates [der Todrst"n Uhtel]. This is the chain of this Jnng\1:1gc of nature!" 

4. In an important pa~<:::"lge from the Jcncnsf:r :Vattllphila;-ophir- (Hegcl6, pp. 199··200), Ether, a 
figure of absolute, self-referential spirit, is described as a self-perceiving Voice: 

"Ether's ability to talk to itself is its reality; that is, it is just as infinite for itself as it is 
equal to itself. The equal-to-itself is the unrkrotanding [dos \-r'rndm1cn] of infinity, just as 
much as it is the conc('.ption of Voice; it is thr •mdcrst:mding. that is, the. infinite. and just 
as nh<:olotely r~.flected in itself. Ether is Spirit or the Ah•:olnte only ina~mnch as it is its 
ltndr.r~tanding, ina~much as it is thus a turning in on itself. The voice that is rcleasrd 
ahsolutely fim11 inside is infinity, disruption, occoming--nrher-than-itself; it is perceived by 
the equal-to-itself that is voice-for-itself inasmt1ch as it is infinite. 'T'he equal-to-itself 
exists, it speaks; that is, it is infinite. Thus the equal···to-itself stands face to face with the 
speaker. Given that, infinity is Speech, and the equal-to-itself that is becoming Speech is 
that whic-h undcrs1and~ ldas 1-hnrfuncndc]. Speech is the artir.ttllltion of the sounds of the 
infinite that nre llll(krstood by !he equal-to·it~elf as ah~olute melody. These sound~ arc the 
<th<;oJute harmony of the universe, a harmony in which the equal-to-itself is medi:1ted 
thf(lltgh the infinite with the equal··tO··itself, which tmdcrst:md~." 



Excursus 4 (betwee11 the fifth and sixth 
days) 

It is this negative articulation in its originary vanishing status that Bataille, 
along with the French Hegcliani.wn of Kojeve and his £1isciples,· attempted to af
firrn as a possible fundamental experience beyond the horizon of the Hegelian 
dialectic. This q[firmation <~f desire, of the Meinung, the master's enjoyment, in 
a word, of the figures of the Dead (das Tote)-or, as Bataille expresses it, of 
"rlisengagcd m~gativity" (ncgativitc sans emploi).-this affirmation i.r.,· perfectly 
legitimate, given their jTmdaniental jimctirm, as we have seen, in the Hegelian 
system; but ~f' we wish to play out this negativity against and outside (~f this very 
system, it is just as pe1:(ectly impossible. 

In fact, Hegel would have invoked the Elf)usinian mystery, which he opposes to 
the Mcinung of sense-certainty at the beginning of the Phenomenology, in the 
face (~l any prete1n:e to affirm the master's· enjoyment. Certainly, sensory con
sciousness is the groundfrorn which the dialectic moves, but its truth lies in being 
a pure nothing, un,,pnlkable and ungraspab!e. And it is precisely as a nothing 
and a negative that the pietas l~j'Wahrnehmung grasps this sensory consciousness 
in the only possible way: by uttering it in words. Similarly, the master's enjoy
mem seems to free itse~f, in its immediate vanishing, from dialectic; but it can do 
so only as a nothing. a vanishing, which can never be said or grasped (in this 
sense it is "disengaged"); the only 1neans of speaking it or grasping it is that of 
the slave who guards it, as a nothing, in his work. 

Here we might say that the problem concerns the ''voice'' of the master. In 
fact, if the master truly succeeds in enjoying and in removing himselffront the 
movement of the dialectic, he must have, in his pleasure, an animal voice (or 
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rather, a divin(~ voice)--precisely that which man never succeeds injfnding, since 
he mU.'i'l remain trapped in meaningji-1l discourse. (11lis implies that the master's, 

e1~joyment is not a hwnanfigure, but an animal, or rather a divine figure, evok
ing only silence, or at bc~st, laughter.) 

Jhe problem of ''satisfaction'' lies at the center of a letter from Bataille to 

Kojeve, dated April 8, 1952 (and preserved in the Bihliotheque Nationale in 
Paris). Batailfe begins with a warning that the terrain Kojeve has chosen to ex

plore by reproposing the idea of sati.ifacNon is slippery ( glissant), and leads fa
tally to a ''farce": 

1l ne vous echappe pas que le terrain ou vous engagez (~St glissant: il me 
semble malgre tout qu 'li ne vous y engagcr qu 'a demi, a ne pas avouer 
que cette satisfaction dont vous parlez n'est pas saisissable, etant en 
sonune et du mains au sozs le plus pwfait une farce, vous manquez. <J la 
politesse Clementaire. . . . /lfaudrait a la verite pour etre complet 
trouver wz ton indefinissable qui ne so it ni celui d(~ la farce ni celui du 
contraire et il est evident que les mots ne sortent qu '(/ une condition du 
gosier: d'etre sans importance . .le crois toujours que vous minimisez 
/'interet des expressions evasives que vous employez au moment oi'.t vow; 
debouchez dans La fin de l'histoire. C'est pourquoi votre article me plaft 
tant, qui est /afaron d'en parler Ia plus derisoire--c'est-a-dire, la 
moins evasive' 

[It does not escape you th(lt the terrain you are exploring is slippery: 
it seems to me in spite of everything that only to engage you halfivay, 
not to avow that this sati,~f'action about which you spu1k is not 
graspable, since when all is said and done it is the most peJfect 
example of a farce··~ this 1vould be very impolite . ... Trutlfftdly, to be 
complete it would be 1wcessary to find an undefinable tone, neither 
fclrcical nor its opposite, and it is obvious that the 1vords do not come 
except through the functioning of the throat, voice, being of no 
importance. A1ui yet I still believe that you minimize the importance of 
the evasive expressions you use at the mnmen.t you come to the end (~f 
history. That is why I fi:nd your article so pleasing, which is the most 
derisive way (~f .~JJeaking-·that is, the least evasive. 

And at this point Bataille develops his critique of Kojeve 's position: 

Serdement vous allez peut-hre vite, ne vous embarassant nullement 
d'a.boutir (J une sagesse ridicule: il.faudrait en e.ffet reprcscnter ce qui 
fait coincider Ia sages:~e et l'o~jet du rire. Or je ne crois pas que vous 
puissiez pcrsoncllemcnt eviter ce prob!eme dernier. Je ne vous ai jama.is 
rien entnulu dire en effet, qui ne S£Jit f.'.-.:prcssemcnt et volontairenu'nt 
com.ique au m.omen.t d' arriver d ce point de resolution. ("est peut-etre 
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la raison pour Ia quelle vous avez pmjois accepte de faire une part a 
ma propre sage sse. 

Malgre tout, ceci nous oppose: vous parlez de satisfaction, vow; 
voulez bien qu'il ait de quoi rire, mais non que ce soit le principl! meme 
de La sati.\faction qui so it risible. 

[Perhaps you go too fast, not at all embarrassed to arrive at this 
laughable wisdom: in eJrect, one must show what makes wisdom and the 
object r4 laughter coincide. Now, I do not believe that you personally 
can avoid this latter prob/('m. In effect, !never heard you say anything 
that HYts purposefully and willingly comic at the nwment you arrived at 
this point of rl!SOlution. And perhaps that is why you have even accepted 
to play a role in my own wisdom. 

In .~pite (4 everything, we face this problem: you speak of 
srJt;8jact.hm, you want something to laugh about, but you ask that the 
very principle of satisfartion should not be laughable.] 

f'or this reason Botaille afl'irms that the most correct means of posing the 
prrblcm is not in terms of satisfaction, but of "sovereignty"; the sovereignty of 
the sage at the end of history ("en d'autres termes, en posant la souverainete du 
sage ala fin de J'histoirc"), where sati.~faction and dissatisfaction become iden
tical ("l'identite de Ia satisfaction et de J'insatisfaction devient sensible"). 

In a letter to Botaille (July 28, 1942), K(~jeve developed a series of consider
ations 1vh.ich were in a certain sense analogous to the problern of mysticism and 
silence: 

Reussir a. exprimer le silence (rcrba!cmcnt) c'est parler sans rien dire. 
Jl y a une infinite de manieres de le j(Jire. Mais le resultot est t014ows 
le mcmc (si l'on reussit): le neatH. C'est pourquoi toutes les mystiques 
auth('nfiques se valent: dans la mesure m'i elles sont authcnHquement 
mystiques, elles parlent du nr'ant d'u.ne fa(xm adequate, c' est-ci-dire en 
ne disant rien . ... Ils (les mystiques) ecrivent rmssi··-commc vous le 
faites vmls-meme. Pou.rquoi? Je pense qu 'en tant que mystiques ils n 'on! 
aucune raison de le fa ire. Mais je crois qu 'un mystique qui ecrit . . . 
n 'est pas seulement un mystique. ll est aussi un "homme ordinaire" 
avec toute la diolectique de l'Anerkenncn. C'est pourqttni if ecrit. Et 
c~est pourquoi on trouve dans le livre mysHque (en marge du silence 
verbalise par le discours denue de sens) un contenu compre/wnsible: en 
particulier, philosophique. Ainsi chez vous. 

[l(J manage to express silence (verbally) is to speak without saying 
anything. There are an infinite nwnha of ways to do it. But the result is 
ahvays the same (if one is successful): nothingness. That is why all 
authentic mystics have value: inasm1tch as they are authentically 
mystical, they speak of nothingness adt!fjlmtely, that is, they do not say 
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anything . ... 7he mystics also write-just like you do. Why? 1 think 
that as mystics they have no reason to do it. But I believe that a mystic 
who writes ... is not simply a mystic. He is also an "ordinary man" 
with the whole dialectic l~/' the Anerkeimen. That is why he writes. And 
that is why we find in the mystical book (in the margin of silence 
verbalized by discourse that is stripped of meaning) a comprehens1hle 
content: in particular, a philosophical content. And so it is with you. 

Bata;J/e characterizes what he calls "interior experience" in philosophical 
terms as "the contrary of action" and as the "deferral of existence until later"; 
but Kojeve o/~jects: 

Ce qui suit est encore comprehensible et plein de sens. Mais faux. 
C'est-a-dire tout simplement "paren", "grec": ontologie de l'iJtre 
(interminable .. . ). Car vous dites: "remise de !'existence a plus tard." 
Mais si (comme le pensent les philosophes clm!tiens) cette e.:dstence 
n 'existe pas "plus tard"? Ou si (com me il est vrai et comn1c l 'a dit 
Hegel) !'existence n'est rien d'autre que cette "remise a plus tard"? 
L'existence-pour parter m 1ec Aristole (qui s'est mal compris)-est un 
passage de Ia puissance a L'acte. Quand l'acte est integral, il a ep1dsse 
La puissance. Il est sans puissance, impuissant, inexistant: il n 'est plus. 
L'existence humaine est la remise ci plus tard. Et ce "plus tard" lui
rnerne, c'est la mort, c'est rien. 

[What follows is still comprehensible and makes sense. But it is false. 
That is simply to say ''pagan, '' ''greek'': ontology of being 
(interminable .. . ). For you say: "deferral of existence until later.'' But 
what if (as the Christian philosophers say) this existence does not exist 
"later"? Or what if (as is true, and as Hegel says) existence is nothing 
other than this "deferral unt;/ later"? Existence--according to ;\ristotle 
(1-vho understood incorrectly)- is the passage from potentiality to 
actudity. When actuality is whole, it has exhausted its potential. ll is 
without potential, impotent, nonexistent: it is no more. Human existence 
is this deferral until later. And this ''later'' itself is death, it is 
nothing.] 

For this reason, the closing to Kojeve 's letter inviting Baraille to reenter the 
context o.t' Hegelian wisdom recalls the critiqur~ of Meinung that opens the Phe
nomenology: 

Je vous souhaite done de Ia puissance a l 'acte, de la philosophie a la 
sagesse. Mais pour cela reduisez ii neant ce qui n'est que neant, c'est
ii-dire reduisez au silence h1 partie angelique de votre livre. 

[I wish you thus to pass fi·om potentiaUty to actuality, from 
philosophy to wisdom. But ,/(Jr that, reduce to nothingness that which is 
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only nothingness, that is, reduce to silence the angelic pari of your 
book.] 

Any thought that wishes to think beyond Hegelianism cannot trulyfind a foun
dation, against the negative dialectic and its discourse, in the experience (mys
tical and, if coherent, necessarily mute) of disengaged negativity; rathe1~ it must 
find an expel'ience (ispeech that no longer presupposes any m~gativefoundation. 
Today we live on that extreme fringe of metaphysics where it returns-as 
nihilism- to its own negativejbundation (to its own Ab-grund, its own unground
edness). If casting the fl.wndat;on into the abyss does not, hmw:ver, reveal the 
ethos, the proper dwelling of humanity, but is limited to demonstrating the abyss 
of Sigc, then metophysics has IJOt been surpassed, but reigns in its most absolute 
form-·- even if this form (as Kojeve suggests and as several aspects <~f ancient gn
osis confirm, along with Bataille) is, finally, ''farcical.'' 



The Sixtl1. Day 

Is there anything in Heidegger's thought like a "philosophy of the Voice," in 
which the problem of the negative shows its original connection with the problem 
of the Voice? 

We ought to say, first of alJ, that the problern of the voice (of the animal voice) 
could not be addressed in Heidegger' s thought because, in construing the human 
as Dasein, he necessarily excludes the living being. Dasein is not a living being 
that has language, a rational animal; on the contrary, this definition is expJicitly 
attributed to that metaphysical conception from which Heidegger attempts to 
keep his distance. Unlike in Hegel, the living being, the animal, is the thing most 
estranged from ~eing-there, "the most difficult thing" for Being-there to 
conceive: 

Of all entities, the living being [das Lebe\vcsen] is probably the most 
difficult hn· us toconceive since, on the one hand, it is strictly linked 
with us, in a certain sense; on the other hand; ho\vcver, it is also 
separated from our ek-sisting essence by an abyss. In comparison, it 
might seem that the divine essence is closer to us than the 
impenetrability of the living being, close in terms of an essential 
distance, which, as distance, is however more familiar to our ek-·sistjng 
essence than the almost inconceivable and abysmal corporeal link we 
share with the animal. These reflections shed a strange light on the 
current, rather hasty characterization of man as a rational animal. Since 
plants and animals are alwr~ys already held in their environment 
[Umgebung], but never freely placed in the clearing [Lichtung] of 
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Being ·-·-and this alone constitutes ' 'world' ' -- for this reason, they lack 
language. But they do not remain suspended without world in their 
environment. since language is denied to them. Rather, in this word 
''environment" the whole enigma of the living being is concentrated. In 
its essence, language is neither the manifestation of an organism nor the 
expression of a living being. Therefore, it never aiiO'-VS itself to be 
conceived by any means that is adequnte to its essence, not on the basis 
of its sign-character [Zeichencharakter] nor, perhnps, even on the basis 
of its signifying character [lkdcuwng.Ycharakter]. Language is the 
clarifying-obfuscating advent of Being itself. (Heidegger 5, pp. 157-58) 

Inasmuch as the living being remains held in its Umgebung/ and never ap
pears in the Lichtung, it never experiences the Da, and this precludes the Jiving 
being the word, since language is the ''clarifying-obfuscating advent of Being 
itself." As an ek-sisting being who "bears Dasein" and "take.s the Da into his 
care as the light of Being" (p. 158), man is" more than a simple man" (mehr als 
der Blossc ~Mensch), and, that is to say, something radically different from a Lebe
wesen, from a living being. This signifies, also, that human language has no root 
in a voice, in a Stimme: it is neither the "rnnnifeslation of an organism nor the 
expression of a living being," but the "advent" of Being. 

If, already for Hegel, Janguage was not simply the voice of man, but the ar
ticulation of this voice in "the voice of consciousness" through a l-hice of da.tth, 
for Heidegger there is an abyss between the living being (with his voice) and man 
(with his language): language is not the voice of the living man. Thus the essence 
of language cannot be determined according to the mctaph;,'sical tradition as an 
articulation of (an animal) voice and man, inasmuch as he is Dasein and not 
Lebewesen, cannot be brought to his Da (that is, to the place of language) by any 
voice. Being Da, man is in. the place of language wlth.out having a voice. For 
Heidegger, every characterization of language beginning with the voice is, 
rather, in sympathy with metaphysics. And by conceiving language from the be
ginning as phone semantike, metaphysics precludes any access to its true 
essence. 

On the basis of this radical separation of languag·c 1rom voice, from Stimme, 
we must look to the full emergence in Heidegger's thought of the theme of the 
Stimmrmg. In paragraph 29 of Sein u.nd Zeit, the Stinmumg is presented as the 
"fnnd::miental existential mode" in which Dascin is disclosed to itself. On the 
ontological level, it is the Stimmung that originally conveys ''Being in its Da, '' 
and achieves the "primary discovery of th~ world" (die primiire Entdeckung der 
Welt, Heidegger 1, p. 138). This discovery is more originary not only than any 
knowledge (Wissen), or than any perception (Wahmchmen), but it is also ·more 
originary than every state of mind in a psychological sense. (The term Stimmung, 
which we usually transl(lte as "mood," should be stripped here of all psycho
logical significance and restored to its etymological connection with the Stimme, 
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and above all, to its originary acoustico-musical dimension; Stimmung appears in 
the German language like a translation of the Latin concentus. of the Greek ar
monia. From this point of view, Navalis's notion of Stimmung, not as a psychol
ogy, but as an "acoustics of the soul," is illuminMing.) 

Stbnnwng conveys Dasein before the disclosure of its Da. However, at the 
same timeit reveals to Dasein its thrownness in this Da, its having been always 
already consigned to it. The originary discovery of the world is. thus, always 
already the unveiling of a Geworfenheit, a thrownness. Inherent in its structure, 
as we have seen, lies an essential negativity. If. in Stimnumg, Da faces Dasein 
like an "inexorable enigma" (unerbittlirhes Riitselhiiftigkeit, p. 136), that is be
cause in revealing Dasein as always already thrown, it unveils the fact that Da
sein is not brought into its Da of its own accord: 

As being, Dasein is something that has been thrown; it has been brought 
into its "there," but not of its ownaccord. As being. it has taken the 
definite form of a potentiality-for-Being which has heard itself and has 
devoted itself to itself, but not as itself. As existent, it never comes 
back behind its thrownness .... Although it has not laid that 
foundation itself, it reposes in the weight of it, which is made manifest 
to it as a burden by Dasein's mood (Stimmrmg). (Heidegger l, p. 284; 
English ed., pp. 329-30) 

If we recall that Being.-the-Da signifies being in the place of language, that the 
experience of Da as shifter is inseparahle from the instance of discourse, and 
that·· .. -on the other hand--for Heidegger language is not the voice of humanity, 
then we understand why Stimmung --by disclosing Da- reveals at the smne time 
to Dasein, that it is never master of its ownmost Being. Dasein-sincc language 
is not its voice--·can never grasp the taking place of language, it can never be its 
Da (the pure instance, the pure event of language) without discovering that it is 
always already thrown and consigned to discourse. In other words, Dasein is lo
cated in the place (~r language without being brought there by its own voice, and 
language always already anticipates Dasein., because it stays without voice in the 
place of language. Stimmung is the experience that language is not the Stimme of 
man, and so the dil)dosnre of the world that it puts into effect is inseparable from 
negativity. 

In paragraph 40 of Sein und Zeit, the determination of anxiety as the funda
mental St;mnwng carries this experience to its extreme radicality. Anxiety, which 
originally discloses the world and conveys Dasein before its Da, demonstrates, at 
the same time, that Da-which appears now like an obscure threat---is in no 
place, "nowhere" (nirgends): 

Accordingly, when something threatening brings itself dose, anxiety 
does not "see" any definite "here" or ''yonder'' from which it comes. 
That in the face of which one has anxiety is characterized by the fact 
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that what threatens is noll' here _ _ _ it is already .. there," and yet · 
nowhere. In that in the face of which one has anxiety, the ''It is nothing 
and nowhere" becomes manifest. [Niclas ist es und nirgcnds]. (p. 186; 
English ed., p. 231) 

At the point where Dasein arrives at its ownmost disclosure, this disclosure 
reveals itself as a "nothing and nmvhcrc"; Da, the place of language is thus a 
nonplace (we might think of Rilkc's characterization of the Open in the eighth 
Duino Elegy as a Nirgends ohne nicht). 

The negative experience of pa, of the taking place of language that Sr.imnumg 
reveals, may however be more originary than that negativity that Hegel intro
duces through the Diese of sense-certainty at the beginning of the Phenomenol
ogy. Even the Diese of sensory consciousness is revealed as a nh'hr-Diese and, as 
we saw, the act of indication demonstrates the place of language as the having
been of voice, its vanishing and its preservation in language. But voice--in 
which the pretense of Meinung is sustained- is itself a negative that the Wahr
nehmung, taking it as such, seizes precisely "in its truth." 

On the other hand, that which Stimnnmg reveals is not simply a having-been 
of voice. Rather, it reveals that between language and voice there is no link, not 
even a negative one. Here negativity is even more radical because it does not 
seem to rest on a removed voice; language is not the voice of Dasein, and Dasein, 
thrown in Da, experiences the taking place of language as a nonplacc (a Nir
gends). 

In paragraph 58 of Sein und Zeit. Heideggcr addresses these premises, simul
taneously posin'g the problem of a negativity that is more originary than the not of 
the dialectic (something like the Nirgends ohne nicht that Rilke speaks about in 
the context of the animal). In What Is Metaphysics? Heidegger explicitly con
fronts this theme, suggesting that the Stimnwng of anxiety is that which places 
Dasein face to face with this more originary nothingness and mnintains it as lost 
within it. The Nichtung one experiences here is not mmihilation (Vcrnichtung) or 
the simple negation (l'crncimmg) of the entity. but it is an abweisendes Ver
weisen, a "repelling ·reference" that unveils the entity as "an absolutely other 
facing nothingness"; and, we might say, that is the perversion and the disappear
ance of all possibility of immediately indicating (weisen) the place of language. 
For this reason, in anxiety, "every saying of 'it is' remains silent" (schweigt 
jedes "lst" sagen) and Dascin finds itself before an "empty silence" that it 
seeks in vain to break apart with senseless chatter (wahlloscs Redn1, Hcidcggcr 
5, pp. 9-10). If, for Hcidegger, the nothingness, that is revealed in Stimmung is 
more originary than Hegelian negation, this is because it is not simply grounded 
in a having-been of the voice, but in a silence lacking any further trace of a voice. 
Dasein, Being-the-Da, signifies: to maint(lin oneself in the Stimnmng, in this 
nothingness that is more originary than any Srimme, to experience a taking place 
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of language in which all the shifters disappear, and where the There and the This, 
the Da and the Diese, fall to a Nirgends; to maint<tin oneself, that is, in a nega-
tivity where all possibiJity of indicating the taking place of language becomes 
obscure and collapses. 

But has-the program formulated in pHragraph 52 of Sein u.nd Zeit-an inter
rogation of the origin of negativity- truly been completed here? Is the nothing 
that the Stimmung of anxiety reveals in the Da truly more originary than that 
which the Hegelian critique of sense--certainty shows in the Diese (or than that 
which, in that other Sthnmrmg known as "absolute fear," contm:ninates the 
slave's consciousness)? .Has the_ Heidcggerian attempt to conceive of language 
beyond every reference to a voice been realized, or rather, does a ''philosophy of 
the voice," even if hjdden, still rule over the Heideggefi-~m conception of lan
guage? Has every indication, every function of the shifters, truly fallen to the 
Nichtung, or is there still some indication at work in the abweisendes Verweisen? 

And doesn't Heidegger's critique demonstrate precisely here the insufficiency of 
metaphysics, ina~much as he conceives of its negativity simply in reference to a 
voice, while in reality metaphysics always already construes language and neg
ativity in the most radical context of a Voice? 

It is certain that at this point Heideggcr's thought seems to reach a limit that he 
is unable to overcome. This limit becomes clear in the sudden reintegration of the 
theme of the Stirmne, which the most originary disclosure of the Stimnwng 
seemed to have completely eliminated. In paragraphs 54-62 of Sein und Zeit, in 
the disclosure of Dasein, the call (Anruj) of a Voice of conscience appears, and 
imposes a more originary comprehension (ursprunglicher Fassen) of this very 
disclosure, determined through the analysis of the Stimmung. The phenornenon 
of the call is presented as an "existentia1 found~ttion" that constitutes the Being 
of Da as disclosure (p. 270). The Voice that calls is not, however, a vocal offer
ing (stimmliche Verlautbarung). It does not say anything in the sense of propo
sitional discourse, it does not say "~nything about which one ·can speak" 
(p. 280), but it is a pure "giving-lo-be-understood" (zu-verstehen-geben): 

But how are we to determine what is said ( das Geredete) in this kind of 
discourse? What does the conscience call to him to whom it appeals? 
Taken strictly, nothing .... 

The call dispenses with any kind of utterance. It does not put .itself 
into words at all; yet it does not remain obscure and indefinite. 
Conscience discourses solely and constantly in tlw mode of keeping 
silent. In this \Vay it not only loses none of its perceptibility, but forces 
the Dasein which has been appealed to and summoned, into its own 
silence. The fact that what is called in the call has not been formulated 
in words, does not give this phenomeno"il the indefiniteness of a 
mystetious voice, but merely indicates that our understanding of what is 
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"called" is not to be tied up with an expectation of anything like a 
communication. (pp. 273-74; English ed., p. 318) 

Like the vox sola of medieval logic, the giving-to-be-understood of the Voice 
is a pure intention to signify without any concrete advent of signification; a pure 
meaning that says nothing. And, just as a r.og;ratin, as pure will to understand 
(conatus) without any determinate understanding, corresponded to the vox sola 
of Gaunilo, so in Sein und Zeit, a Ge~vissen-haben-Wollen, a desire-to-have
conscience that is anterior to any particular ''conscience of'' corresponds to the 
ZJI··\'erstehen-geben. 

For Heidegger, that which calJs in the experience of the Voice is Dascin itself, 
from the depths of its loss in Stimmun.g. Having reached the limit, in its anxiety, 
of the experience of its being thrown, without a voice in the place of language, 
Dasein finds another Voice, even if this is a Voice that calls only in the mode of 
silence. Here, the paradox is that the very absence of voice in Dasein, the very 
"empty silence" that Stimnmng revealed, now reverses itself into a Voice and 
shows itself as always already determined and attuned (gestimmt) by a Voice. 
More originary than the. thrownness without voice in langu<~ge is the possibility to 
understand the call of the Voice of conscience; more originary than the experi
ence of Stimmung is that of Stimme. And it is only in relation to the call of the 
Voice that this ownmost disclosedness of Dasein, which paragraph 60 presents as 
a '' self-thrownness into the owmnost culpa hi lity, tacit and capable of anxiety,'' is 
revealed. If guilt stemmed ·from the fact that Dascin was not brought into its Da 
of its own accord and was, thus, the foundation of negativity, then, through the 
comprehension of the Voice, /Jasein, now decided, assumes the function of act
ing as the "negative foundation of its own negativity." 1t is this double negativity 
that characterizes the structure of the Voice and constitutes it as the most original 
and negative (that is, abysmal) metaphysical foundation. Without the call of the 
Voice, even the authentic decision (which is essentially a ''letting-oneself--be
called,'' sich vorruj'enlassen) would be impossible, just as it would be impossible 
for Dasein to assume its ownmost and insuperable possibility: death. 

Here the theme of the Voice demonstrates its inextricable connection to that of 
death. Only inasmuch as Dasein finds a Voice and lets itself be called by this 
Voice, can it accede to that Insuperable that is the possibility to not be Da, to not 
be the place of language. If Dasein is simply thrown without voice into the place 
of language, then it will never be able to rise above its ha;•ing been thrown in Da 
and thus, it will never be able to authcnticnlly think death (which is precisely the 
possibility of not being the Da)~ but if on the other hand it finds a Voice, then it 
can rise up to its insuperable possibility and think death: it can die (sterben) and 
not simply cease (ableben). For this reason, "the authentic thinking of death" is 
defined, in paragraph 62, as an "existentjal wanting-to-have-a-conscience, 
which has become transparent to itself, that is, with the very terms that define the 
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comprehension of the Voice. 1"11inking death is simply thinking the vbice. Turning 
radically back, in death, from its having been thrown into Da, Dasein negatively 
retrieves its own aphonia. The silent call of a Voice is thus maintained even in the 
most extreme and abysmal possibility, the possibility of not being the Da, the 
possibility that language docs not take place. Just as, for llegel, the animal finds 
its voice in violent death, so Dasein, in its authentic Being toward death, finds a 
Voice: and as in Hegel, this Voice preserves the "magic power" that inverts the 
negative into being; it demonstrates, that is, that nothingness is only the "veil" 
of being. 

In What Is Metaphysics? and especially in the Afterword added to the fourth 
edition in 1943, the recuperation of the theme of the Voice is completed. The 
Stinmwng of anxiety appears here as comprehensible only in refere-nce to a }aut
lose Stimme, a voice without sound that "attunes us (stimmt) to the terror of the 
abyss." Anxiety is nothing more than die vonjene Stimme gestimmt Stimmung, 
the vocation (as we might translate it in order to maintain the etymological de
velopment) attuned to that Voice (Heidegger 5, p. 102). And the "Voice without 
sound" is the VoiCe of Being (Stimme des Seins) that calls man to experience 
Being, in nothingness: 

Einzig der Mensch unter aHem seienden er fiU1rt, angerufen von der 
Stimme des Seins, das Wtmdcr aller Wunder: class Seiendes ist. Der also 
in seinem Wesco in die Wahrheit des seins gerufenc ist daher stets in 
einer Wesentlichen Weise gestimmt. Der kla.re Mut zur wesenhaften 
Angst verbtirgt die geheirnnisvolle Moglichkeit der Erfahrung des Scins. 

[Man alone of all beings, when addressed by the Voice of Being, 
experiences the marvel of all marvels: that the entity is. Therefore the 
being that is called in its very essence to the truth of Being is always 
attuned in an essential sense. The clear courage for essential anxiety 
guarantees that most mysterious of all possibilities: the experience of 
Being.] (Hcidegger 5, p. 103; English ed., p. 386) 

So the experience of Being is the experience of a Voice that calls without say
ing anything, and human thought and words are born merely as an ''echo'' of this 
Voice: 

Das anfHngliche Denken ist der Widerfall der Gunst des Seins, in der 
sich das Einzige lichtet und sich ercignen Iasst: dass Seindes ist. Diescr 
Widerhall ist die menschliche Antwort auf das Wort der lautlosen 
Stimme, des Seins. Die Antwort des Denkens ist der Ursprung des 
menschlichen Wortcs, welches Wort erst die Sprache als die Verlautnng 
des Wortes in die Worter entstehen Hisst. 

[Original thinking is the echo of Being's favor wherein it clears a 
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space for itself and causes th~ unique occurrence: that the entity is. This 
echo is man's answer to the Word of the soundless Voice of Being. The 
speechless answer of his thinking through sacrifice is the origin of the 
human word, which is the prime cause of language as the enunciation of 
the Word iu words.J (He.idegger 5, p. 105; English ed., p. 389) 

The Heideggerian program for conceiving of language beyond every phone 
has thus not been m<~intained. And if metaphysics is not simply that thought that 
thinks the experience of language on the basis of an (animal) voice, but rather, if 
it always already thinks this experience on the basis of the negative dimension of 
a Voice, then Heidegger's attempt to think a "voice without sound" beyond the 
horizon of metaphysics falls back inside this horizon. Negativity, which takes 
place in this Voice, is not a more originary negativity, but it docs indicate this, 
according to the status of the supreme shifter that belongs to it within metaphys
ics, the taking place of language and the disclo!'inre of the dimension of Being. 
The experience of the Voice-conceived as pure and silent meaning and as pure 
wanting-to-have-a-conscience-once again reveals its fundamclltal ontological 
duty. Being is the dimension of meaning of Voice as the taking place of language, 
that is, of pure meaning without speech and of pure wanting-to:-haVe-a
conscience without a consci.ence. The thought of Being is the thought of the 
Voice. 

Thus, in the essay on I'lte Origin of the Work of Art, He.ideggcr evokes- the 
resoluteness intended in Sein. und Zeit and presents it (as, in essence, a ''letting
oneseJf-bc-called by the Voice") on the horizon of will~ not as a wilt to anything 
or as the decisive action of a subject, but as the "opening up of Dasein, out of its 
captivity in the entity, to the openness of Being," that is, as the experience of the 
Voice in its capacity as supreme shifter and originary structure of transcendence 
(Heidegger 2, p. 55; English ed., p. 67). And in 7he Question cd'Being, the di
mension of Being is defined as Zusammengeh/fren von Rufu.nd Gehor, "belong
ing-together of the call and hearing," that is, again, as experience of the Voice 
(Heidegger 5, p. 236). 

It should not surprise us that, as in every conception of the event of language 
that places in a Voice its originary taking place and its negative foundation, Ian .. 
g11age remains even here metnphysically divided into two distinct planes: first die 
Sage, the originary and silent speech of Beirig, which, inasmuch as it coincides 
with the very taking place of lnngmtge and with the disclosure of the \:vorld, 
shows itself (zeight sich), but remains unspeakable for human words; and sec
ond, human discourse, the "word of mortals," which can only respond to the 
silent Voice of Being. The relation between these two planes (the taking place of 
language and that which is said within it, Being and entity, world and thing) is 
once again governed by negativity; the dcmonslration of Sage is unnameable in 
terms of human language. (There is no word, the essay on George will say, for 
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the word itself. Discourse cannot speak its taking place; lleidegger 3, p. 192.) 
This can only correspond (ent-sprechen, "un-speak") with Sage through its own 
disappearance, venturing, like the word of the poets, to that limit where the silent 
experience of the taking place of language in the Voice and in death is completed 
(sie-1he pocts----wagen die Sprache, Heidegger 2, p. 286). The double nature of 
showing and signifying in the Western conception of language thus confirms its 
originary ontological significance. 

Note 

1. Why does Heideggcr write, "in this word Umgr/nmg !he whole enigrnn of the lh·ing being is 
concentrated"? In the word Umg(+rrng (the circumscription, the inscription all ~round) we should 
hear the verb geben, which is, for Heidegger, the only <1ppropriar~ verb for Being: es gibt Sein, Being 

is given. That which "is given" :1ronnd the nnimal is Being. The- ~nirnfll is circumscribed by Being; 
but, precisely for thi.~ n·.ilson, hl· is ;I! ways already held in I his gh·ing. He does not interrnpt it, he can 
never experience the Da, th~1t is, the. t<1king place. of Being and hmgnage. On the other hand, man is 
the Da, and in !:mguagc he experiences the advent (/\nkrmj'f) of Being. This lkidcggcri:m pas~agc 
engages in an intimate dialogue wHh the eighth Duino Hlcgy of Rilke, and the two should be read 

together. Here man, who sees only "World," is ('ontraJ.'tcd with the animal "who looks into the Open 
with aU of his eyes"; nnd while for the nnimal Being is "infinite" and "mi~1mderstood," ami dwells 
in a ."No-place without a not" (Nirgcnds ohne nicht), nmn can only "be face to face" in a 
"Destiny." 



Excurs·us 5 (between the sixth and 
se·ventll days) 

1he mythogeme (~fa silent voice as the ontological foundation of language al
ready appears in late-antique Gnostic and Christian mysticism. In the Corpus 
Herme.ticum 1.31, God is invoked as "unspeakable and inc.,prcssihlc" (anekla
lete, arrhcte), and yet he is "spoken with the voice (~f silence" (siopc phonou
mene). In this context, the Gnostic figure l~{Sige is particularly sign~ficont.for its 
ftmdamental function in Va/entin;an gnosis and for its seminal role in Christian 
mysticism and philosophy. 

!JI_ Valentinian gnosis, the Abyss (buthos)-incomprehen.J;ble, unformed, and 
eternally pre-existent-contains within itself a thought (Ennoin) that is silent, 
Sige. And this "silence" is the primary, negative fmmdation of revelation and of 
logos, the "mother" of all that is formed from the Abyss. In a dense fragment 
from the Excerpta ex Theodato the Falcntinhms write: 

Silence (Sige), as the nwther of all things that have been emitted from 
the Abyss, says nothing about the unspeakable. That which it has 
understood, it has called incomprehensible. [omen ouk eschen eipein 
peri tou arreton sesigeken, o de katelaben, louto akatalepton 
prose gorensen.} 

Thus, Silence comprehends the Abyss as incomprehensible. Without Sige and 
its silent thought, the Abyss could not even have been considered incomprehen
sible or unspeakable. Inasmuch as Silence negatively unveils the arch-original 
dimension of the Abyss to sense and to sign(fication, it is the mystical jbundation 
ofevery possible revelation and every languagl~, the original language ofGod as 
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Abyss (in Christian terms, the figure of the dwelling of logos in arche, the orig
inal placl! (~f language). In a codex by Nag-Hmnmadi (Vl/4.10), silence is in 
fact explicitly placed in relation to voice and language in their original dim('n·· 
sion: 

I am unreachable 
silence 
and the Epinoia 
about }Vhich much is remembered. 
I am the voice 
which gives rnany sounds their origin 
and the Logos 
which has many images. 
I am the pronunciation of my name. 

It is with an apocryphal Christian (Mart. Petri X) that the status of silence as 
Voice, through which the spirit is joined to Christ, finally finds its most cleat 
expression: 

I thank you ... not with the tongue which utters truth and falsity, nor 
with that speech which is spoken by the techniqrw (~f material nature, 
but I thank you, 0 King, with the voice which is known through silence 
(dia siges nooumene), which is not heard in the visible world, which is 
not produced with the organs of the mowh, which does not enter carnal 
ears, which is not heard in perisflr1ble substance, which is not in the 
world and is not placed on earth nor written in books, which does not 
belong to one, nor does it not belong to one; I thank you, Jesus Christ, 
1-vith the silence of that smne voice by which the Jpirit in me urges me to 
love you, to speak to you, to see you. 

A shadow of the figure t:?fSige, of the silence (~{God as abysmal foundation c~f 
the word, is also present in later Christian theology and mysticism in the idea <~f 
the silent Word, which dwells as unspeakable in the intellect qf the Father (Ver
bum quod est ili silentio paterni intellectus, Verbum sine verbo, Meista Er:khart 
will write). Already Saint Augustin<~ posited a correspondence between this 
([\,veiling, this ''birth'' of the Wi'Jrd in the Father, and the experience of a silent 
word, ''which does not bdong to any language'': 

Verbum autem nostrum, illud quod non habet sonum nee cogitathmem 
soni, sed eius rei quam videndo intus dicimus, et ideo numus lingww 
est; atque inde utcumqrw simile est in hoc enigmate illi Verba Dei; quod 
etiam Deus est, quoniam sic et hoc de nostra noscitur; quemadmodum et 
illud de scientia patris natum est. 

[But that word (~fours which has neither sound nor thought of 
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. sound, is the word of that thing which we inwardly speak by seeing it, 
and therejbre, it belongs to no language; hence in this enigma there is. a 
likeness, be it what it may, to that Word of God who is also God, since 
it is also born from our knowledge as that Word was born from the 
knowledge of the Father.] (Augustine, De 1rinitate 15, 14.24; English 
ed., p. 487) 

In its silent ''spiritual prayer,'' the Syrian mystical tradition will seize upon 
this experience, recounting how a praying man arrives at a place where the lan
guage is "more internal than !FOrds" and "more pn~f"mmd than lips," a lan
guage of ''silence'' and ''stupor.'' Thus there is no absolute opposition between 
the Gnostic Sige and Christian logos, which are never completely separated. Si
lence is simply the negative foundation of logos, its taking place and its unknown 
dwelling (according to Johmmine theology), in the arche that is the Father. This 
dwelling of logos in arche (like that ofSige in Buthos) is anabysmal dwelling
that is, ungrounded-and Trinitarian theology never manages ·to .fidly emerge 
from this ahysmalness. 



The Seventh Day 

The attempt at taking-the-This, at grasping negatively the very taking place of 
language in the unspcabblc experience of the Voice, constitutes-as we saw
the fundamental experience of that which, in Western culture, we term "philos
ophy.'' Now we must ask if there is another experience of language within this 
culture that does not rest on an unspeakable foundation. lf phi lo~ophy is pre
sented from the beginning as a "confront::ttion" with (enantiosis) and a diver
gence from (diaphora, Plato, Republic 607b-c) poetry (we should not forget that 
Plato was a tragic poet who decided to burn his tragedies at a certain point, and, 
seeking a new experience of language, composed those Socratic dialogues that 
Aristotle mentions along with the Mimes of Sophrones as a true and proper lit
erary genre), then what is the extreme experience of language within the poetic 
tradition? Do we find in the poetic traditicm, unlike the philosophical tradition, a 
language that does not rest on the negative foundation of its own place? And 
where do we encounter something like a reflection on the taking place of lan
guage in the Western poetic tradition? 

Within this context we will now read two poetic texts. both of which treat lhis 
very experience of the advent of the poetic word. The first is a Proven<;al text 
from the beginning of the thirteenth century, the tenso de non-re, the "tenson of 
nothing," by Aimeric de Peguilhan, a troubadour whom Dante names and ad
mires in the De vulgarl eloquentia, citing his work as an example of the highest 
poetic construction. 

In ancient rhetoric, the term topics referred to a technique of the originary 
advents of language; that is, a technique of the "places" (topoi) from which lm-
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man discourst~ arises and begins. According to this tradition of thought, which 
enjoyed a dominant position in humanist culture up until the threshold of the 
modern age, the dimension of ratio (or ars) iudicandi, that is to say the science-
logic-that assures the truth and correctness of proposilion!5, is less originary 
than that of the ratio (or ars) im·cniendi, which sets off the very advent of dis
course and assures the possibility of '' f'incli ng'' language, of reaching its place. 
Whereas the doctrine ofjudgmcnt does not have originary access to the place of 
language, but can only be constituted on the basis of an already-having-been
given of language, topics conceived of its duty as the cons!ruction of a place for 
language, and this place eonstituted the argument. The term argumentum derives 
from the very theme argu, found in argentum and signifying "splendor, clarity." 
To argue signified originally, ''to make shine, to ch\rify, to open a pass~ge for 
light." In this sense, the argument is the illuminating event of language, its tak
ing place. 

And yet the ancient topics·-· ina:-:much as it was cspcci<1lly concerned with the 
orator and his constant need for arguments at his disposition- was not (nor could 
it be) up to this task, and it cvcntuaJly eroded into a mnemonic device, conceiv
ing of the "places" as mnemonic images. This technique assured the orator of 
the possibility to "argue" his discourse. As a technique of memory places· (loci), 
topics no longer experienced the ev<;nts of language, but was limited to con
·structing an artificial dwelling (a "memorial") in which these events were fixed 
as always already given Fmd cornpleted. In fact, ancient rhetoric (like logic it
sel£)1 conceives of language as always already given, as something that has al:
ways already taken place~ for the speaker it is simply a matter of fixing and mem
orizing this being-already-given in order to make it available. This is precisely 
the duty of the ratio inFenicndi. 

Around the twelfth century, the ancient topics and its ratio inveniendi were 
reinterpreted in a radically new way by the Provem;al poets, giving rise to mod
ern European poetry. For the Proven<;al poets, the ratio invcniendi was trans
formed into razo de trobar, and they look their name from this expression (tro
bador and trobairitz); but in the passage from the Lntin invenire to the Proven<;al 
trobar, there was much more at stake than a simple terminological mutation. Ac
cording to the etymologists, the Proven~al trobar derives, through the popular 
.r;.atin tropare and the late Latin attropare, from the Latin tropus, meaning rhe
torical figure; or more probably, from tropus in it$ musical connotation, indicat.
ing a song inserted in the liturgy. The etymological investigation, however (even 
if it suggests that trobar, ''to find,'' indicates the experience of language appro
pliate to music and poetry), is, by itself, insufficient to confirm the mutation at 
stake here. 

As we have seen, the inventio of classical rhetoric presupposed the event of 
]anguage as always already comp1eted; it was only a matter ofreinventing, in this 
being-given, the "arguments" it contained. The first seeds of change in this con-
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ception of the inventio, sowed during that radical transformation of the experi
ence oflanguagethat was Christianity, are already evident in Augustine's De 11-i
nitate, where inventio is interpreted. as "in id venire quod quaeritur" ("unde et 
ipsa quae appellatur inventio, si verbi origincm retractemus, quid aliud resonat, 
nisi quia invenire est in id venire quod quaeritur?" X 7. 10). Here man is not 
always already in the place of language, but he must come into it; he can only do 
this through appetitus, some amorous desire, from which the word can be born if 
it is united with knowledge. The experience of the event of language is, thus, 
above all an amorous experience. And the word itself is cum amore notitia, a 
union of knowledge and Jove: "cum itaque se mens novit et mnat, iungitur ei 
amore verbum eius. Et quoniam amat n.otitiam et novit amorem, et verbum in 
amore et amor in verbo, et utrumque in amantt!. et dicente" (IX 10. 15). The 
"birth of the mind," from which the word is born, is thus preceded by desire, 
which remains in a state of agitation until the object of desire is found ("porro 
appetitus ille, qui est in quaerente, procedit a quaerente, et pendet quodam
modo, neque requiescatfine quo inteditu1~ tiisi id quod quoaitur inventum quae
renti copu/etur'' IX 12.18). According to this concept-ion, the amorous desire 
from which the word is born is more originary than inventio as a rememorization 
of the being-given of the word. 

With the Proven<;;al poets, the classical topics is already definitively surpassed. 
What they experience as trobar goes definitively beyond inventio. The trouba
dours do not wish to recall arguments already in use by a topos, but rather they 
wish to experience the topos of all (opoi, that is, the very taking place of lan
guage as originary arg11mcnt, from which only arguments in the sense of classical 
rhetoric may derive. Thus, the topos can no longer be a place of memory in the 
mnemonic sense. Now it is presented in the traces of the Augustinian appetitus as 
a place of love. Amors is the name the troubadours gave to the experience of the 
advent of the poetic word and thus, for them, love is the razo de trobar par ex
cellence. 

It .is difficult to understand the sense in which the poets understood love, as 
long as we obstinately construe it according to a secular misunderstanding, in a 
purely biographical context. For the trouhadours, it is not a question of psycho
logical or biographical events that arc successively expressed in words, but 
rather, of the attempt to live the topos itse(f; the event of language as a fumia
mental amorous and poetic experience. In the verses of one of the oldest trouba
dours, Jaufre Rudel, this transformation of the razo is programmatically uttered 
as an ''understanding of the razo in itself'': 

No sap chantar qui so non di, 
ni vcrs trobar qui motz no fa, 
ni conois de rima cos va 
si razo non en ten en si. 
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Only later, when this original linking of love and razo in the poetic experience 
ceased to be comprehensible, did love become a sentiment, one Stimmung among 

others that the poet could put into poetry if he so desired. The modern idea of a 
lived reality as the material that the poet must express in his poetry (an unfamiliar 
notion in the classical world, which, instead, made use of topics mid rhetoric) is 

born precisely from this misunderstanding of the troubadour (and later stilnovo) 
experience of the razo. (The equivocation that persists in assigning a biographi

cal experience Lo the dimension of the mz.o is so old that it already forms the basis 

of the first attempts at explaining Proven9allyrics-those razos and vidas com
posed between the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries in Proven<;al, but within an 
Italian environment. In these early novelettes, the earliest examples of biography 
in a Romance language, a true and proper reversal of the poetry-life relationship 
that characte1·izes the poetic experience 'of the razo takes place. That which for 

the troubadours was a living of the razo-that is, an experiencing of the event of 
language as love- now becomes a reasoning the life, a putting into words of bio
graphical events. But a careful annlysis reveals that in reality the authors of the 
razos do nothing more than carry the troubadours' process to its extreme conse·· 

quences; in fact, they construct a biographical an~cdote to explain a poem, but 
here the lived is invented or "found'' on the basis of the poetic and not vice 
versa, as will be the case when the troubadour project has long been forgotten. 
How does this attempt, which not by chance takes place in an Italian environ
ment, come to characterize in an exemplary t~lshion the typicaHy Italian concept 
of life as fable, making biography in a strict sense impossible? This is a question 

that cannot be answered in the present study.) 
Yet this experience of the taking place of language as love necessarily in

cluded a negativity that the most radical troubadours---following contemporary 

theological speculations on the concept of nihil-did not hesitate to conceive of 

in terms of nothingness. 

Farai un vers de dreyt nien 

begins a poem by William IX, Duke of Aquitaine, generally thought to be the 

first and most illustrious of the troubadours. The place from which and in which 
the poetic word comes into being is presented here as something that can only be 
indicated negatively. To sing, "to find," becomes, thus, to experience the razo, 
the event of language as irretrievable, pure nothingness (dreyt nien). And if Jove 

is presented in the Provem;al lyric as a desperate adventure whose object is far 
away, unattainable, and yet accessible only in this distance, that is because the 

experience of the taking place of language is at stake here, and this experience, as 
such, seems necessarily to be marked by negativity. 

But now let us read the tenso of Aimeric de Peguilhan: 
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Amics Albcrtz, tenzos soven 
fan assatz tuit li trobador, 
e partisson razon d 'am or 
e d'a.ls, qan lur platz. cissamen. 
Mas ieu faz zo q'anc om non fes, 
tenzon d'aizo qi res non cs; 
q'a razon pro'm respondrias, 
mas al nien vueil respondatz; 
et er Ia tenzos de non-re. 

N'Aimerics, pueis del dreg nicn 
mi voletz far respondc.dor, 
non voil autre razonador 
mas mi metcus. Mon eiscien, 
bc.'m par q'a razon respondes 
qi respon z.o qe res non es. 
Us nienz es d'autre compratz. 
Per q'al nien don m'apellatz, 
respondrai com? Calarai me! 

Albertz, ges callan non enten 
qe'l rcspondres aja valor; 
ni mutz non respon a segnor, 
e mulz non diz vertal ni men. 
S'ades ca!latz, con respondrcs? 
Ja parlei, qe'us ai escornes. 
Nient a nom; done, si'I nomatz, 
parlares, mal grat qe n'ctiatz, 
o no'i respondretz mal ni be. 

N'Aimerics, nuil essernimen 
no'us aug dir, anz parlatz error. 
Folia deu hom a follor 
respondre, e saber a sen. 
Eu respon a non sai qe s 'es 
con eel q'en cisterna s'cs mcs, 
qe mira sos oils e sa faz, 
e s'el sona, sera sonatz 
de si met:eus, c'als non i ve. 

Albcrtz, eel sui eu veramen 
qi son'e mira sa color, 
ct aug la voz del sonador, 
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pueis ieu vos son primeiramen; 
e'l resonz cs nienz, so'm pes: 
donees vos-e no'us enoi ges-
nienz, s'aissi respondiarz. 
E si per tal vos razonatz, 
ben es fols qi de ren vos ere. 

N' Aimerics, d'entrecimamen 
sabetz, e fai vos hom lauzor; 
si no'us entendon li pluzor, 
ni vos mezeus, zo es parven. 
Et es vos en tal razon mes 
don ieu issirai, mal qe'us pes, 
e vos remanretz essaratz; 
e sitot mi matractjatz, 
ieu vos respon, mas no'us die qe. 

Albertz, zo q' eu vos die vers · es: 
done die eu qe om ve non-res, 
gar s'un flum d'un pont fort gardatz, 
l'ueil vos diran q'ades anatz, 
e l'aiga can cor s'i rete. 

N' Aimerics, non es mals ni bes, 
aizo de qe'us es entremes, 
q'atrcstam petit issegatz 
co'l molinz q'a roda de latz, 
qe's rnou tot jorn e non vai re. 

[Friend Albert, all the troubadours compose tenzos often and propose a 
razo of love or of something else, likewise, when it pleases them. But I 
am composing what no one ever made, -a tenso about nothing. You 
would answer well to a razo; but I wish you to answer to nothing. So 
this tenso will be about nothing. 

Sir Aimeric, since you wish to make me an answerer to a mere nothing, 
I do not wish to have any other debater but myse1f. In my opinion, l 
think that he makes a good reply who answers that it is nothing. One 
nothing balances the other. Since then you invite me to a debale about 
nothing, how shall I answer? I'll keep silent. 

Sir Albert, l don't think that a silent answer is worth anything. A dumb 
man does not answer his lord, nor speak the truth nor lie. If you keep 
silent all the time, how will you answer? l have spoken to you already, 
for I challenged you. Nothingness has a name; therefore, if you 
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name it, you'JI speak in spite of yourself, or you will not answer the 
challenge either well or ill. 

Sir Aimeric, I don't hear you speak with discernment; on the contr<1ry, 
you talk erroneously. One should answer foolishness with folly, wisdi.ll11 
with sense. So I answer this ''I don't know what'' like a man in a 
cistern who looks at his own eyes and face; and if he utters a word, he 
will be echoed by himself, for he doesn't see anything else in it. 

Sir Albert, that is who I am really, a man who speaks and looks at hi.s 
own face; and I hear the voice of the speaker, for I speak to you first. 
But the ecbo is nothing, as I think. So you are---and don't let this irk 
you·····-nothing, if you answer thus. And if you argue yourself into that 
quandary, he is a fool who believes you about anything. 

Sir Aimeric, you do know confusing arguments, and people praise you 
for that, even if most of them do not understand you-- nor do you 
understand yourself, it seems. And you have got yourself into a razo 
that I will get out of, however it irk you; and you wiLL remain stuck in 
it. Though you knock me down, I answer-but 1 do not say a word. 

Sir Albert, what I tell you is true. I tell you that one can see nothing; 
for if you watch a river closely from a bridge. your eyes will tell you 
that it is you who are moving and that a running water is still. 

Sir Aimeric, this thing that you challenged me to debate is neither good 
nor bad. You won't get anywhere with it, any more than a mill with a 
wheel beside it, which turns night and day and doesn't go anywhere.] 
(English ed., The Poems of Aimeric de Peguilhan, trans. William 
Shephard and Frank Chambers. Evanston, Ill.: Northwestern University 
Pres.s, 1950) 

The poem is presented as a reflection on the razo, on the advent ofthe poetic 
word. As earlier, in the vers of William IX, the razo is no longer simply a razo 
d' amor, an experience of love and its dictation as the originary place of the word; 
instead, the razo is now aizo qi res nones, that is, nothing. The tenson invites a 
reader to experience the place of language as nothing as it speaks from ·this noth
ing, so it is atenzo de non-re, a tenson of no-thing. The poets who compete in 
this ten son experience the. event of language as if they were called to speak from 
nothing and to respond to nothing (del dreg nien/mi voletzfar respondedor). In 
the second stanza, Albert (the troubadour Albert de Sestaro) seems to identify the 
response to the razo of nothing in silence. To respond to nothing-he says
signifies understanding that no one has called him to speak, that there Is no other 
razon.ador but mi meteus and~ consequently, to be silent (calami me). Thus a 
nothing is ''balanced'' by another nothing. 

However, in the following stanza, Aimeric excludes the possibility that silence 
is an experience suited to nothingness as razo. Nothingness, he says, has a name; 
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and so, by the simple act of speaking the name, one enters into language and 
speaks about nothing. Human language speaks about nothing and on the basis of 
nothing because it names nothing and thus, it has always already responded to it. 
Here Aimeric takes up the discussionc:: of the nature of nothing thai, in medieval 
thought, found their first exemplary expression during the ninth century in the 
Epistula de nihilo et de tcncbris by Fridegodus of York. In asking whether noth
ing is something or not (11ihilne aUquid sit an non), Fridcgodus concluded that 
nothing is something, because whatever response one might give to the question, 
nothing, since it is spoken as a noun, must necessarily; refer to an aliquid that it 
signifies. This aliquid is-a magnum quiddam according to the Abbott of York, by 
virtue of the fact that "the divine po\vcr created the earth, water, fire, and light, 
the angels and the human soul from nothing.'' During the course of the Middle 
Ages, these speculations even received a popular form, for exatnple, in the col
lection of tiddles tilled Disputatio Pippini cum Albino. Here the being of noth
ingness is investigated even more subtly than in the epistle of Fridegodus, and its 
status of existence is made precise through the opposition of nomen and res: 

ALBrNus. Quod est quod est et non est? 
I'IPI'INUS. Nihil. 
A. Quomodo potest esse et non esse? 
r. Nomine est ct re non est. 
[ALBINUS. What is and yet is not? 
rrrrJNHS. Nothing. 
A. How can it be and not be? 
r. It is in name and it is not in substance.} 

We have already encountered s.omething similar to this.form of being in no

mine and not in re in the theological reflections of Gaunilo. The dimensioi1 of 
meaning of nothing is, in fact, quite close to the. dimension of meaning that Gau
nilo expressed as the esse in voce and as the thought of the voice alone (cogitatio 
secundum vocem so/am). Similarly, nothing is a sort of limiting dimension within 
language and signification. It is the point at which language ceases to signify the 
res, without, however, becoming a simple thing among others, because, as a pure 
name and pure voice, it now simply indic-ates itself. Inasmuch as it opens a di
mension where language exists but signified things do not, the field of meaning 
of nothing appears close to that of the shifters that indicate the very taking place 
of language, the instance of discourse, independently of what is said. With re
spe<;:t to shifters, the field of meaning of nothing is presented as a sort of s~preme 

shifter. As being, it takes up the very negative structure of the Voice, which we 
saw was inherent in the functioning of the shifters. (In fact, the linguistic expres
sion of nothing is almost always presented as the negation of a shifter or of one· 
of the transcendentia from medieval logic: in Italian, niente; French, 
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neant == nec-cntcm; Old French, ne)e, nennil = ne-je, ne-n-il; German, 
nichts = ni-wiht; English, nothing = no-thing; Latin, nullus = ne-ullus.) 

.ln the fourth stanza of the tenso, the experience of speaking from nothing 
about nothing is presented, in fact, as the experience. of the field of meaning of 
the shifter "I"~ an experience, that is, of reflection in which the speaking 
subject .. -· captured, according to a model that wa·s common in medieval poetry, in 
the figure of Nmcissus- sees himself and hears his own voice. (To respond to 
nothing is to act ''like a man in a cistern who looks at his own eyes and face and 
if he utters a word, he will be echoed by himself.") In Aimeric's response this 
experience of the I is pushed to the most cxtrerne consc.iousncss of the exclusive, 
negative position of the I in the instance of discourse. I is always only he who 
spe<:tks and sees hjs own face ret1ected in the water, but neither the reflection nor 
the echo of the voice-which are simply nothing-·can sustain him or guarantee 
him consistency beyond the single instance of discourse (this is precisely the 
tragedy of Narcissus). And in the final stanzas, the experience of the poetic razo 
as nothing is translated (as in the envoi of a famous canzone by Arnaut Daniel) 
into a seri.cs of contradictory images where the speech act is represented as an 
incessant movement that goes nowhere and is in no place. 

We have dwelt so long on this Provens:al tenso bcc(lusc the experience of the 
razo, of the originary advent of poetic language that is at stake here, seems sin
gularly close to the negative experience of the place of language that we encoun
tered as fundamental in the Western philosophical tradition. Even poetry seems 
here to experience the originary event of its own word as nothing. The poetic and 
philosophical experiences of language are thus not separated by an abyss, as an 
ancient tradition of thought would have it, but both rest originally in a common 
negative experience of the taking place of language. Perhaps, rather, only hom 
this common negative experience is it possible to understand the meaning of that 
scission in the status of language that we are accustomed to call poetry and phi
losophy; and thus, to understand that which, while separating them, also holds 
them together and seems to point beyond their fracture. 

In this context we will now read a second text, the idyll titled l/infinito by 
Giacomo Leopardi: 

Sempre caro mi fu quest' ermo col1e, 
e questa siepe, che da tanta parte 
dell'ultimo orizzonte il guardo esclude. 
Ma sedendo e mirando, interminati 
spazi di Ia da quella, e sovrumani 
silenzi, e profondissima quiete 
io nel pcnsier mi fingo; ove per poco 
il cor non si spaura. · E come il vento 
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odo stonnir tra queste piante, io qucllo 
infmito silenzio a questa voce 
vo comparaudo: e mi sovvicn l'eterno, 
c Je rnorte stagioni, e la prcsentc 
c viva, e il suon eli lei. Cosi tra questa 
immensita s'anncga it pensier mio: 
e i1 naufragar m'e dolce in questo mare. 

[This lonely knoll was ever dear to me, 
and this hedgerow that hides from view 
so large a part of the remote horizon. 
But as I sit and gaze my thought conceives 
interminable spaces lying beyond that 
and supernaturnl silences 
and profoundest calm, until my heart 
almost becomes dismayed. And I hear 
the wind come rustling through these leaves, 
I find myself comparing to this voice 
that infinite silence: and I recall eternity 
and all the ages that are dead 
and the living presence and its sounds. And so 
in this immensity my thought is drowned: 
and in this sea is foundering sweet to me.] 
(English ed., pp. 147-48) 

The demonstrative pronoun this is repeated six times in the poem always at a 
decisive moment (and two times we find that, which is strictly correlated). It is as 
if continuaJJy, in the space of its fifteen lines, the poem manages to perform the 
gesture of indication, throwing itself onto a this that it tries to demonstrate and 
grasp: from "this knoll," with which the idyll opens, to "these leaves" and 
"this voice," which cause a turn in the discourse, up lo "this immensity" and 
"this sea" where it concludes. And always from the experience of the this de
rives the dismayed sense of the interminable, of the infinite, as if the gesture of 
indication, of saying "this," caused the incommensurable, silence, or fear to 
arise in the idyll; and at the end, reflection is placated and sinks into a final 
"this." In addition, the grammatical correlative regulating the alternation be
tween this and that seems to assume a particular significance in the course of the 

poem. The this of the second line, indical·ing that which is dear and familiar and 
protects the gaze from what may lie beyond, is reversed in line 5 into a that, 
beyond which the interminable and fearful space of there is unveiled. And, in 
line 13 it is that- the infinite silence of line 1 0·- which again yields to a this (the 
immensity in which reflection is annihilated). 
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What does this signify here? And can we truly understand the idyll L'infin;to 
without experiencing the this as it constantly invites us to do? If we keep in mind 
what we have said in the last few days concerning the field of meaning of this and 
the ways in which, as an indicator of utterance, this cannot be understood outside 
of a reference to the instance of discourse, then we can see in the idyll a discourse 
in which the sphere of the utterance, with its formal apparatus of shifters, appears 
dominant. We might say that in a certain way the idyll carries out a central ex
perience, the experience of the instance of discourse, as if it inccssnntly attempts 
to grasp the very taking place of Jnnguagc. But what do we learn of the shifter 
this in our reading of the idyll, which we had not already learned through lin
guistics and the philosophicaltradition? In other words, how is the problem of 
the utterance and the taking place of language posed in a poetic text? 

First, the poem seems to always already assume a certain characteristic of the 
lhis- both universal and negative·-·- which had guided the H.egelian critique of 
sense-certainty. If, for a moment, "this" knoll and "this" hedgerow seem, in 
fact, to be comprehensible only in an indissoluhle existential relation with the 
moment nt which Leopardi pronounces (or writes) the idyll for the first time, hav
ing before his eyes a determinate knoiJ or hedgerow, a few seconds of reflection 
suffice to convince us of the opposite. Certainly the poem L'infinito was written 
to be read and repeated innnmerable times and we understand it perfectly without 
retreating to that place on the outskirts of Rccanati (supposing that such a place 
has ever existed), represented in some photographs accompanying various edi
tions of the text: the knoll of L 'inj1nito. Here the particular status of the utterance 
in poetic discourse shows the character that constitutes the foundation of its am
biguity and its transmissibility. The instance of discourse to which the shifter re
fers is the very taking place of language in general-that is, in our case, the in
stance of discourse in which any speaker (or reader) repeats (or reads) the idylJ 
L'in.finito. As in the Hegelian analysis of sense-certainty, here the This is always 
already a Not-this (a universal, a That). More precisely, the instance of discourse 
is assigned to memory from the very beginning, in such as way, however, that the 
memorable is the very ungraspability of the instance of discourse as such (and 
not simply an instance of discourse determined historically and spatially), serv
ing as a basis for the possibility of its infinite repetition. In the Leopardian itlyll, 
the ''this'' points always already beyond the hedgerow, beyond the last horizon, 
toward an i1~/lnity of events of language. Poetic language takes place in such a 
way that its advent always already escapes both toward the future and toward the 
past. The place of poetry is therefore always a place of memory and repetition. 
This implies that the infinite of the Leopardian idyll is not simply a spatial infin~ 
ity, but (as is made explicit in lines 11-12) first and foremost a temporal infinity. 

From this point of view, any analysis of the.idyll's temporal shifters becomes 
extremely significant. The poem begins with a past, ''was ever dear to me.'' The 
past- as Benveniste's ana1ysis demonstrates- is determined and understood 
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only in relation to that axial dirnen~ion of temporality which is the present in
~tance of discourse. The was implies necessarily a reference to the present this, 
but in such a way that the this appears as a having-always-already-been; it is in
finitely drawn back toward the past. All the other temporal shifters in the idyll are 
in the present tense; but the was ever of the first line signals that the present in
stance of discourse is, in reality, an already been, a past. The instance of dis
course, as the axial dimension of temporality, escapes in the idyll back toward the 
past, just as it also refers forward toward the future, toward a handing-down and 

an interminable memory . 
. If our reading of Lcopardi is correct, then L'infinito expresses that same ex

perience which we saw was constitutive for philosophy itself; namely, that the 
taking place of tanguftge is unspenkablc and ungrn~pable. The word, taking place 
in time, comes about in such a way that its advent necessarily remains unsaid in 
that which is said. The interminable space that the This opens up for the gaze is 
a place of superhuman and fearful silence. This can only be shown in reference 
to the instance of discourse (which, even here, is presented as a voice: "I find 
myself comparing to this voice/that infinite silence"); and the same instance of 
discourse can only be memorized and repeated ad infinitum, without thus beco·m

ing speakable and attainable (trovabile). 
The poetic experience of dictation seems, thus, to coincide perfectly with the 

philosophic:ll experience of language. Poetry contains in fact an element that al
ways already warns whoever listens or repeats a poem that the event of language 
at stake has already existed and will return an infinite number of times. This el
ement, which functions in a certain way as a super-shifter, is the metrical-musical 
clement. We arc accustomed to reading poetry as if the metrical element had no 
importance from a ~emantic point of view. Certainly, it is said, metrical-musical 
structure is essential to a given poem and cannot be altered-but usually we do 
not know why it is so essential or what precisely it says in itself. The generic 
reference to music is not of any help here, since music, according to a tradition 
that is still held., is precisely a discourse lacking any logical significance (even if 
it expresses feelings). 

And yet whoever repeats the opening line of L'infinito: 

Sernpre caro mi fu quest'ermo colle 

or perhaps this line by Saba: 

Nella mia giovanczza ho navigato 

can attest that the musical element immediately says something of importance, 
which we cannot dismiss, as modern criticism does, speaking merely of a "re
dundance of the signifier.'' 
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The metlieaL-musical element demonstrntcs first of all the verse as a place of 
memory and a repetition. The verse (versus, from verto, the act of turning, to 
return, as opposed to prorsus, to proceed directly, as in prose) signals for a reader 
that these words have always already come to be, that they will return again, and 
that the instance of the word that takes place in a poem is, for this reason, un
graspahle. Through the musieal clement, poetic language commemorates its own 
inaccessible originary place and it says the unspeakability of the event of lan
guage (ir attains, that is, the unattainable). 

Muse is the name the Greeks gave to this experience of the ungraspahiHty of 
the originary place of the poetic word. In the !on (534d), Plato identifies the es~ 
sential character of the poetic word as the fact of being an eurema Moisan, an 
"invention of the Muses," so that it necessarily escapes whoever tries to speak 
it. To utter the poetic word sigilifies''to be possessed by the Muse" (536b); that 
is to say, without the mythical image, to experience the alienation of the originary 
place of the word that is implicit in all human speech. For this reason Plato can 
present the poetic word and its transmission as a magnetic chain that hangs from 
the Muses and holds poets, rhapsodizers, and listeners together, suspended in a 
common exaltation. This, Plato says, is the meaning of the most beautiful song 
(to kafliston melos): to demonstrate that poetic words do not originally belong to 
people nor arc they created by them (ouk anthropina . .. oude anthropon, 534e). 

Precisely inasmuch as philosophy too experiences the place of language as its 
supreme problem (the problem of being), Plato correctly identified philosophy as 
the "supreme music" (os philosophias ... ouses megistes mousikes: Phaedo 
6la), and the muse of philosophy as the "true muse" (tes alethines mouses tes 
meta logon te !«1i philosophias; Republic 548b). 

The "confrontation" that has always been under way between poetry and phi
losophy is, thus, much rnore than a simple rivalry. Both seek to grasp that orig
inal, inaccessible place of the word, which, for speaking man, is the highest 
stake. But both poetry and philosophy. faithful in this to their musical inspira
tion, finally drmonsfmte this place as unattainable. Philosophy, which is born 
precisely as an attempt to liberate poetry from its "inspiration," finally manages 
to grasp the Muse and transform it, as "spirit," into its own subject; but this 
spirit (Geist) is, precisely, the negative (das Negative), and the "most beautiful 
voice'' (kallistfm phone, Phaedrus 259d) that belongs to the Muse of the philos
ophers, according to Plato, is a voice without sound. (For this reason, perhaps 
neither {JOetry nor philosophy, neither verse nor prose, will ever be able to ac
complish their millennia] enterprise by themselves. Perhaps only a language in 
which the pure prose of philosophy would intervene at a certain point to break 
apart the verse of the poetic word, and in which the verse of poetry \voulcl inter
vene to hend the prose of philosophy into a ring, would be the true human 
language.) 
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But is it possible that Leopardi' s idyll demonstrates nothing more than that 
unnttainability of the place of language that we already learned to recognize as 
the specific patrimony of the philosophical tradition? Or perhaps can we detect a 
turn in the last three lines, where the experieiicc of the infinite and of silence is 
inverted in something that, although presented in the figure of a "drowning" 
(nm~fragio) is not, however, characterized as negative? 

E il naufragar m'e dolce in questo n1are. 

The shifter "this" (questo) that opened the passage in the first lines, allowing 
the "dear" and the familiar to sink into the abyss of the "intermin~ble" and "si
lence," now indicates the "immensity" itself as the place ofa sweet drowning. 
Moreover, the "sweet" and the ''this" (sea) of the final line seem to ~·ecall ex
plicitly the "dear" and the "this" (knoll) of the first line, as if the idyll were 
now returning to its place of origin. Perhaps we cannot comprehend the experi
ence that the final line presents as a sweet drowning except by returning to the 
opening: 

Sempre caro mi fu quest'ermo colle, 

which seems practically to be mirrored at the end. 
ln our previous reading we concentrated especialJy on the indicators of the 

utterance (this and was) and left out the very word that opens the poem: sempre 
(always). In truth, even this adverb eontains an element that might be traced back 
to the sphere of pronouns and so to the sphere of the utterance; the Latin semper 
can be broken down into sem~per, where semis the ancient Indo-European term 
for unity (cf. Greek eis, en; the other Indo-European l~mguages substituted ,an
other word signifying ''only, single,'' as in the Latin unus). Scmpre (always) sig
nifies once andfor all, and thus it contains the idea of a unity that intersects and 
unites a plurality and a repetition. The scmpre that opens the idyll thus points 
toward. a habit, a hewing (habitus) that unifies (ouce) a muJiiplicity (all times): the 
having ever dear this knoll. The whole idyll can be read in this sense as an at
tempt to seize a habit (that habit, that "faculty for getting accustomed to" that· 
Leopardi describes many times in the Ziba!done as the fundmnental faculty of 
man), to experience the meaning of the word always. The object of the habit is a 
.. this," that is, as we saw, something that refers to an event of language. But 
which particular experience of the "this," of the taking place of language, is 
implicit in the habit, in the having-ever-dear? It is the attempt to respond to this 

question, that is, to experience the always, that jolts the poet into the intennin
able space "until my heart/almost becomes dismayed." The habit~that which 
links together-is fragmented into a this and a that, which mirror each otJ1er in
finitely: once and then again, interminably, against the on.ce and for all of the 
initial "always.'' 
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The experience at stake in the idyll is thus the breaking apart of a habit, the 
rupturing of a habitual dwelling into a "surprise"; the most simple and familiar 
thing appears suddenly as unattninable and estranged. Habit cedes to a thought 
that "feigns"; that is, it represents the initial sempre as an interminable multi
plicity. This thought enacts a "comparison" between a that and a this, "that in
finite silence" and "this voice"; that is, between an experience of the place of 
language as ungraspablc immensity (which, later, will appear as a past, "the 
dead seasons"), and the voice that indicates this very place as something alive 
and present. The thought.is'the movement that, fully experiencing the unattaina
bility of the place of language, seeks to think, to hold this unattainability in sus
pense, to measure its dimensions. 

On August 8, 1817, Leopardi writes to Giordani: 

Another thing that makes me unhappy is thought. ... Thought has 
given me such suffering for so long now, it has always held me entirely 
at its mercy .... It has evidently condemned me, and it will kill me if I 
do not do something to change my situation. 

Years latet~ at some point before 1831 , Leopardi composed a verse with the 
title The Domineering 11wught (Il pensh!ro dominante). Here thought still holds 
the poet prisoner, it is his ''powerful dominator''; yet it no longer seems like the 
cause of any unhappiness, but rather it is "very sweet"; a "terrible, but dear/gift 
from heaven"; reason for worry, certainly, but the "pleasing cause of infinite 
worries." In the eyes of the poet thought reveals, as in a "stupendous enchant
ment," a "new immensity"; but this immensity is the sweetest thing, a "para-
disc." Now thought is "my" thought, the possession that only death will be able 
to remove from the poet. Thus the powerful dominator has become something to 
have: ''what more sweet than the having of your thought,'' as the last line of the 
poem reads. 

What happened between the letter of 1817 and the moment at which the poet 
composed Ilpcnsicro dominante'? What transfonncd the terrible prism of thought 
into the sweetest and most personal experience? 

We should read a similar reversal, a similar "changing of condition" ("it will 
kill me if l do not do something to change my situation'') in the idyll L'il~finito. 
The reversal, through which thought is transformed from a cruel master into a 
sweet possession, takes the figure of drowning in the idyll. This "sweet'' drown
ing of thought takes place .in a "this" that now indicates the same "immensity" 
disclosed in the place of language at the beginning of the idyll by the rupturing of 
habit. Thought drowns in that about which it thinks: the unatta1nable taking place 
of language. But the drowning of thought in "this" sea now permits a return to 
the ''ever dear'' of the first line, the habitual dwelling with which the idyll be
gan. The voyage completed in the "little poem" of L'infinito (idyll means "liltle 
form") is truly more brief than any time or measure, because it leads into the 
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heart of the Same. It departs from a habit and returns to the same habit. But in 
this voyage the experience of the event of the word, which opened its unheard 
silence and interminable spaces in thought, ceases to be a negative experience. 
The place of language .is now truly lost forever (per sempre)~ forever, that is, 
once ~md for all. In its drowning~ thought compared, that is, led back toward the 
Same, the negative dimensions of the event of language, its having-been and its 
coming. to be, its silence and its voice, being and nothingness~ and in the extin
guishing of thought, in the exhm1stion of the dimension of being, the figure of 
humanity's having emerges for the first time in its simple clarity: to have always 
dear as one's habitual dwelling place, as the ethos of humanity. 

Note 

1. When Ari~totlc formulates his table of categories, of !he possible fcgrmnw, what does he say, 
if not precisely th:Jt cert:lin possibilities of speech are 11lready, originally given? Certainly it is pos

sible to demonstrate, as Benveniste has done (I, pp. 63-74), thflt the Ari~totclian categories corH~
~pnnd to p:1r:11lel structures in Greek (and so they arc categories of lnnguagc before they are categories 
of thought); bot i~n't this precisely what Aristotle says, •.vhen he prc~cnts a tnbk of thC'. possibilities nf 
speech? Here, th~ error lies in pre~upposing that the modern concept of language is already f(Jrmed, 
when mther, it w::1s constructed historic:~lly through n ::;low process. The- Aristotelian table constitutes 

a fund;1mrntnl moment in this process. 



Excurstts 6 (between the se·venth ar1d 
eighth _days) 

The essential pertinence of nothingness and of n~gativity to language and tem
porality was clearly expressed in a passage fi'om a numu.w;ript by Leonardo 
(Cod. Arundel, f. l3lt') that serves as a standard for any theory of negativity. 

Among the magnitude of things that are around us, the being of 
nothingness holds the highest position and its grasp extends to things 
that have no being, and its essence resides within time, within the past 
and the fitture, and it possesses nothing of the present. 

Another fragment from the same folio contains a d(fferent version beginning: 

That which is called nothin8 is found only in time and in words. 

The being of nothingness, inasmuch as it belongs to time and language, is 
·conceived here as a.fundamental greatness ("it holds the highest position"). 
Moreover, logico-temporal entities (those ''things that have no being'') are 
placed in opposition to natural entities, since, having no place in natural entities, 
they are grounded in and contained by nothingness: 

Within us nothingness contains all the things that have no being; within 
time it resides in the past and the .finure and possesses nothing of the 
present; and within nature it has no place. (f. 132v) 

The other notes on the folio contain various reflections on the concepts of 
point, line, and swface, and theJ• demonstrate the strict, operative connection--

82 
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which we should never .forget-beflt•een nothingness and the fundamental 
geometrical-mathematical concepts. 



'The Eighth Day· 

Let us take a moment to look back at the path we have traveled. Beginning with 
the experience of Da-Sein (Being-the-there) in Heidegger, and das Diese nehmcn 
(Taking-the-This) in Hegel, we saw that both phenomena introduce or "initiate" 
us into a negativity. This negativity is grounded in the reference that the shifters 
Da and Diese make to the pure taking place of language, and distinct from that 
which, in this taking place, is formulated in linguistic propositions. This 
dimension- which coincides with the concept of utterance in modern linguistics, 
but which, throughout the history of metaphysics, has always constituted the 
field of meaning of the word being-finds it final foundation in a Voice. Every 
shifter is structured like a Voice. However, the Voice presupposed here is defined 
through a double negativity. On the one hand, it is in fact identified only as a 
removed voice, as a having-been of the natural phone, and this removal consti
tutes the originary articulation (arthron, ·gramma) in which the passage timn 
phone to logos is carried out, from the living being to language. On the other 
hand, this Voice cannot be .\poken by the discourse of which it shows the origi
nary taking place. The fact that the originary articulation of language can take 
place only in a double negativity signifies that language is and is not the voice of 
man. If language were immediately the voice of man, as braying is the voice of 
the ass and chirping the voice of the cicada, man could not be-the-there or take
the-this~ that is, he could never experience the taking place of language or the 
disclosure of being. But if, on the other hand (as demonstrated by both the Hei
deggerian dialectic of Stimmung and Stimme and the Hegelian figure of the Voice 
of death), man radically possessed no voice (not even a negative Voice), every 

84 
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shifter and every possibility of indicating the event of language would disappear 
equ:11ly. A voice----a silent and unspeakable voice---is the supreme shifter, which 
permits thought to experience the taking place of language and to ground, with it, 
the dimen~ion of being in its diflerence with respect to the entity. 

As it enacts the originary articulation of phone and logos through this double 
negativity, the dimension of the Voice con~titutes the model according to which 
we'stern culture construes one of its own supreme problems: the relation and pas
sage bet\:veen nature and culture, between phusis and logos, This passage is al
ways already conceived as an arthron, an articulation; or rather, as a discontinu
ity that is also a continuity, a removal that is also a preservation (arthron, like 
arnwnia, originally derives from the language of woodworking; armotto signifies 
to conjoin, to unite, as the woodworker does with two pieces of wood). In this 
sense, the Voice is truly the invisible harmony, which Heraclitus said was stron
ger than visible harmony (armon;e aphanes phanereskreitton; fr. 54 Diels), be
cause in its double negativity, it enacts the conjoimnent that constitutes the es
sence of that zoon logou eclwn that is man. In this definition, the echein, the 
having, of man, which unifies the duality of the living being and language, is 
conceived of as always already existing in the negative mode of an arthron. Man 
is that. living being who removes himself and preserves himself at the same 
time-as unspeakable---in langu<1ge; negativity is the human means of having 
language. (When Hegel conceives of the negative as A ufhebun g, he is thinking of 
the arthron as this invisible unification, which is stronger than the visible one 
because it constitutes the most intimate vital pulsation-Lebenpuls-of every ex
isting being.) 

The mythogeme of the Voice is, thus, the original mythogeme of metaphysics; 
but inasmuch as the Voice is also the oligitJary place of negativity, negativity is in
separable from metaphysics. (Here the F1m'1tations of a11 critiques of metaphysics are 
made evidet1t; they hope to surpass the. horizon of metnphysics by radicalizing the 
problem of negativity a·nd ungroundedness, as if a pure and simple repetition of its 
fimdamental problem could lead to a surpassing of metaphysics.) 

Inasmuch as the experience of the langunge of metaphysics has its final, negative 
foundation in a Voice, this experience is always already divided into two distinct 
planes. The first, whiCh can only be shmvn, corresponds to the very taking place of 
lnnguage disclosed by the Voice; the second is, on the other hand, the plane of mean
ingful discourse. It corresponds to what is said within this taking place. 

The scission of language into two irreducible planes permeates all of Western 
thought, from the Aristotelian opposition between the first ousia and the other 
categories (follovved by the opposition between ars invenirndi and ars iudicandi, 
between topics and logic, which profoundly marks the Greco-Roman experience 
of language), up to the duality between Sage and 5/Jrache in Heidegger or be
tween showing and telling in Wittgenstein. The very structure of transcendence, 
which constitutes the decisive character of philosophical reflection on being, is 
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grounded in this scission. Only because the event of language always already 
transcends what is said in this event, can something like a transcendence in the 
ontological sense be detnonstratcd. 

Even modem lingnisrics exptcsscs this ,~cission in the unbridge<1ble opposition 
between langue and parole (as demonstrated by the reflection of Saussure's final 
works, as well as that of Benveniste coneerning the double significance of human 
language). The negative dimension, which constitutes the only possible shifter 
between these two planes (whose place we have already traced in the history of 
philosophy as that of the Voice), is present even in modern linguistics within the 
concept of the phoneme, this purely negative and insignificant particle that opens 
up and makes possible both signification and discourse. But precisely because it 
constitutes the negative foundation of language, the problem of _the place of the 
phoneme cannot be resolved within the context of the science of language. In a 
kind of serious joke; Jakobson correctly ascribed this problem to ontology: as the 
"sound of language," in the sense of langue (that is, of something that, by def
inition, cannot have sound), the phoneme is singularly close to the Heideggerian 
idea of a "Voice without sound" and of a "sound of silence"; and phonology, 
defined as the science of the sounds of language (langue), is a perfect analogue 
to ontology, which, on the grounds ofprevious considerations, we can define as 
the "science of the removed voice, that is, of Voice." 

If we now return to our initial point of departure, to that "essential relation
ship" between language and death that "flashes up before us, but remains still 
unthought," and that we thus proposed to interrogate, we may now attempt a 
preliminary response. The essential relationship between language and death 
takes place-for metaphysics-in Voice. Death and \-hice have the same nega
tive structure and they are metaphysically inseparable. To experience death as 
death signifies, in fact, to experience the removal of the voice and the appear
ance, in its place, of another Voice (presented in grammatical thought as 
gramma, in Hegel as the Voice of death, in Heidegger as the Voice of conscience 
and the Voice of being, and in linguistics as a phoneme), which constitutes the 
originary negative foundation of the human word. 1o experience Voice signifies, 
on the other hand, to become capable of another death- no longer simply a de
ceasing, but a person's ownmost and insuperable possibility, the possibility of his 
ji"eedom. 

Here logic shows-within the horizon of metaphysics-its originary and de
cisive connection with ethics. In fact, in its essence Voice is will or pure meaning 
(voler-dire). The meaning at stake in Voice should not, however, be understood in 
a psychological sense; it is not something like an impulse, nor does it indicate the 
volition of a subject regarding a determinate object. The Voice, as we know, says 
nothing; it does not mean or want to say any significant proposition. Rather, it 
indicates and means the pure taking place of language, and it is, as such, a purely 
logical dimension. But what is at stake in this wilf, such that it is able to disclose 
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t.o man the marvel of being and the terror of nothingness? The Voice docs not will 
any proposition or event; il wiiJs that languctge exist, it wills the originary event 
that contains the possibility of every event. The Voice is the originary ethical 
dimension in which man pronounces his ''yes" to Jangunge and consents that it 
may take place. To consent to (or refuse) language does not here signify simply 
to speak (or be silent). To consent to language signifies to act in such a way that, 
in the abysmal experience of the taking place of l(lnguage, in the removal of the 
voice, another Voice is disclosed to man, and along with this are also disclosed 
the dimension of being and the mortal risk of nothingness. To consent to the tak
ing place of language, to listen to the Voice, signifies, thus, tci consent also to 
death, to be capable of dying (sterben) rather than simply deceasing (ableben.). 

For thj:; reason, the Voice, the originary logical element, is also, for meta
physics, the originary <!thical element: freedom, the other voice, and the other 
death-the Voice of death, we might say to express the unity of their 
articulation- that makes language our language and the world our world and 
constitutes, for man, the negative foundation of his free and speaking being. 
Within the horizon of metaphysks, the problem of being is not, finally, separable 
from that of will, just as logic is not sepamble from ethics. 

The location of the ethical-political problem in the passage from phone 
to logos in Aristotle's Politics arises from this originary and insuperable 
connection: 

Man alone of the animals pos$esses language (logos). The mere voice 
(phone), it is true, can indicate pain or pleasure, and therefore it is 
possessed by the other animals as well (for their nature has been 
developed so far as to have sensations of what is painful and pleasant 
and to signify these sensations to one another), but language (logos) is 
designed to indicate the advantngeous and the harmful, and therefore 
also the right and wrong; for it is the special property of man in 
distinction from the other <~nimals that he alone has perception of good 
and bad and right and wrong and the other moral qualities, and it is 
partnership in these things that makes a household and a city-state. 
(l253a, 10-18~ English ed., trans. H. Rack ham. Ccllllbridge, Mass., 
1977) 

Similarly, this originary connection is also the source, in the Critique of Prac
tical Reason, for the characterization of ethical will as "pure practical reason," 
and in Schelling's Philosophical Research on the Essence ofHuman Liberty, for 
the presentation of being in its abysmal state as will ("In the final and supreme 
instance there is no other being but will. Will is the originary being [Ursein] and 
the predicates of this adapt to will alone: absence of foundation, eternity, inde
pendence from time, auto~sentimentality. All of philo.~ophy seeks only to find 
this supreme expression"), and for this will, in turn, as a will that wants nothing. 
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Only when, on the horizon of metaphysics, the decisive connection between 
logic and ethics expressed in these three texts has been thought fuJly, down to its 
foundation- that is, down to the ungroundedness from which the soundless voi.ce 
of Sige calls out--- will it be possible, if it is indeed possible, to think beyond this 
horizon, 1hat is beyond Voice and its negativity. In fact, for metaphysics, the 
common foundation of logic and ethics lies on a negative foundation. For this 
reason, any understanding of logic must necessarily address an ethical problem 
that finally remains infonnulable (Wittgenstein's thought clearly demonstrates 
this); and in the same way, on the horizon of metaphysics, ethics-which enacts 
the experience merely shown by logic- must finally address a logical problem, 
that is, an impossibility of speaking. The originary unity between logic and ethics 
is, .for metaphysics, sigetics. 

If the relationship between language and death "remains still unthought," it is 
because the Voice-which constitutes the possibility of this relationship--is the 
unthinkable on which metaphysics bases every possibility of thought, the un
speakable on which it bases its whole speakability. Metaphysics is the thought 
and will of being, that is, the thought and will of the Voice (or thought and will of 
death); but this "thought" and this "will" must necessarily remain unthema
tized, because they can only be thematized in terms of the most extreme nega
tivity. 1 

lt is here that the Western philosophical tradition shows its originary link with 
tragic experience. From the dawn of Greek thought, the human experience of 
language (that is, the experience of the human as both living and speaking, a 
·natural being and a logical being) has appeared in the tragic spectacle divided by 
an unresolvablc conflict. In the Oresteia, this conflict manifests itself as a con
trast between the voice of blood, expressed in the song of the Erinnys (this ''fu
nerary song without lyre'' (aneu luras ... threnon) which the heart' 'has learned 
by itself" (awodidaktos), as opposed to the language that it learned from others; 
A.gam('mnon, vv. 990-93), and the logos, the word that discusse~ and persuades, 
personified by Athena and by Zeus Agoraios, Zeus of the word that is freely ex
changed in public. The reconciliation between these two "voices," each one pre
sented as a right (dike) and a destiny (moira), is certainly, according to the tra
ditional interpretation, the theme of the Aeschylean trilogy. It is, however, 
significant that the hero cannot fully recognize himself in either of these voices 
and that the contrast between the voices gives rise to the properly tragic dimen
sion as an impossibility of speaking: 

Ei de me tctagmcna 

moira moiran ek theon 

eirge me plcon pherein, 

prophthas<tsa kardia 

glossan an tad exechei 
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[If the moira assigned by the Gods did not impede moira from' 
conveying something more, my heart would go beyond my tongue and 
utter such things.] (Agarn., vv. 1025-29) 

It is in this silent non liquet, rather than in a positive reconciliation, that we 
should see, according to the profound inh.Jitions of Rosenzweig and Benjamin, 
the essence of tragic dialogue. ("Tragedy," writes Rosenzweig, "created the 
form of the dialogue in order to be able to represent silence.") If there is a rec
onciliation between the two "moiras" of man, between psusis and logos, be
tween his voice and his language, it can only consist in silence. (Here perhaps we 
should see the origin of the accusation that, in his tragedies, Aeschylus revealed 
the Eleusinian mysteries; cf. Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics liila.) 

In Sophocles' Oedipus the King, the division, always already inherent in every 
human word, appears most clearly. As a living being who has language, man is sub
jected to a double destiny. He cannot know all that he says and if he wills to know, he 
is subjected to the possibility of error and hubris. Now language becomes the site of 
a conflict between that which one can consciously know in any utterance and that 
which one necessarily says without knowing. Destiny is presented precisely as that 
part of hm guage that man, because of his double moira, cannot be conscious of. So, 
at the moment when he is moved by the will to ''investigate every word'' (pant a gar 
skopo logon, v. 291), Oedipus believes that he is affinning his own innocence and 
the limit of his own conscious "knowing with himseU" (sunddenai). Instead, it is 
precisely then thal he speaks own condemnation: 

Ekeuchomai d', oikosin ei xunestios 

en tois emois genoit emou xuneidotos, 

pathein aper toisd' artios erasmnen. 

[For myself, I wish thal if the killer were a guest in my house and I 
was aware of it (xunddotos), I might endure the pain of that same curse 
that I just cast onto the others.] (vv. 249-51) 

Believing that he has solved the enigma of language and !1as thus discovered 
a ''technique which goes beyond every technique'' (techne teclmes upe!phe
rousa; v. 380), he finally confronts the enigma of his own birth, of his own 
phusis, and he succumbs to it. In the words of the chorus in Oedipus at Colonus 
we can find the quintessence of the tragic experience of language: 

Me phunai ton apanta ni
ka logon to d', epei phane, 

bcnai keithen othen per c-

kei, polu deuteron, os tachista. 
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[Not being born overcomes all language; but, having come into the 
light, the best thing is to return as soon as possible whence one came.] 
(vv. 1224-27) 

Only me phunai, not being born, not having a nature (phus;s), can overcome 
language and permit man to free himself from the guilt that is built up in the link 
of destiny between phusis and logos, between life and language. But since this is 
precisely impossible, since man is hom (he has both a birth and nature), the best 
thing is for him to return as soon as possible whence he came, to ascend beyond 
his birth through the silent experience of death. (In the previous verses, death 
is defined as "without songs, without a lyre, without dttnce," "(mumenaios, 
aluros, achoros. ") 

Philosophy, in its search for another voice and another death, is presented, 
precisely, as both a return to and a surpassing of tragic knowledge; it seeks to 
grant a voice to the silent experience of tlJC tragic hero and to constitute this voice 
as a foundation for man's most proper dimension. 

It is within this context that we should examine the appearance of the theme of 
suneidesis (con-.\'cience) in the tragedians. The term suneidesis (like the related 
swmoia) indicates a "knowing with oneself" (suneidenai eauto is the expression 
found in Sophocles, Euripides, and Aristoph:mes, and even earlier in Sappho), 
which always has an ethical connotation, in*lsrnuch as, in general, it has for its 
object guilt (or innocence) and is accompanied by pathos: 

Ti chrema pascheis; tis s' apollnsin nosos; 
'H sunesis, oti sunoida dein' eirgasmenos. 

[What are you suffering from? What evil destroys you?-Conscience, 
because I am conscious (with tnyseJf) of having done something 
terrible.] (Euripides, Oresteia, vv. 395-96) 

But it is important th<it: this consciousness (Knowing-with-oneself)-~ which, 
as such, necessarily implies a reference to the sphere of logos-appears, rather, 
as mute, and is manifested in a terrible silence. In the Eun.omia of Solon, one of 
the oldest documents containing the verb suneidenai, the ethical and silent chru·-· 
acter of this consciousness (here referring to Dike itself) is already present: 

E sigosa sunoide ta gignomena pro t' eonta, to de chrone pantos elth 
apoteisamene. 

[By remaining silent [Dike] knows-with-itself things past and, at the 
right moment, it intervenes in every case to punish.] 

And, in Aeschylus's Promct!u'us Bound, the sunnoia of the hero is revealed as 
· a silent experience that "devours the heart": 
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Me toi chlide dokeite med' auihRdin 
sigan me sunnoia de daplomai kear, 
oron emauton ode prouseloumenon. 

[Do not suppose that I am silent out of pride or arrogance; it is 
be.c;:w~e of the consciousness which devours my heart, seeing myseJf so 
mistreated.] (vv. 436-38) 

Silence is so essential to this consciousness (knowing-with) that it is often at
tributed to an immimFtte object (in Sophocles' Philoctetes, vv. 1081-85, the rocky 
cave where the hero lies down i.s conscious along with him; in Electra, vv. 92-95, 
the "sleepless bed" consciously shares pain with the heroine). When it is too 
rashly translated into words, as in the verses from Oedipus cited above, silence 
opens the passflge from which hubris threatens to emerge. The definition of con
science (sunnohi-) that we find in one of the Platonic oroi is perfectly consistent 
with these tragic passages: dianoia meta lupe:~ aneu logou, "thought with pain 
without discourse" (which, if we think carefully, is almost the same description 
that Heidegger offers for the Voice of conscience). 

[t is this mute and anguished conscience, this sigetics opened between the 
being-born of man nnd his speaking being, \vhi.ch philosophy, following the most 
profound demand of the tragic spectacle, posits as the foundation for both logic 
and ethics. This is not the place to follow the development of the concept of su
neide.sis in post-tragic Greek thought~ nor to demonstrate how, already in Soc
rates, this became a "demonic" element and acquired a voice (daimonion[tij, 
phom; tis, Apology 3ld); nor how, in the Stoa, expressed as "right conscience" 
(orthe suneidesis), it came to represent supreme certainty for mankind. It is im
portant to observe here how the "conscience" of Western philosophy rests orig
inally on a mute founclation (a Voice), and it will never be able to fully resolve 
1J1is silence. By rigorously establishing the limits of that which can be known in 
what js said, logic takes. up this silent Voice and. transforms it into the neg~tive 
foundation of all knowledge. On the other hand, ethics experiences it as that 
which must necessarily remain unsaid in what is said. In both cases, however, the 
final foundation remains rigorously infonnulable. 

If this Voice is the mystical foundation for our entire culture (its logic as well 
as its ethics. its theology as well as its politics, its wisdom as well as its madness) 
then the mystical is not something that can provide the foundation for another 
thought-attempting to think beyond the horizon of metaphysics, at the extreme 
confine of which, at the point of nihilism, we are stiiJ moving. The mystical is 
nothjng but the unspeakable foundation; that is, the negative foundation of onto
theology. Only a liquidation of the mystical can open up the field to a thought (or 
Jangmtge) that thinks (speaks) beyond the Voice and its sigetics; that dwells, that 
is, not on an unspe.(lkable foundation, but in the infancy (in-jari) of man.-
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Perhaps the age of absolutely speakable things, ,:vhose extreme nihilistic furor 
we are experiencing today, the age in which all the figures of the Unspeakable 
and all the n1asks of ontotheology have been liquidated, or released and spent in 
words tJ1at now merely show the nothingnc~~ of their foundation; the age in 
which all human experience of language has been redirected to the final negative 
reality of a willing that means (vuole-dirc) nothing--perhaps this age is also the 
age of man's in-fantile dwelling (in-fantile, that is, without Voice or will, and yet 
ethical, habitual) in language. 

Is there an attempt within metaphysics to think its own unthinkable, to grasp, 
that is, the negative foundation itself? We saw that the originary disclosure of 
language, its taking place, which discloses to man both being and freedom, can
not be expressed in language. Only the Voice with its marvelous mllteness shows 
its inaccessibilc place, and so the ultimate task of philosophy is necessarily to 
think the Voice. Inasmuchas the Voice is, however, that which always already 
divides every experience of language and structures the original difference be
tween showing and telling, being and entity, world and thing, then to grasp the 
Voice can only signify to think beyond these oppositions; that is, to think the 
Absolute. The Absolute is the mode in which philosophy thinks its own negative 
foundation. In the history of philosophy, it receives various names: idea tou aga
thou in Plato, theoria, noeseos noesis in Aristotle, One in Plotinus, Indifference 
in Schelling, Absolute Idea in Hegel, Ereignis in Heidegger; but in every case, 
the Absolute has the structure of a process, of an exit from itself that must cross 
over negativity and scission in order to return to its own place. 

The verb 10 solve, from which the term "absolute" derives, can be broken 
down into se-luo. In the Indo-European languages, the reflexive group *se indi
cates what is proper (suus)-· both that which belongs to a group, in the sense of 
con-suetudo, suesco (Gr. ethos, "custom, habit," Ger. Sitte), and that which re
mains in itself, separated, as in solus, sed, secedo. 'J'he verb to solve thus indi-· 
cates the operation of dissolving (luo) that leads (or leads back) something to its 
own *se, to suus as to solus, dissolving it-absolving it--of every tie or alterity. 
The preposition ab, which expresses distancing, movement from, reinforces this 
idea of a process, a voyage that takes off, separates from .something and moves, 
or returns toward something. 

To think the Absolute signifies, thus, to think that which, through a .process of 
"absolution," has been led back to its owt)most property, to itself, to its own 
solitude, as to its own custom. For this reason, the Absolute always implies a 
voyage, an abandonment of the originary place, an alienation and a being-out
side. If the Absolute is the supreme idea of philosophy, then philosophy is truly, 
in the words of Novalis, nostalgia (H('imwrh)_: that is, the ''desire to be at home 
everywhere" (TridJ liberal/ zu Hause zu sein), to recognize oneself in being
other. Philosophy is not initi!llly at home, it is not originally in po,<;session of it
self, and thus it must return to itself. When Hegel thinks of the Absolute as a 
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result (Rf!..mltat), he simply thinks fully the very essence of the Absolute. Inas
much as this implies a process of "absolution," an experience and a return, it is 
always a result; only at the end does it reach where it was in the beginning. 

The word, which wants to grasp the Voice as Absolute, which wants, that is, 
to be in its own originary place, must already be outside of it, and must assume 
and recognize the nothingness that is in the voice. Crossing over time and the 
scission that reveals itself in the place of lcmgu<~ge, the word must return to itself 
and, absolving itself of this scission, it must be at the end there where, wilhout 
knowing it, it was already in the beginning; that is, in the Voice. 

Philosophy is this voyage, the human word's nostos (return) from itself to it
self, which, r~b:wdoning its own habitual dwelling place in the voice, opens itself 
to the terror of nothingness and, at the same time, to the marvel of being; and 
after becoming meaningful diseour:::e, it returns in lhe end, as absolute wisdom, 
to the Voice. Only in this way can thought finally be at home and "absolved'' of 
the scission that threatened it from there where it always already was. Only in the 
Absolute can the word, which experienced ''homesickness'' (Ileimweh) and the 
''pain of return" (nost-algia), which experienced the negMive always already 
reigning in its habitual dwelling place, now truly reach its own beginning in the 
Voice. 

The Greek term for "habjtual dwelling place," or 'chabit," is ethos. The 
ethos of humanity is thus, for philo~ophy, always already divided and threatened 
by a negative; One of the oldest testimonies of a philosophical reflection on ethos 
chamcterizes the h<~hitual dwelling of humanity with these words: 

ethos anthropo daimon (Heraclitus, f;, 119 Diels). 

Daimon does not simply denote here a divine figure. Its etymology leads back 
to the verb daiomai, to lacerate, to divide, so daimon signifies the lacerator, he 
who cuts and divides. 

The fragment from Heraclitus should thus be translated: ''Ethos, the habitual 
dwelling place of man, is that which lacerates and divides." Habit, the dwelling 
in which one always already exists, is the place of scission;· it is that which one 
can never grasp without receiving a laceration and a division, the j)lace where 
one can never really be from the beginning, but can only return to at the end. It 
is this demonic sciss1on, this dainwn that threatens humans in the very core of 
their ethos, of their habitual dwelling place, that philosophy has always to think, 
and to "absolve." For this :reason philosophy must necessarily have its beginning 
in "marvel," it must, that is, always already leave behind its habit, always al
ready alienate itself and divide itself from its habit, in order to be able to return 
there, walking through negativity and absolving it from its demonic scission. A 
philosopher is one who, having been surprised by language, having thus aban
doned his habitual dwelling place in the word, must now return to where lan-
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guage already happened to him. He must "surptisc the surprise," be at home in 
the marvel and in the division. When it wishes to return to its arche, philosophy 
can only grasp the taking place of language in a Voice, ln a negative; that is, the 
daimon itself as ethos, the scission itself as the appearance (Erscheinung) of the 
Absolute. That which it has to grasp is, after all, simply a dispossession and a 
flight. ' 

But-let us now ask--do the Voice and its negativity really do justice to the 
ethos of man? If the return is the supreme problem of philosophy, what is there to 
which it must, in the end, return? 

The verb to return derives from the Greek tornios (lathe); that is, from the 
name of the simple woodworking instrument that:, turning aroimd on itself, uses 
and consumes the object it forms until it has reduced the material to a perfect. 
circle. (Tbrnios belongs to the same root as the Greek teiro, use, like the Latin 
verb tero and the English adjective trite.) How should we conceive, then, this 
turning on itself, this circular rotation of being and truth? To what does the hu
man word return? Only to what has already been? And if that which has always 
already been is, in the words of Hegel, a non-being (gewesen ist kein Wesen), 
then won't ethos, the habitual dwelling place of humanity to which the word re
turns, necessarily lie beyond being and its Voice? 

Is it possible that being (ontotheology with its component negativity) is not up 
to the level of the simple mystery of humans' having, of their habitations or their 
habits? And what if the dwelling to which we return beyond being were neither a 
supercelestial place nor a Voice, but simply the trite words that we have? 

Now, having reached the end of our research, which brought us to identify the 
originary mythogeme of metaphysics in the silence of the Voice, we can begin to 
read a text in which Nietzsche seems to want to stage the end of philosophy and 
the beginning ofits "posterity'' in a brief tragic monologue. Oedipus, the tragic 
hero par excellence, is presented here as the ''last philosopher.'' In a fragment 
fi·om 1872 titled Odipus and subtitled, Reden des letzten Philosophen mit sich 
selbst. Ein Fragment aus der Geschichte der Nachwelt, we read: 

I am called the last philosopher because I am the last man. No one 
speaks to me except me myself, and my voice reaches me like that of a 
dying man. With you, lovely voice, \Vith you, last breath of a memory 
of all human happiness, let me be with you for just one more hour; 
through you I trick solitude and I let myself be deluded in multiplicity 
and love, because my heart refuses to .believe that love is dead; it cannot 
sustain the shiver of the most solitary of solitudes and it forces me to 
speak as if I were two. 

Do you still hear me, my voice? Do you murmur a curse? If only 
your curse could break up the viscera of this world! But the world still 
lives, and alone it watches me, full of splendor and ever colder with its 
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pitiless stars. It is aJivc, stupid and blind as always, and only one 
dies-man. 

And yet! I am still listening to you, lovely voice! Another beyond me 
also dies, the last man, in this universe: the last breath, your breath dies 
with me, the long Oh! Oh! breathed down on me, the last man of pain, 
Oedipus. 

Even in this text, the experience of death and the experience of the Voice are. 
tightly linked. ln death, Oedipus, the last philosopher, discovers the ''most sol
itary of solitudes. n He is absolutely alone in language before the world and na
ture ("no one spetlks to me, except me myself"); and, even here, in this extreme 
negativity, man retrieves a Voice, a ''final breath of memory,''. which returns his 
past to hiin and intervenes to save him from solitude, forcing him to speak. 

Philosophy is this dialogue between man--thc speaking and mortal being-
and his Voice; this strenuous search for the Voice·-and, with it, a memory
facing death, assuring language of its place. The Voice is the mul:e ethical com
panion running to the aid of language at the point where it reveals its 
ungroundedness. By remaining silent, with its ''breath,'' it assumes this absence 
of foundation and makes room for it. 

In the soliloquy of Oedipus, however, the Voice is finally only an impotent 
''curse'' and an illusion that, as su.ch, must also die. Mmiy years later, in a frag
ment from 1886 to 1887, Nietzsche seems to respond to the illusion of the last 
philosopher in a context where the philosopher no longer hears any Voice and 
where every tie with the figure of the living has been severed. Nietzsche writes: 

Not to.hear any response after such an appeal to the depths of the 
soul--no voice in response-is a terrible experience which could 
destroy the most hardened man: in me it has severed all ties with living 
men. 

With the definitive death of the Voice, even philosophy-·the soliloquy of 
Oedipus--must come to an end. Thought, which thinks after the end of philos
ophy, cannot still be the thought of the Voice, of the taking place of language in 
the Voice; nor can it be the thought of the death of the Voice. Only if the human 
voice is not simply death, but has never existed, only if language no longer refers 
to any Voice (and, thus, not even to a gramma, that is, to a removed voice), is it 
possible for man to experience a Language that is not marked by negativity and 
death. 

What is a language without Voice, a word that is not grounded in any mean
ing? This is something that we must still learn to think. But with the disappear
ance of the Voice, that "essential relation" between language and death that 
dominates the history of metaphysics must also disappear. Man, as a speaking 
being, is no longer necessarily the mortal, he who has the "faculty for death" 
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and is reaffirmed by death; nor, as a dying being, is he necessarily the speaker, he 
vvho has the "facully for language" and is reaffirmed by this. To exist in lan
guage without being called there by any Voice, simply to die without being called 
by death, is, perhaps~ the most abysmal experience; but this is precisely, for man, 
also his most habitual experience, his ethos, his dwelling, always already pre
sented in the history o{ metaphysics as demonically divided into the living and 
language, namre and culture, ethics and logic, and therefore only atmi.nahle in 
the negative articulation of a Voice. And pcrbnps only beginning with the eclipse 
of the Voice, with the no longer taking place of language and with the death of 
the Voice, does it become possible for man to experience an ethos that is no 
longer Rimply a sigetics. Perhaps man- the aninwl who seems not to be encum
bered by any specific nature oy any specific identity- must experience his pov
erty even more radically. Perhaps humans ar~ even poorer than they supposed in 
altributing to themselves the experience of negativity and death as their specific 
anthropogenetic patrimony, and in basing every community and tradition on this 
experience. 

At the end of Oedipus at Co/onus, when the now-serene hero reaches the hour 
of death, he begs Theseus, ,who hns 8ccompnnied him in those final instants, that 
no mortal should "utter a voice" at bis tomb (met' epiphonein medena thnetonl 
the ken~ vv. 1762-63). If Theseus will respect this vow, he will have ''a country 
forever without pain" (clwran ... aien alupon, v. 1765). By breaking the link 
between language and death, Oedipus---- "the last man of pain" ·--puts an end to 
the chain of tragic guilt that is intennim1hly transmitted in the nex.us between the 
two moiras of man. 

According lo the teaching of tragic wisdom, this separation can only take 
place in death; and yet here, no voice is heard in death, not even the silent Voice 
of the tragic conscience. Rather, a "country forever without pain" is revealed to 
humanity, while, beyond the lament, the figure of a "having" that definitely up
holds the entire history in its domain is trnced: 

All' Rpopnnete med' epi pleio 
threnon egeirctc 
pantos gar echei tade kuros 

[But cease now from lamenting: in fact a 
having holds these things entirely.] 

This chora, this country without pain where no voice is spoken at death, is 
perhaps that which, beyond the Voice, remnins to be thought as the most human 
dimension, the only place where something like a me phrmai is possible for man, 
a not having been born and not having nature. It is this same country that n poem 
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by Paul Klee (a poet who claimed to dwell among the unborn) calls Elend (mis
ery; but according to the etymology-cf. a!ius- "rmother land"): 

Land ohne Band, 
neues Land, 

ohne Hauch 
der Erinnerung, 

mit dem Rauch 

von fremden Herd. 

Zilgellos! 
wo mich trug 
keiner Mutter Schoss. 

[Land without chains, 
new land 
without the breath 
of memory, 
with· the smoke 

of a strange hearth. 
Reinless! 

Where I was brought 
by no mother's womb.] (Klee, "1914," p. 84) 

The geography and the politics of this land, to which man was not brought by 
any birth and in which he no longer seems mortal, go beyond the limits that we 
proposed in this seminar. And yet the experience of language expressed here can 
no longer have the form of a voyage that, separating itself from the proper ha-· 
bitual dwelling place and crossing the marvel of being and the terror of nothing
ness, returns there where it originally was; rather, here language, as in a verse by 
one of the great contemporary Italian poets, returns to that which never was and 
to that which it never left, and thus it takes the simple form of a habit: 

Sono tomato la 
dove non ero mai stato. 
Nulla, da come non fu, e mutato. 
Sui tavolo (suH'incerato 
a quadretti) ammezzato 

ho ritrovato il bicchiere 
mai riempito. Tutto 
e ancora rimasto quale 
mai l'avevo lasciato. 
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[I returned there 
where I have never been. 
Nothing has changed from how it was not. 
On the table (on the checkered 
tablecloth) half-full 
1 found the glass 
which was never filled. All 
has remained just as 
l never left it.] (Giorgio Caproni, ''Ritorno," p. 392) 

Note 

1. lkidcggcr 3, p. 215; English ed .. pp. 107-8. We hear today that kn0wlcdge (in its pure form: 
liS mathematics) has no need of foumhltion. That is certainly true if, with inaclerJnatc representation, 
we think of foundation as Sflrncthing suhstanrial and positive. But it is no longer true if WI~ conceive 

of foundation as it is in the history of mct:~physics, thai is, as an nhsolute, negative fomdation. The 

Voice (gmmma, the. gunntmn of significntir:m) remains pre~uppn~ed in all knowledge and in mathe
matics. Even if we agree with the possibility of fnrmali7.ing all mathcm::ttks, !11e pos~ihili1y of writ
ing, the fact that signs exist, would still remain m: a pre~upro<:.ition. "The totality of m~them;Jtics 
today," afTinns a well·known French malhernatirian, ''can be written ... by utilizing only the sym
bols of logic, o,vithont granting that any 'significance' in rr.lati<"n to that which we think." Here the 
three words "can be written" represent that which remains unt!10ught: this single, unperceived pre
suppo~ition is prccisdy the gmmmn. "In the heginning was the sign," according to Hilbert. But, we 
might object, why is !her{' o,ignificarion? Why do {pure) signs exist? And we should then re~pnnd: 
"Because there is a will to speak." The final prr.~uppnsition of all m::tthematics, fhe ahs,fNtr· ma

theme, is will or pure me:wing (voter-dire, no1hingne~s); in the terms of this ~emin~r. the Voice. In 
theology, this is expressed in the st;-,temcnt that if there were not alw~ys already a will in God, He 
would h:wc rrm:-rincd dnistrred in his abyss without exprr<:<ing any word (the Son). Without will or 
love, God wo11ld h:l\'C eon.signed himse.lf to Tarlarus, sinking Nernally into his own abyss. But, we 
ask, what would have h:1ppcned if there were no trace of self in God, no will? If we let God fall 
l1e,acll0ng into his abyss? 



Excursus 7 (after tl1e final day) 

If the Voice indicates the taking place of language as time, if thought is that ex
perience of language that, in every proposition and in every phrase, experiences 
the very taking place of language (that is to say, it thinks being and time in thl~ir 
co-belonging in the \t(·)ice), how is it pnss;h[e to think the \,·hice in itself, to think 
absolute time? ln the response to this que8tion it is possihle to grasp both the 
proximi~v of and the diversity between Hegel's Absolute and Heidegger's 
Ereignis. 

At the end of the lena lessons of 1805-6, Hegel e.1.presscs his attitude toward 
this ''thought of time'' (Gedanke der ZeH). The wisdom of philosophy, absolute 
wisdom, is a ''restored immediateness'' (die wicdcrhcrgestellte Unmittelbarkeit), 
the spirit that, after having left itself, now returns to its own beginning and knows 
itself absolutely, overcoming the sr.ission that separated it from itself at the be
ginning: 

Die Philosophic ellfaussert sich ihrer selbst, kommt bei ihrem Anfange, 
dem unmittelbaren Bew11ssrsein an, das eben das Entzweite ist. Sie ist so 
Mensch iiberhaupt; und wie der Punkt des Menschen ist, ist die Welt, 
und wie sie ist, ist er: ein Schlag ersdwjji sie beide-. Bizs ist vor dieser 
Zeit gewesen? das Andre der Zeit, nicht eine andre Zeit, sondern die 
Ewigkeit, der Gedanke der Zeit. Darin ist die Frage aufgehoben,: denn 
diese meint eine andre Zeit. Aber so ist die Ewigkeit se/bst in der Zeit; 
sie ist ein Vorher der Zeit, also selbst Vergangenheit: es ist gewesen, 
ahsohtt geH'esen: es ist nicht. Die Zeit is der reine Begrijf; das 
angeschaute leere Selbst in seiner Bewcgung, wie der Raum in seiner 
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Ruhe. Vorher, eh[e] die erjilllte Zeit ist, ist die Zeit gar nicht. Jhre 
Er:fiillung ist das Wirkliche, aus der leeren Zeit in sich Zuriickgekehrte. 
Sein Anschauen seiner selbst ist die Zeit, das UngegenstiindUche. Wenn 
wir aber sagen: vor der Welt, [meinen wir:j Zeit olt1w E1:{i:ilhmg. Der 
Gedanke der Zeit fist} eben das Denkende, das lnsich-Reflektierte. Es 
ist notwendig, hinnusz.ugehen iiber diese Zeit, jede Periode, aber in den 
Gedanken der Zeit: jenes fist die} schlechte Unendlichkeit, die das nie 
erreicht, wohinous :;ie geht. 

[Philosophy alienates itself from itself; it arrives at its beginnh1g, at 
immediate consciousness, which is precisely the scission. This is the 
case for man in general; and just as the point (~!'man exists, so too the 
world exists: a blow creates them both. What was there before this 
time? The other of time, not another time, but eternity, the thought of 
lime. With that the question is superseded; since this meanj· another 
time. But eternity itsef;f is in time; it is a before time, thus it is itse{f' a 
past: it was, absolutely was: it is not. Time is the pure notion, the 
empty itself intuited in its movement, like space in its rest. Before 
completed (erflilltc) time, time simply does not exist. Its completion is 
the real,. which returns from empty time to itself. Its intuition of itse~f is 
time, the Non-objective. ff, however, we say: before the world, we mean: 
time without completion. The thought of time is the thinking, the 
Neflected-in-itself lt is necessary to overcome this time, every period, 
but in the idea of tilne; that is the bad infinity, which never reaches its 
destination.] (Hegel 4, p. 273) 

For Hegel, then, the desire to think of eternity as a before all time or as an
other time is impossible, and any thought of time that desires to cross backward 
across empty tirne in order to reach the eterna[n('cessarily leads to a bad infinity. 
Eterni(V in this sense is nothing other than the past, and as we know, this does not 
exist. Only completed time is true and real, that which has returned to itself from 
empty time. For this reason, Hegel says that the Absol(lte is not tlu.~ beg;nning, 
what is before time, but only t.he result that has returned to itself. The Absolute is 
''only at the end what it truly is.'' It is ''the circh~ returned on itself which pre
supposes (voraussetzt) its beginning and reaches it only at the end" (Hegel 2, 
p. 585). If the Absolute can never be itself at the beginning, it cannot, on the 
other hand, be ident(fied with the infinite empty course of time. It must neces
sarily complete time, finish it. Spirit can -grasp itself as absolute only at the end 
of time. lh,gel afj1rms this clearly in the final pages l~{ the Phenomenology: 
''Spirit IU'tessarily appears in time and it appears there until it cati grasp its pure 
concept . ... Until the spirit is completed in itse(l; as .\pirit ci the world, it can
not reach its completion as sel{conscious spirit" (ibid., pp. 584-85). 

The beginning, which waspresupposed as a past and went to the ground like 
a j(;u.ndation, can only be reached at the end, when the history to which it gave 
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a beginning (presupposing itself and going to the ground) is definitely com
pleted. 

Hence the essential oricmathm of the Absolwe toward the past, and its pre
sentation in the figure oftotahty and memory. Contrary to an ancient tradition of 
thought that considas the present as the prh·;h~ged dbnension of lempon~lity, He· 
gel's past is completed time, time returned unto itself. It is, however, a past that 
has abolished its essen.tial relation with the present and with the future. It is a 
''pelfect'' past, of ·which Hegel writes-in the text that most thoroughly explores 
the Bewegung of time- that it is "the dimension (?f the totality of time" and ''the 
paralyzed restlessness f~(the absolute concept" (Hegel6, p. 204). It is this past, 
this having-been, which thought has to think as absolved in absolute knowledge. 
(In the terms of our seminar, lFC might say that we must absolve the Voice }i"om its 
having-been, fron! its being presupposed as removed, and thus 1ve must think 
Voice and the j(nmdation as absolute.) 

It is again such a ''thought of time'' and such a ''having-been'' that Heideg
ger begins above all to reclaim as the theme of his thought. In an important pas
sage, he formulates the supreme problent of his own thought in tams of an ''ad
vent of the having-been'' (Ankunft des Gewesen), where ''the release qf every it 
is" is carried or-tt (der Abschied von aHem "es ist," Heidegger 3, p. 154). In the 
"Summary l?l a Senrinar on the Lecture Zeit und Sein," lleidegger enunciates 
the d{fference bet11veen his thought and Hegel's, affirming that "from Hegel's 
point (~f view, one could say: Sein und Zeit gets caught ill Being; it does not de·· 
velop Being to the 'concept' '' (Heidegger 6, p. 52; English ed., p. 48). That 
Gewesen, !hat having-been, which inrroduas negation and ·the mnliation into 
inunediatc con.w:iou.snt?ss in the beginni11g of the Phenomcnol6gy, aitd which for 
Hegel is only jitlly realized at the end, still remains problematic jbr Heidegger. 
However, even here it is not simply a past, but a Ge-wescn; that is, the re
collection (ge-) of that which lasts and exists (We~en). Even here, the beginning 
is not something simple, but it hides a beginning (An fang) within itse(f that only 
a memorial thought ( Andenken) can reveal. 

Here it is possible to measure the proximity of the Hegelian Absolute to that 
extreme figure that, in Heidegger, seeks to grasp the advent of the having-been: 
Ereignis. According Lo Heidegge1~ Ereignis seeks to think the co-belonging (Zu-. 
sammengehoren) of Being and time; that is, it itlterrogates the und of the title 
Sein und Zeit (thus, something that cannot be grasped either as Being or as time; 
Heidegger 6, p. 46). J11is reciprocal belonging is not, however, simply conceived 
as a relation between. nvo preex;sting entities, but as that which conveys them in. 
their proper existence, like the Es that "gives" in the expressions: es gibt Sein, 
es gibt Zeit. 

How are we to conceive Ereignis in the context of our seminar? The co
belonging and the interweaving l?f Being and time have been expressed in terms 
of the taking place of language in time, that is, as \lbice. In Ere ignis, we might 
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then say, Heidegger attempts to think the Voice in itself; no longer simply as a 
mere logico-dijferential structun~ and as a purely negative relation of Being and 
time, but as that which gives and attunes Being and tinw. In other word.<>, he 
attempts to conceive the 'vice absolved from negativit_y, the absolute Voice. ln 
Heideggerian language the word Ereignis is senu~ntirally related to the word Ab .. 
solute. lnfact, in Ereignis, we should understand the eigen, the ownmo.~t, as in 
Absolute the self and its own. In this sense., Ereignis might have the same mean
ing as the Latin "ad-sue-fectio," habituathm, abs0lution. The reciprocal appro
priation of Being and time that takes place in Ere ignis is, also, a reciprocal ab
solution that frees them of all relativity and demonstrates their relatirm as 
"absolute relation," the "relation of all relations" (<las VerhHitnis aller Verhalt
nisse, Heidegger 3, p. 267). For this reason, Heidegger can write that in 
Ereignis he seeks to think ''Being without regard for the entity'' (Heidegger 6, p. 
25)-that is, in terms (?f'our seminar, the taking place of language without regard 
for that which, in this taking place, is spoken or formulated as a proposithm. 
This doe,r; not mean, Heidegger warns, that ''the relation with the entity would be 
inessential to Being or that it would be necessary to exclude this relation" (ibid., 
p. 35). Rather, it means "to think Being not in the manner (~f metaphysics," 
which considers Being exclusively in its function as the foundation for the entity 
and thus subordinates being to itself. In fact, metaphysics is "the history of the 
formations l~j' Being (Seinspragungen), that is, viewed .from Appropriation 
(Ercignis), of the history of the self-withdrcrwal of what is sending in favor of the 
destinies" (ibid., p. 44,· English ed., p. 41). In the terms of our seminar, this 
suggests that, in rnetaphysics, the taking place (!llanguage (the pure fact that 
language is) is obliterated in favor of that which is said in the instanu~ of dis
course; that is, this taking place (the Voice) is thought only as the foundathm of 
the said, in such a way that the \-hice itse(f never truly arrives at thought. 

We must now ask if such an absolraion and appropriation of the Voice is pos
sible. Is it possible to absolve the \I(Jice from its constitutive negativity and to 
think the Voice absolutely? Much is determined by the rc.~ponsc we give to this 
question. Yet we can alreac~~· anticipate that Ereignis does not seem to be entirely 
liberatedfrom negativity or the lmsp!!akable. "We can never represent Ereignis" 
(ibid., p. 24); "Ereignis does not exist nor does it present itself"; it is only 
nameable as a pronoun, as It (Es) and as That (Jencs) ''which has sent the var
ious forms of epochal Being,'' but that, in itself, is ''ahistorical, or more pre
cisely, without dt~stin.y" (ungcschichtlich, besser: geschicklos; ibid., p. 44; En~ 
glish ed., p. 41). 

Even here, as in the Hegelian Absolute, at the point whne, in the Ereignis, the 
sender is revealed as the Proper, the history ofBeing reaches its end (ist ... die 
Seinsgeschichte zu Ende) and, for thought, there is literally n(lthing left to say or 
think other than this "apJWOJ1riotion or habit." But in its essence, this amounts 
to an e)ptopriation (Entcignis) and ·a hiding (Verbcrgung), which no longer 
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hides itse(f'(sich nicht vcrbirgt) and is no longer veiled in historical figures or 
words, but is shown as such: as pure sending without destiny, pure forgetting of 
the beginning (Heidegger 6, p. 44). In Ereignis, we might say, Voice shows itself 
as that which, remaining unsaid and unsfgnified in evety word and in every his
torical tradition, consigns humanity to history and signification as the umpeak
able tradition that forms thefoundathmfor all tradition and hflman speech. Only 
in this way can mt:'taphysh·s think ethos, the hahiwaf dwelling place of man. 

Here the necessary belonging of se(f-demonstmtion to the sphere of the abso
lute j(nmdation is made clear. In fact, for Hegel the Absolute is not simply the 
without-relation or the witholft-mm•ement; rather, it is absolute relation and 
movt:'ment, a complete relation unto itse(j: Thus, not every significance or every 
relation to alterity di.<sa[Jpears here; but the Absolute is essentially ''eq1~alto itself 
in being-other,'' ''a concept that real;zes itself through its being-other and that, 
through the retnoval of this reality, is united with itse(f and reestablishes its ab
solute reality, its simple sc(f-rcfercnce" (Hegel 3, p. 565). That which has re
turned to itu(f is not, however, without relation; it is in relation with itself, U 
shows itse{t: Signification, which has exhausted its historical figures and no 
longer signifies-nothingness, JWlV signifies or shows itself. Self-d('nwnstration is 
the absolute relation. that does not show or signify other than itself. The Absolute 
is the self-demonstration of the Voice. 

Here, the link between Ereignis and the Absolute receives further confirma
tion. In fact, even in Ereignis mow:mcnt and selj~demonstration take place: "the 
lack of destiny (lEreignis does not mean that it has no 'nw1.·cnwu' (Bewegtheit). 
Rather, it means that the manner of mm·emcnt most proper to Ereignis, turning 
toward us in !Pithdrmral, first shows it.~t:'f.f as what is to be thought" (Heidegger 
3, p. 44). 1/ms the Sage, originary speech, which constitutes "the most auth.en·· 
tic mode" f~/'Ercignis, is essentially pure self-demnllstration, Zeige and sich zei
gen (H.eidegger 3, p. 254). 

Further examin.athm of the link (and of the d{fferen.ces) between. Ereignis and 
the Absolute must be deferred until a later date. Such an exmnination should cer
tainly begin with the problem of completion. If the words Absolute and Ereignis 
haw.' any meaning, this is inseparahle jhmz the question of the end of history and 
tradithm. If the Voice is the Insignificant, which goes to the ground so that mean
ing can be.founded, and the beginning, ~rhich was presupposed and only came to 
be replaced in itself at the end, then this WJice can reach ni('aning only as an end 
and completion of m('anir1g. The thought of the having-been (of the First) is nec
essarily a thought of the Last, eschatology. 

Does the "crmclus;rm" of the Hegelian .figures of the spirit in absolute know
ing (hat also der Geist die Bewegung seiner Gestaltens be.schlossen, Hegel 2, 
p. 588) truly signify the end of history? Kojeve's reading·of Hegel, according to 
which ahso{ute knmdng 1vorild coincide with. a book rccapiwfating all the histor
ical figures f~j' humanity (and such a book would be identical to the Science of 
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Logic), rmnains hypothetical. But it is probable that, in the Absolute, the labor of 
hunzan negativity has truly r(~ached completion and that humanity, returned to 
itsef;f, ceases to have a huinan figure to present itself as the fulfilled animality of 
the species Homo sapiens, in a dimension where nature and culture are neces
sarily confused. (Here, Marx's concept of the lumum condition as post-historical 
[or truly historical]--that is, after the end (if the reign of necessity and the en
trance of the "reign offreedom ''-·is still a contemporary idea.) 

In Heidegge1~ the figure of "appropriated" or post-historical humanity re
mains ambiguous. On the one hand, thefact that the hiding o.f'Being takes place 
in Ereignis -but no lmiger veiled in an epochal figure and thus, without any his
torical desriny .. -can only signify that Being is now definitively obliterated and 
that its history, as Heidegger repeatedly suggests, is finished. On the other hand, 
Heidegger writes that in Ereignis some possibilities of unveiling remoin that 
thought cannot exhaust and, thus, there are still some historical destinies 
(Schickungen, J-leidegga 6, p. 53). Moreover, man still seems here to maintain 
the status of the speaking-mortal. Rather, Ereignis is precisely the moFcmellT that 
carries language as Sage to human .speech (lleidegger 3, p. 261). In this sense, 
''All proper (eigcnt11ch) language·--as assigned to man through the m(li·cment of 
the Sage-is destined (geschickt) and thus, destinal (gcschicklickJ" (Heidegger 
3, p. 264). Human language, no longer linked to any natuTe, remains destined 
and historical. 

Since both the Absolute and Ereignis are oriented toward a having-been or 
Gcwesen of which they represent the consummation, the lineaments (~fa truly 
absolved, truly appropriated humanity-one that is wholly without destiny
remain in both cases obscure. 

(So ifwe wished to characterize the penpectivc of the seminar ·with respect to 
the having .. been in Hegel and in Heidegger, we could say that thought is oriented 
here in the direction (~{a never-having-been. This is 10 say that our seminar sets 
out ji-om the definitive cancellarion of the vbice; or rather, it conceives of the 
\thice as never having been, and it no longer thinks the Voice, the un.~peakable 
tradition. Its place is the ethos, the infantile dwelling-that is to say, wirhortt will 
or vhice- of man in language. 1/lis dwelling, which has the figure of a history 
and of a universal language that have never been and are thus no longer destined 
to be handed down in a grammar, is that which remains here, to be thought. It is 
in this context that we should read the poem by Caproni that ended the seminar.) 

A .final thing remains to be said regarding the Eleusinian mystery. We saw that 
its simple wisdom, initiating man to negation and to the ''mystery <~f eating bread 
and drinking wine," was central to the Phenomenology of Spirit. How should we 
understand the solidarity between philosophy and the mysterious wisdmn evoked 
here? And what is meant by this proxirnity between unspeakable sacrificial wis
dom, as the initfmion into destruction and violence, and the negative foundation 
of philosophy? Here the problem of the absolutefoundation (of ungrowuledness) 
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reveal,\' its full weight. The fact that num, the animal pos.w:ssing language, is, as 
such, ungrounded, the fact that he has no foundation except in his own action (in 
his own "violence"), is such an ancient truth thatit constitutes thebasis for the 
oldest religious practice (~f humnniry: sacrifice. However one interprets the sac
rificial function, the essemial thing is that in every case, the action of the human 
commrmity is grounded only in another action; or, as etymology shows, that el'
ery facerc is sacrum facere. At the center of the sacrifice is simply a determinate 
action that, as such, is separated and f1l{!rked by exclusion; in this way it becomes 
sacer and is invested with a series of prohibitions and ritual prescriptives. For
bidden action, marked by sacredness, is not, lwwcJY'r, simpfy exdudt!d; rather it 
i.s nmv only acassible for certain people and according To dctermhwte rules. In 
this way, it furnishes society and its 1mgrormdcd legislation 1vith the fiction (l a 
beginning: that which is excfuded from the comm11nity is, in reality, that on which 
the entire life of the community is founded, and it is assumed by the society as an 

irnmemorial, and yet rnemomble, past. Every beginning is, in truth, an initia
tion, every conditum is an abs-conditum. 

Thus the sacred is necessarily an amhiguo11s and circular concept. (In Latin 
sacer means vile, ignorninious, and also august, n~srn'('(/ for the gods; both the 
law and he who violates it are sacred: qui legem violavit, sacer esto.) lie who 
has violated the law, in particular by homicide, is excluded from the community, 
exiled, and abandoned to himself, so that killing him Hormld not be a crime: homo 
sacer is est quem populus iudicavit ob rnaleficium; neque fas est cum irnmolari, 
sed qui occidil paricidi non damnatur. 

The ungrmmdedness of all human praxis is hidden here in the fact that an 
action (a sacrum facere) is abandoned to itself and thus becomes the jbundation 
for all legal behavior; the action is that which, remaining 1111speakable (arreton) 
and intmnsmissible in every action and in all human language, destines man to 
community and to tradition. 

The fact that, in sacrifice as we know it, this action is generally a murde1~ and 
that sacr(fice is violent, is certainly not C(l.mal or insignificant; and yet in itse(f 
this violence explains nothing; rather, it requires an explanation (as has been 
offered recently by Meuli and Burkert [Burkert 1972, English ed. 1983], who 
place sacrifice in relation to the hunting rites ofprchistoric jJeoples, that is, to 
the development of hunters from a race of beings that were not biologically des
tined for hunting). Violena is not something like an originary biological fact that 
man is forced to ass1nne and regulate in his own praxis through sacrificial insti
tution; rather it is lhe very 1mgroundednpss of human action (which the sacr(fi
cial mytlwgeme hopes to cure) that constitutes the violent character (that is con
tranaturam, aam·ding to the Latin meaning ofthe word) qfsacrifice. All human 
action, inasmuch as it is not naturally grounded but must construct its own foun
dation, is, according to the socr(!'icial mythogeme, violent. And it is this sacred 
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violence that sacrifice presupposes in order to repeat it and regulate it within its 
own structure. 

The unnatHralness of human violence.- without common. mea.Htr(~ with re,\pect 
to natural violence-- is a historical product of man, and as such it is implicit in 
the very conception of the relation bet1vcen nature and culture, between living 
being and logos, where man grounds his own humanity. The foundation of vio
lence is the violence of the foundation. (In a chapter from Science of Logic, 
titled ; 'The Absolute Relation, '' Hegel articulates this implication of violence in 
the very rncchanism of every human action as causative action,· Flegel 3, pp. 
233-40.) 

Even philosophy, through the mythogeme (~f the Voice, thinks the ungrounded
ness of man. Philosophy is precisely the foundation (~f man as human being (that 
is, as a living being that has logos) and the attempt to absolve man of his un
groundedness and of the unspeakability of the sacrificial mystery. Bu.t precisely 
in that this absolution is conceived on the basis of a having-been and a negative 

.foundation, the liberation of the sacr(f'icial niythogcmc remains necessarily in-
complete, and philosophy finds itself obliged to ''justify'' violence. The arreton, 
the unspeakable tradiaon, continues to dominate the tradition of philosophy: in 
Hegel, as that nothingness that we must abandon to the violence of history and of 
language in order to tear away from it the appearance (l a beginning and im
mediacy; and in lleidegger, as the unnamed that remains unsaid in all speech 
and in all tradition, and (/(!Stines man w tradition and language. Certainly, in 
both cases, the aim of philosophy is to absolve man from the violence of the .foun
dation; but this absolution is possible only at the end or in a form that remains, 
at least partially, excluclerlfrom articulation. 

A completed foundation of humanity in itsel/should, however, signify the de
finitive elimination of the sacr~ficial mytlwgeme and of the ideas of nature and 
culture, (i the unspeakable and the spmkable, which are groundnl in it. In fact, 
even the sacralization (~{life derives from sacrifice:.from thi.c; point (lvie~v it sim
ply abandons the naked naturall(fe to its own violence and its own unspeakable
ness, in order to ground in them eve.t)' cultural rule and all language. The ethos, 
humanity's own, is not something unspeakable or sacer that must remain unsaid 
in all praxis and human speech. Neither is it nothingness, whose nullity serves as 
the basis for the arbitrariness and violence of social action. Rather, it is social 
praxis itselj; human speech itse(l; which have become tran,IJWrent to themselves. 



Epilogue 
To Giorgio Caproni 

What remains in suspense, 1vhat dangles in thought? We can only think, in lan
guage, because language is and yet is not our voice. There is a certain suspense, 
an wm~solvP.d question, in language: whether or not it is our voice, as baying is 
the voice of the ass or chirping the voice of the cricket. So when we speak we 
cannot do away with thought or hold our words in su.\pense. Ihought is the sus
pension of the voice in language. 

(The cricket, clearly, cannot think in its chirping.) 
When we walk through the woods at night, with every step we hear the rustle 

ofinv;sible animals (tnwng the bushes flanking our path. Perhaps they are lizards 
or hedgehogs, thrushes or snakes. So it is when we think: the path of words that 
wefo!low is ofno importance. What mailers is the indistinct patter that we some
times hear moving to the side, the sound of an animal in .flight or something that 
i:"i suddenly arou.w~d by the sound (lour steps. 

The animal in flight that we seem to hear rustUng away in our words is- we 
are told-our own voice. We think--we hold our words in suspense and we are 
ourselves swpended in language-because, finally, we hope to find our voice in 
language. Long ago-we are told--our voice was inscribed in language. The 
search.for this voice in language is thought. 

11zefact that language surprises us and always anticipates voice, that the sus
pension of the voice in language never terminates: this constitute.~ the problem. of 
philosophy. (llow each of us resolves this suspension is ethics.) 

But the voice, the human voice, does not exist. We have no voice to trace 
through language, I(} seize-in order to remember it-at the point where it dis-
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appears in names, where it is inscribed in letters. We speak with the voice we 
lack, which has never been written (agrapt.a nomima, Antigone, 454). And Lan
guage is always "a dead letter." 

We can only think if language is not our voice, only ffwe reach our o'vvn apho
nia at its very bottom (but in reality there is no bottom). What we call world is this 
abyss. 

Logic demonstrates that language is not my voice. The voice··-it says-once 
was, but is no more nor can it ever be again. Language takes place in the non
place of the voice. This means that thought must think nothing in the voice. 111is 
is its piety. 

Thus the flight, the sr.Mpension clthe voice in language, must come to an end. 
We can ceas(~ to hold language, the voice, in su,spense. If the voice has never 
been, iftlwught is thought in the voice, it no longer has anything to think. Once 
completed, thnught has no more thought. 

Only a !race of the Latin tenn cogitare, .for centuries a key term indicating 
thought, remains in the word intractable (ltolhm tracotanza). As late as the fif
teenth century coto and cuitanza rneant thought. Intractable derives from the 
Latin ultracogitare, and passes through the Proven.ral ultracuidansa:. to exceed, 
to pass th.t~ limit of thought, to think beyond, to over-think. 

We can repeat that which has been said. But that which has been thought can 
never be said again. You take your Leave .forever of the word once it has been 
thou.ght. 

We walk through the woods: suddenly we hear the .flapping l?{ wings or the 
wind in the grass. A pheasant lifts off and then disappears instantly among the 
trees, a porcupine buries in the thick underbrush, the dry leaves crackle as a 
snake slithers away. Not the encounter, but this flight of invisible animals is 
thought. NOt, it was not our voice. We came as close as possible to language, we 
almost brushed against it, held it in suspense: but lVe never reached our encoun·· 
ter and now we turn back, untroubled, toward hmne. 

So, language is our voice, our language. As you. now speak, that is ethics. 
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